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as motive power will be on the grounds, 
with rods for such a purpose. Manufac
turers must furnish their own pullies and 
belting. This will make the machinery 
far more attractive.
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One of our subscribers, an able and enter
prising farmer, marie the following complaint 
to ns a few days since He has been in the 
habit for many years of coming into this city 
by the London k Port Stanley Railway from 
White's Station. The price charged for his 
ticket has always been 62.1 cents. This road 
has now been leaser! by the Great Western 
Railway, ami is managed by that monopoliz
ing institution. When coining into town 
this time he was required by the Station 
Master to pay 68 cents for his ticket. Ho

The work of renovation and addition to 
the buildings is progressing favorably in 
this city, and a good Exhibition may be 
safely expected.

We hâve visited some of our breeders 
since our last issue, and glanced over some 
of their stock. The greatest competition 
will be in Durham cattle. The most im
portant and attractive feature will be the 
competition for the Prince of Wales’ 
Prize for the best bull and five of his 
calves.

It is our impression that the crowd will 
be so great around the Durham ring at 
that time that it will be difficult for

Seed Wheat.
We have traveled nearly a thousand 

miles in Canada for the purpose of ex
amining the wheat in the ground, and 
since threshing commenced we expected 
from some reports to have been able to 
speak of Arnold’s new hybridized wheat, 
that gained the $50 prize, but after ex
amining the crops of it we are unable to 
recommend it to our readers.

It was killed badly by the frosts of the 
past winter and spring. The yield will 
not average one half as much as that of 
the Scott wheat ; notwithstanding this, 
some hundreds of bushels will be sold at 
high prices. Mr. Arnold is still trying to 
bring out fresh varieties ; perhaps he may 
yet succeed in procuring a variety as good 
as he says lie can. If he should succeed 
we would all be benefitted, but success in 
new enterprises and undertakings is pre
carious.

There is a wheat grown in Yarmouth 
which is called there the Dominion Wheat; 
it is a white chaffed wheat, thickly set in 
the head, like the old China wheat ; it is 
bearded, is a winter wheat, and is spoken 
well of where it is raised, but from all 
accounts we do not think it as safe as the 
Scott wheat.

remonstrated, stating what, hail been the 
regular price, and as the G. W. It. on leasing 
the road agreed to retain the old prices, ho 
was entitled to pay only the same amount. 
He was roughly told by tlio official that he 
was an Asa.

Now, we know that this farmer is not only 
a straightforward, upright man, but belongs 
to that class of men, the Quakers, who aro 
so invariably quiet and unassuming in their 
manner, and are not given to abuse or annoy 

y one.
Now this is only one instance out of the 

millions in which our farmers are abused by 
the officials of our railway monopolies, and 
we feel compelled, in the interest of the most 
valuable and yet most imposed upon part of 
the community, to protest against such au
rions.

Because we may not he dressed in broad
cloth or have overcoats cut according to the 
latest fashion, we are to ho very thankful 
that we are allowed to look at onr finely 
dressed, well-fed xrrrants. Who is it that 

■ supports these railways 7 Who is it that 
pays the bonuses with which these roads 
built ? Who provides the grain and tlio 
cattle which compose their freight Î Or who 
feeds the pretentious middlemen who look 
down upon us ?

If radway officials and other public ser
vants do not very shortly show us more 
respect of their own accord, we will be com
pelled, as farmers, to arise in onr might, as 
our brethem in the west are now doing, and 
then we will find these officials, from the 
highest to the lowest, trembling for their 
positions, and begging us to he lenient with 
them.

We have the thing in onr own hands. 
Who are the majority of voters in this coun
try t Why the farmers ? And who ought to 
rule the country ? Who ought to he making 
the laws ! isit railway ofhcials and politi
cians, sleek-faced middlemen and well-fed 
public servants lie ware, or they may some 
day wake up and find, as they now have 
across the borders, that the farmers can and 
will have their rights, anil all these blood
suckers he brought down to their proper 
position.

Extortion and insult on the part of railway 
or any other officers will not be allowed to 
have its swing much longer.

peo
ple to obtain a good view of the animals. 
Perhaps it might be well to increase the 
size of the space allotted to showing the 
Durhams, when the prize is to be awarded. 
We would say to the officers, crowd and 
to the most fastidious ladies : Make a 
point to see the cattle ring when the 
judges are awarding the Prince of Wales’ 
Prize.

To the committee of management 
would say ; It is your duty to make such 
arrangements as will afford opportunity to 
visitors to examine things that are of in
terest ; take care that the public 
this part of the Exhibition. To the 
mittee of management we would also sug
gest that the doors of the Exhibition 
building be kept open from 8 a. m. till 6 
p. m., and not be closed for two or three 
hours in the middle of the day to 
modate a Prince or a Governor. The pul 
lie have paid their money, the gates are 
advertised to be open, and the palace 
should be kept open. We well know the 
Governor, Prince or any other gentleman 
would not desire the palace to he closed 
against the public for two or three hours 
on their account, just at the time thou
sands are expecting to enter it.

Mr. S. White set the best example to 
future and past Presidents ; when the de
mand was made to him to clear the palace 
and close the doors against the public at 
Hamilton, he withheld his consent and 
allowed the public their right, and he also 
made arrangements that were quite satis
factory to our illustrious visitors, namely, 
to-enter the building early on the follow
ing morning. We heard great and just 
complaints from the public in this city 
when the doors were closed for a length of 
time in the middle of the day. The pub
lic that have paid their entrance fee have 
a right to enter the Exhibition building at 
any reasonable hours,uuless the building 
is advertised to be closed on any particu
lar day.

To mechanics desirous of showing their 
machinery in motion a better opportunity 

j will be furnished this year than previously,
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In some sections the Treadwell is doing 

almost as well as the Scott, and some pre
fer it.

There are some good pieces of Diehl 
wheat, but if the acreage of wheat 
and the yield per bushel is estimated, the 
Delhi wheat will show a most deplorably 
low average, lower than any other excent 
the Soules ; yet, in some sections really 
good crops are obtained.

The Mediterranean has yielded a fair 
average, but in the sections where the 
Scott wheat has been introduced, it ap
pears to be gaining favor.

We can speak from experience. My 
boys sowed a field part with Treadwell 
and part with Scott wheat ; the Tread
well yielded 20 bushels per acre, and the 
Scott yielded 32 1-2 bushels. The Tread
well had yielded well in our section until 
the Scott wheat was introduced.

We (lid not raise the tenth part of 
ough to supply the demand this year ; we 
therefore are obliged to fill orders from 
the best lots we can find. Some may not 
be quite as clean as they ought to be, but 
until we command more land and capital 
we cannot send out things quite as good 
as we would, like. Our price will not al- 

1 low us to handpick it this year.
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There were imported into Colorado in the 
last year eighty-seven pedigree Short Horn, 
Jersey, Hereford. Devon and Galloway bolls; 
twenty-one stallions, and four hundred and 
fifty-six Merino, Southdown and Leicester 
bucks.
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FARMER’S ADVOCATE.130
to 12 hens a 
run at large 
duting most 
coop.

sphere that pasturing instead of ennchmg

rience in agriculture. So well known,s tins 
to farmers and farm laborers that they
reaf^mT™ï-^lSglè lanS
St >’ it is tme l^d can he kepUn a high TOML he.vltut hek boosts.
"TT nf fertility vtiiile tiUing it successively, JcjkiS/J If we would keep poultry m 
state of fcrti y have ’ere a healthy state during the wm-
as in a system of * only be ac- tP* ter, the h nne-y must have its
now recommended, i i;i,pr*iiv I house-cleaning as we'l as th dwelling house.—
complished by manure being pi twitb’ Clean out the nest boxes, and whitewash them
and frequently ; and it is sai£ that. «°™ ^ ^ ^ ,.ea ly for anot!iel. ,p,i„g ; and
standing the high farming necessary 111 s"c when fresh hay or straw is put in, spr ukle a 
a system, the land will, afterthe lapseoi I handful of flour of sulphur into each : paint 
some years, be the better to be let rent. May tbe ru0gt8 WCU wiili petroleum , il or kerosene, 
not nature during this period of rest be ex- Clean out a’l the ear h u dcrneatli the ln-n 
erting necessery recuperative powers. VY liy I roosta ,md Sprinkle fresh s nd or oam over the
is it that pasturing land ennehes it and mow- w])ol# qoor uf the room. If this is well
ing the glass for hay impoverishes it? Every attended to every autumn, there will be no 

p of grass or anything else takes from the danger of diseased, vermin-covered poultry,but 
Knd at least a portion of plant food. This the whole stock will be in a healthy condition, 
s carried away off the land in hay ; it is re- Next see that there is a good supply of pure
turned to theyiand in the droppings left by water every morning for their use.
+1 e cattle nastured on it, and by a fertilizing, There is a receipt for keeping fowls healthy, though unseen substance communicated to I which has been sold under the titles of Uni-
SrSlKLi. .... .1 the "Itt
Their very lying on it serves to enncli it , J™ ^ ^ ^ ^ p<)ultry To half a lb. Gf 
how much more their droppings . | gujphate cf jron add one ounce of diluted sul-

huric aeid, and pour it into two gallons of 
The Pliylloxena. ‘vat,r. ht it stand fourteen days after bottling

The Garden gives the following practical it, and then put a

dent that all who do so make money out of it 
that there is no excuse for neglecting. It takes 
but a few more bushels to the acre of any grain 
to more than repay the extra expense of the 
seed, that it ought not to require such extra in
ducements to introduce a good article. Just 
see, for instance, this Scott Wheat, which you 
have been instrumental in introducing. 1 
know farmers who sowed it alongs'de of Tread- 
well, which is itself a good wh at, and actua ly 
obtained ten bushels to the acre more from the 
Scott than the Treadwell. These may be ex- 
ceptional cases, but I know that they occur 
very frequently..

Next month I will be better able to get re 
ports from my experiments, as I will then 1> 
getting my crops stored away for the winter.

Progress.

Notes from my Carden—No. 3.
In my last letter in speaking of potatoes, I 

made the remark that we were all agreed that 
small potatoes were not good for seed. Now 
I wish to qualify that assertion. On account 
of shortness of seed, I was compel ed this 
Spring to use about half » bushel of very small 
Early Rose potatoes for planting.

I was rather in doubts as to what my crop 
would be, fearing that although I might have 
quantity, the quality would be poor. I was, 
however, agreeably surprised to find that the 
iiotatoes were both numerous and large ; in 
fact, as fine a crop as I ever had. It may be 
that the deterioration would not be apparent in 
one year ; my seed was probably from good 
stock of the previous year. It is quite possible 
that if I planted the present potatoes next 
year I would be more able to see the diminu
tion ’in size. It has certainly been always my 
experience, that “ Like produces like.”
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Pastnrins too Much.
A correspondent of the Country Gentleman 

writes to the Country Gentleman on pasturing 
too much as follows :—

“ Good, permanent grass lauds, sure for a 
fair yield of hay or pasture, cannot be pas
tured to the best advantage. A portion of 
the growth that may be secured for hay is 
lost in a pasture. Land covered by drop
pings of stock cannot produce grass, and the 
rank growth surrounding it will he left 
The hoofs of cattle, especially of horses and 
colts, tread out and prevent the growth of 
not a little grass. And then, unless the field 
is fed very close, more or less will get old 
and dry and not be eaten at all, and, strange
as it may appear, land improves faster when *<>use. calcium du,, i„ around the roots | The effect of this stimulant is soon apparent;
m meadow than when m pasture. 1 he glow th j considered to have a powerful *f- the feathers of the birds will assume a rich,
in a meadow makes a thicker and better soi destroying Phylloxena. This gives rise glossy appearance, and the whole flock will be

BUTTER BEAKS. and a much larger growth of grass and clover ‘rue liul.,jiur0ic acid, in consequence of the ?n the best possible health and spirits If
F» Vtxaviv hrnail white bean which roots, and both are left to gradually improve m0:sfure 0f the soil, and ihe gentle disengage- poultry are affected with the dry roup, this re-

, ^ is delicious eating and the soil. True, this depends m some measure ment 0f carbonic acid. It serves also equally medy will prove a cure, and wih ward it off
bears this na . . . j of them on the treatment the meadow receives. If p to destroy caterpillars and other injurious from flocks that are not tainted. With a littlea« ckof mytel aml twined them fed closely from the time the hay is removed ", thu/are frequently so difficult to re- attention to clean Uness largei flocks o poultry
up Ml over it. They will m ke, I should say, until winter and, perhaps, to some extent in move from vegetation. can be k,ep<t free fr.>m diswill give a
a^vine of about 20 feet long, covered with broad the spring there may be very little improve- This insect is said to have given more trouble tened.for mar >
green leaves and great clusters of very large ment while the grass will be more likely to to tbe growers of vines in America than by any bcunti PP Y “ ' .. . „ . letthe
pods. The beans are eaten shelled like peas, run out if not fed close and something is other disease or enemy to which it is subject. At ‘his season of the year it is wellito let the
and are beautiful. The vine would be nice to j to protect the soil and grass plants in hot Effects of the severe winter in Iowa. Acorres- f,°wl3™ destroy (|Uantities of worms,
cover an arbor, or to shade a house. weather as well as through the winter, the pondent of the Gardner's Monthly says fully den, and “rnyA\“Xd fowls in à

turnips. crops will he better, the grass hold out long- one half the young apple trees in North cat uarrer „f an acre will do good service to the
or and the improvement of the land be more Crn nurseries were killed by the winter. horticulturist and the gardener, and lay a large
sure and decided. Arborvitae is transplanted in this part of the munber 0f eggHl which are always a cash article

“It may not he well too leave too large a world all through the summer season. I he and desirable in the kitchen and on the table,
growth on the land through the winter, at earth has tube tightly packed round the roots, _(juuntry Gentleman.
feast not enough to smother the plants or in- and this tight packings “^a ~in- sHf 
duce mice to live and work unSer thedead ^°'ïfThe weXi^e^ry!
gi-ass ; but this is seldom the case most l;kel t(l b° dry, water is given with the 
farmers err the other way. Perhaps two lant at planting. Unless the season is a very 
cuttings for hay—one early and the other J,xtra,lr,blia,y one, or the situation very dry. 
not far from the first of September (the tbey will grow at any season. There -is some 
fall growth being left on the land)—will do lisk ;n a]b

As an expenment, I wdl thw year sow Car Au aciiuaintance of many years with some ■ recomir-ended as a cheap and simple process 
fan,Sdî“ lthhetTlirin Z“™nd over <>f the best grass lands of the Old Country for coating canvas for waggon tops, terns, 
winter I have heard good reports from some has led us to form opinions very different awnings, &c It renders it impermeable to 
cardeners about the fall sowing of Parsnips. - from those of the correspondent. AX c have moisture, without making it stiff and liable 10 

I have myse't had so,re of my best Lettuce known grass lands to pay in fattening cattle break. Soft soap ,s to he dissolved in hot 
from self-sown patches, so I don’t know but the a clear profit of from three to six pounds water, and a solution of sulphate of iron added, 
oth” seeds may likewise do well. Of rour-o I sterling ,n five months. It is true those The sulphuric acd combines w.tn.the potash ,d 
will workup the ground very thoroughly in the pavts covered by the droppings of the cattle the soap, and t ie oxit> ^ p -rhis
fall, and have channels for the surface water of d the rank grass surrounding these spots )v,t l . lu, 1 ' , V , , i ,n;xe,i with linseeil 
the spring to escape readily. In the Southern left ullt5uched by the cattle for the taf S India rubl.er

season, but the areas occupied by them was ^^f^tfives the paint.”- Jaunt* 

and sn"il bulbs or sets are formed which are comparatively frit ling, and the next season nf App,ied Chemistry.
taken up and planted out the following year. — those places pi odueed the most luxurious Milk Poison.—For a long time it has been 
This is the ri^lit way to manage the Italian grass, highly relished by the cattle. 1 hey observed that the milk of cows, drinking from 
varitics of onions in this country. were so productive that it was estimated gtagnimt pools and mud holes,soon becomes bad

that they payed well for the few weeks or and ;a the fruitful source of floating curds dur- 
inontlis that they were not grazed on. Some big hot weather. In St. Lawrence county a 
stock feeders had these little mounds of noted dairyman stated to us that during a cer- 
dropping scattered over the fields when the tain dry season, he was unable to make good 
cattle were changed for a time to another butter from the milk of his cows, yet his neigh- 
pasture, and then, when they were in the hours had no difficulty. His pag ures were no
course of rotation taken back to the field so drink'^om tiough;‘and“ frog-ponds,
treated. 'J he fertility arising from the drop- ^ tried for a lon time to discover the cause 
pings was equally distributed, and no lmtle of tho troub)e ;n b;s butter, and at last sus- 
spots were so rank as to remain ungrazed. pected tbat it came from the water the cows 
Some of this grass land I knew that had Were drinking. Then he sunk a well and 
been so pastured for fourteen years, some obtained an abundant supply of good clear, 
over twenty and some still longer, and the water for his herd, and he had no difficulty in 
pastura,'e, so far from deteriorating, was, if making sweet butter and as good, as could be 
there was any change, improving, though the procured by his neighbors.- Moore J Rural Nei* 
improvement in it was scarcely perceptible. Yorker.
It was never eaten very close, and what re
mained old and dry served as an excellent 
mulching during the winter, and the result 
wits that the land so treated gives the earli
est good, rich pasturage the following May 
and during the summer.

So far from hay enriching the land, as pas
turing it did, meadows required periodical 
top-dressing to keep up their productiveness.
Whenever it could be done, as was not un- 
frequently the case with low bottom meadows, 
they were irrigated; but, in most cases, they 

top dressed with composts, ashes or 
farmyard manure. There seems to he an 
impression among not a few iu this liemi-

potato bugs.
We were in a great fright in the beginning o 

the year about our striped friends. Just as 
goon as the potato leaf appeared above ground it was attacked, and in many casés eaten off, 
and away down in the ground by the side of 
the stalk we could find our friends at work. - 
You could even see them straddling the fences, 
in order to have a good outlook and get the 
first < hance at any unfortunate potato which 
arrived above ground. Many of my neighbors 
gave up the potato crop as a bad job and let 
the bugs take poi session. I, however, am an 
Irishman, and cannot eet along without my 
national diet, and also being of a pugnacious 
disposition determined to have a fair fight for 
it I used both Vermatoxa and Paris Green, 
and am thankful to say, came off victorious.
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When my peas and lettuce and early pota
toes came off the ground I was determined not 
to allow it to lie idle, and therefore sowed it 
with turnips, AVliite Stone and AVlnte Globe — 
They are doing well, and I will have a capital 
second crop off my land. I often wonder why 
farmers don’t oftener seed turnips after they 
takeoff the fall wheat. What fine food they 
would make for the cattle during the fall ; for 
the sheep especially.
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HELPING CHICKENS FROM THE SHELL.

Many of our best books on poultry discour
age any attempt to assist a weak chicken when 
its own efforts to burst its prison walls are in- 
effectual. It is urged that any excitement 
about the nest worries the hen exceedingly ; 
that the operation is an exceenmgly delicate 
one not to be readily or hastily performed ; and 
that even when the poor little creature survives 
at the time, it will not live to m tunty.

With regard to tho e objecli iv, we say, 
when it appears that part i f the brood have 
been hatched some time-twelve b urs, per
haps - letthe mother with the chickens already 
out be furnished with a fresh nest where they 
may have a ittle food within reach. If an egg 
has been “chipped” and no further progress 
made, take a pair of sharp pointed scissors and 
cut up to the blunt end of the egg, and in that 
vicinity remove one-thiid of the whole shell, 
but do not draw blood ; then place what re- 
mains in the nest under the hen. Our experi- 

hss shown that with this treatment death 
impossibility ; the probability, life and

SOWING SEED IN THE FALL.
The following

pro lit an 
for the l
take a li 
courage]ence 

was an 
s.rength.

The writer once employed this
L eg after it had been “ chipped and lam 

wholly un overeil for fifteen hour s. 
hours the hicken was on its legs, and 
wards grew to be a heavy, healthy ’ chicken which is too feeble to hatch naturally 
must surely die if assistance be withheld , on 
the other hand, there is every reason to expert
that nature will rally when encouraged and 
stimulated by the co-operation of man, anu 
that we shall be rewa iled for our trouble wuh 
that satisfaction which results from the savi g 
of life.—Journal of the Farm.

PEAS.

I tried the Early Rennie Pea this year and 
like it. It is both early and productive. The 
seed is small but one of the wrinkled kind, and 
is a good size when gre. n. It is sweet and 
well tasted. Some of ray friends sowed peas 
late last fall and had a very early crop this 
year. I may possibly try the same experiment. 
In a garden you must stake your peas. It is a 
slovenly practice to do otherwise, and also a 
wasteful one. Use the trimmings from your 
trees and bushes, or go to the woods and get 

stakes. Tney will last a loag time if 
is taken of them.
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CORN FOR FODDER.
--------—------ --------------------------------

Mr. G. Martin, whose sale of Ayrshires 
is advertised in this paper, desires us to 
state that his intention is to sell annually 
a number of Ayrshire cattle at each Pro
vincial Exhibition in Ontario. The stock 
will be sold without any reservation what
ever, and no one will be employed to buy 
in. Mr. Martin considers Ayrshire cattle 
decidedly the most profitable for Cana
dians, and the only cattle that can be 
wintered sufficiently well on straw and 
turnips, and give a profitable flow of milk 
the same season.

I notice an article in your last number, ad
vising the use of sweet corn fodder in prefer
ence to Western corn fodder, and I agree with 
you most decidedly. Let any person taste the 
two and he will not hesitate to choose the svvee 

Of course it will not produce the bulk, 
make milk ami

I
COOPS FOR FOWLS.

A Vermont correspondent of the

».-eitir.SttSS5ss:

wide on the groundi, the sides> J en-
point at top. About four feet at ome^t ^
closed fora roosting place and l(8^ !P*gideghe 
otlv r end for nests. 1 o strengt ends
nails a strip half way up on each s.de, ttee^ 
of which extend so as to form h p)

! ing the coop. In such a coop he keeps
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corn. . ,
but it is the right arucle to 
butter with. I notice in some of my American 
papers that the leading dairymen there are in 
accord with you on this subject. Undoubtedly 
the bulk in the AY'estem corn will he p the poor 
farmer to worry through the winter, but the 
profits from the sweet corn wi 1 answer better.

NEW seeds. were
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THE SHELL.
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FARMER’S ADVOCATE. 131
to 12 liens and a cock. They are allowed to 

at large when they will do no damage, but 
during most of the summer are kept in the 
coop.

during the summer and autumn, and are run 
on clover and se» ds until September. They are 
then placed on wide turnijis, which they eat 
uncut, and are given a liberal allowance of hay; 
— a few older sheep being mixed with them 
until they get accustomed to their new food.— 
In December, or sooner, if the supply of com-' 
mon turnips has run out, the wether lambs are 
separated from the ewe lambs, and the whole 
are put upon cut Swedes. In January the 
wethers begin to have about a quarter of a 
pound of mixture composed of equal parts of 
decorated cotton cake end Indian corn, and in 
March thii ii increased to half a pound. The 
same mode of treatment goes on until the 
Swedes are all consumed, usually toward the 
middle of April, when the wetheis are shorn 
and sent to market. Mr. Powell, like most of 
his neighbors, is much troubled with foot-rot 

Hock. Asa remedy he uses sulphate of 
copper and alum, mixed with common lard.— 
F r feeding, linseed is preferred to cotton cake; 
but the latter is found to answer extremely 
well with sheep when consuming a large quan
tity of succulent food.

ounce. Let them he worked up and thorough
ly mixed together, then add about one ana a 
quarter pounds of lard melted over a slow tire, 
stirring while melting. When taken i ff, con 
tinue to stir till c Id, s > as to mix (he mercury 
well. — IFcsfmi farmer.

DYSENTERY IN CHICKENS.

Simple dysentery can be checked by giving 
them pulverized chalk mixed with a little 
boiled rice and milk ; or mix alum with their 
drinking water, so that you can by tasting just 
verc.eive its presence in the water, and let the 
food be entirely dry for a day or two. The dis
ease is caused in the first instance generally by 
feeding them with cold and too wet food.

run

CHEAP POULTRY YARD.

Set posts firmly in the ground, six feet high, 
Take No. 9 wire and stretdieight feet apart, 

from post 11 p ‘st, outside, fastening with sta
phs made o; wire, driven into posts. Place 
three wires, one incli apart, one foct from the 
ground ; another thr e at three feet ten inches 
from the ground ; another three at top of posts. 
Take common laths and weave in, leaving three 
inches space between sides of each. This makes 
the fence four feet high. Then take other 
laths, picket one end, and chamfer the other 
like a chisel blade, and interweave among the 
top wires ; then shove the chamfered edge 
down beside the top of the bottom lath, lapping 
under wires two inches.

HOW TO MANAGE A BREEDING BULL.

A young breeder writes us, that he lias pur
chased a tine thorough-bred bull, and wishes 

LIME FOR FOWLS. | some advice as to his feeding and management,
Domestic fowls need more lime than wild ^fdTorLlnVttura et" °r *‘"

fowls because they lay more eggs. The wild ToV0 aniurd is exercise mere important than 
owlhaysa sitting and then incubates, while to abreedi ngbuU . alul it is we folieve, the 

the domestic lays on indefinitely Unshed raw hudgmcnt ,?f a la ,e lnajürity „f practical 
bones are among the very best articles for sup- feeders, that the frequent instances of ineffi- 
plying lime. 1 he pieces of bones found m pa- ci g the hiRh.bre({ animals are caused by
tent ferti.iztr preparations cannot be recom- hih £onditi(m an(, idIene83. We know that 
mended as healthful. - Poultry World. | „,°ny inaUncee might be cited of bulle k„,,t

doors summer and winter, an l in the highest 
coudiiion, that have been sure breeders; but 

Rr Fl A TPV I riiese are exceptons to that general rule, and 
^^ J-'Xa.J.JTu X | should not lie relied upon as examples. We

endeavorto have our bulls in pasture day and 
night in May and June, and in the fall months.
In hot weather they are kept in through the

The high price of woo, this year and ,ast and I ta™5 ‘to^'witT tZflZ
the great demand for the sheep or lambs for Igem. nt, a bull will be vigorous, efficient 
meat, has made many a fanner wish he had a and hlaatLy/and much more likely to be quiet 
flock of sheep. We have advocated high prices than when constantly confined in astable, 
for woo advmmg the farmer, if he had any Sotoe bre, d. rs fence in a fieId (lf hv„ or ail 
and could afford to hold, not to sell. Although ^ for a bull ll)t in which they have a Bh,.d 
there has been a little depression in the market and wUere th u ’ the breedin' bld, aummer 
we still adhere to the view that the woollen and winter- Thia ja a very excellent plan ; 
mills during the coming season Will be large and with a strong post and rail fence, if the 
buyers of domestic wools, and we notice the bulli, never allowed to be taken out he will 
reports from foreign markets show great firm- aometimeB behave himself -piietly for five or 
ness abroad, arising from the same causes that I • years
prevml in this country-shortness of snpply.- in the'winter, buUs are generally kept in 
Nor do we think with the growth of business taM but ghould al be t*ken mft fu'r ex. 
m our country, the supply will for several erciae_if only a ftiw mda t, water it wi v be a 
years to come, exceed the demand, for a me- 1 
dium grade of wools, which are the staple 
grown here.

The question of raising sheep f. r their meat

SXïïwüEÎÏÏÏ*SB32a!I, ™-if°<•>»? <«7 "»■>-,7cr,««. and th. I.vorit. meat and that l.mt farm, bat a home larm mutt.

-ahnlesoin. and palatable of all meale.’it —io rote, in e,tentai,ouhl h. eneh.ed. ,,lg-
'ready getting so scarce and high that it has to tight, for a hog range Even at the present 
he purchased only as a luxury by those who ]%£«£&

CaWe have spoken thus far of the demand I or W.heF car® 18 ‘akt“ ln ,8' lectinf
wool and mutton at a price that will pay large- earliest maturing and easiest fattening qual- 
ly for slvcp raising. Their value to the farmer -ties of breeds or crosses, with greater pan,» ...
is not fully understood. It is an old pros erb 8aPPly>"S th.e l V 1 sea8°n>.?1"1
“Wherever the foot of the sheep touches the tbe a^e ul sho.ts; fifty per cent mo,e than 
land it is turned into gold." Sheep will en- «*“ may he safely expected, hive hundred
rich land faster than any other animal. On do.llar8 ,n cjlf,h r™hze',1 ^v,, rN yj‘ar n
toe mountain pastures they are valuable in tll,s W«V where less than two hundred is ru- 
cleaning up the land, freeing it from weeds. »“w- w'wu .aal, .! a dozen miles or
shrubs and briars, and bringhigit to clover and ^oreto be sold at twenty cents n trade lint 
nutritious grasses. They are easily raised and tar«ac 1 the highest succcessm Ins department
cared f r both in summer and winter. Tue of st,'ck raiamg’ free" foud» al,s"lutely “t” 
risk of loss by death is small, and if well man- fry for summer fee, mg. \ anous expedients
aged, sheep will not die in debt to the owner.- -ave beea tr^d lu thv way uf 8ullu!f. f “luut 
I? it dies lit birth it has cost nothing If it

PSl een bui more or less succulent weeds, have been fed 
i* 1 ,i, i r 1 with results more or less beneficial. Soakingbandry has the value « making the land more aday or two before feeding it, is
profitable, more productive at a less expend,- . b ^ llut ,loue „f aU these a„-
ture than any other animal kept on the farm.- 1 J, rich ()f red clover. j f
Nco England Homes,ead. | wy C()ntimle to uiakL. ,;„rn the chief crop, we

must cease to sell it at less than coat and man
age to feed it on the farm, or continue to he 
iinpov rished ill soil and purse, as we are being 

The time now spent in hauling corn to

in his

This makes a cheap, durable, pretty fence, 
that is seven feet and ten inches high, and fowl 
tight. Wires should he "left somewhat slack,as 
interweaving the laths wilt take it up. -Poultry 
World, IN-AND-OUT FEEDING.

VALUE OF SHEEP.1 The experience of every feeder of stock 
who has given any attention to his own busi
ness, has taught him that in all stormy 
weather, and al--o during such days as the mer
cury ranges from 150 above zero and down 
ward, stock will not increase in weight, how
ever well fed; not only that, much of the time 
they will actually lose, especially if they are 
compelled to drink “ice water,” as most all 
are, (provided they get any at all). Now, it Is 
fair to estimate that during the months of De
cember, January, February and March, taking 
one season with another, at least one third out
door feeding is lost, and as such stock will re
quire one-half bushel corn per day, it will re
sult in a loss of twenty busliels per head, be
sides the other forage and labor of feeding.

In support of this showing, I will quote here 
a synopsis of a report from a feeder in Cham
plain County, Illinois, as appeared in the Chi
cago Tribune, February 20th, 1871. He said 
lie fed in stalls.Ki) head of J year olds, 0 >ming4, 
and out-door 00 head uf as good steers of same 
age, and all with same kind of feed; that the 
latter ate more corn than the former, and were 
not in as good condition at the close of feeding. 
This satisfied him that out-door feeding would 
not do. —Cor. Journal of Agriculture.

MANURE FROM ONE F|DWL.

Lewis Wright, the well-known English poul
try writer, says th t in one instance the drop
pings of four Brahma IoaIs m one night 
weighed exactly one pound ; in another in
stance, 13 ounces. The average was 3J <?z. per 
bird, but which was 1 educed by drying to llj 

On a basis of one ounce to each fowl the 
amount per year will be 22j pounds, and for a 
flock of oO head, 1,140 pounds. He pronounces 
the manure equal to guano, and better in some 
respects ; but counting it as worth only $50 per 
ton, the manure from 50 fowls will be worth 
S2u per anuum, or 50 cents per head. This 
estima e is not, probably, any too high, and is 
worth remembering by those who keep poultry 
or who propose to do so.

It should also he remembered that this esti
mate is merely for the night droppings, and 
takes no account of the value of what is ma le 
in the day time. Much of this last, r.o doubt, 
is lost by exposure, but judicious management 
of poultry yards by breeders bent on saving 

rything po-sible, would probably result in 
devising a mode fur utilizing most of it.

i

oz.

great help.— National Lire Stoek Journal. !

FOOD FOR HOGS.

PROFITS OF POULTRY.

Nothing which the farmer produces is of 
quicker sale than eggs and pool ry. The prices 
which he receives therefor are in the main re
munerative ; the labor incurred is light and 
agreeable, and can be performed by the junior 
members of his family. The poultry yard pro
duces food which is highly palatable and nu
tritious at all seasons, and in this respect is 
lurdly equalled by any other department of 
the farm. Is it not worth while then to bestow 
more care and skill in managing the poultry?— 
I,eft to themselves, half their products are 
often wasted, and half the year they are non- 
layers. In winter they need simple warmth, 
light and sunshine, clean, roomy quarters, ami 
plenty of food. Every day they will pay for 
this. In the summer they waut range, fresh 
earth, shade, water, seclusion and protection 
from vermin. An abundance of eggs, broods 
of plump chickens, either for market or the 
farmer’s own table, will result from this care.
It is not feasible to carry on the poultry busi
ness on an enormous scale. Many have tried 
it and failed : but every farmer should make a 
couple of hundred dollars’ worth of their pro
ducts yearly. That, at least, can be done with 
profit and pleasure. It is a business adapted 
for the boys and girls, and they will speedily 
take a lively interest in it if only 1 roper en
couragement is given. farmers' Union.

Hog Disease.—A farmer near Wellington. 
Ky., has lost about forty hogs hy xvliat is called 
qiiinsey. The disease appears to he entirely in 
the throat; the 1 ogs begin wheezing, and, in 
every ease noticed, the animal dies in a lew 
minutes from suffocation. The stomach was 
found in a healthy state, hut the muscle* of the 
windpipe were so contracted that -Ihe little 
linger could be forced into it with difficulty.— 
The liogs were all fat, having had aw much corn 
as they could eat.—Lire Stork Journal.

(Ikt the Best. When pnreha-ing hogs, lie 
that you get those from an established 

breed. Tills is a much che.iiier and better way 
than to attempt to establish a breed, as it is 
more than likely tire attelant will result in an 
utter failure. Purchase only pure bred hogs 
and such as will tike on fat and matare 
early.

The “ Strippings.’’—Dr. Anderson, of Ed
inburgh, Scotland, liai proved by actual analy
sis that the last gill of milk drawn from the ud
der of the cow contains sixteen times the 
amount of cream incident to the first one. the 
separation of the cream from the milk taking 
place in part in the udder, particularly in in
stances where the animal is suffered to stand at 
rest for some time liefore milking.

Brice of Butter.—The merchant» in Goder
ich have decided that in future they will give 
2c. per lb. more for first-class butter in firkins 
than in rolls the rates being, firkins, 10c., 
rolls, 14c. It is found that when butter has to 
he packed in the stores, owing to the mixing of 
the different colors, it will not bring more than 
the second class article ; hence the difference in 
price.

sure

SCAB IN SHEEP.

Mr. Henry Woods, steward and chief man- 
ag' r of the late Walsingham, owner of one of 
the choicest Southdown flocks in Kngland, re
commends for sheep suffering with scab, soft- 
soap, one and a quarter pounds ; slag tob

pound ; spirits of tuvpentine, one pint ; 
spirits of tar. one-half pint ; white arsenic three
ounces. This to be safe and effectual must lie English system of feeding.
boiled so as thoroughly to dissolve the arsenic, ,
and that he regards as an important point. Tins is the way the 150 Oxfordshire Down 
Better put the tobacco when boiled into a ewes that secured the prize offered by the 
flannel bag, and squeeze it sufficiently to get ltoyal Agricultural Society in 1872, were fed : 
all the strength, in order to get the full benefit About the end of September the ewes are pro
of it Then add water enmigh to make four perly sorted, the oldest, and those known hy 
qua ts of the wash for each sheep. the shepherd to possess any particular faults.

It is not a dip, but a wash, and to put it on, being drawn out for fattening purposes. 1 hey 
an old teapot or a spouted tin shouhl he used, are then divided into three or four lots, ami 
The wav to make it most effectual is t. open placed on rich forcing food for a month. A 
the wool hy ms-kiiig three murks on each si<le ram, f-eleeted to suit the wool and other peculiar 
, f the sheep also on * down the shoulder, one features of the ewes given him, being put with 
da each side of the neck, one down the breast, each lot. Superior-made animals, as required to
and one down each thigh, and into the marks change the blood, are purchased at Gloucester
pour the liquid. In this as in many other fair. At the end of about six weeks the
things if it is worth doing at all it is worth are taken out, and the ewes run < n the grass 
doin'' well, and so d n’t be in a hurry about it. until December, hay being allowed as soon as 

L‘o the work well Rub the liquid well into they will begin to eat_ it, and continued 
the skin. After passing it along thelgrooves throughout the winter. They are then, if the
work it well in with the hand. Be in no hurry fields are conveniently situated, allowed to feed 

Always feed fowls no more than can be eaten aboutit as if you wanted to get over it as fr a few hours each day on a piece of Swedes 
at once, and take care that this is so scattered quickly as possible. The liquid will work a or common turnips ; or, failing this, they have 
amongst some light rubbish, that they may cure. Th^re may be some sputa where the a load or bo given,them in the pasture. Ihe 
have the luxury of scratching for it. If the liquid had not penetrated. lambs are dropped early in March the crop
feed is buried "in fresh earth, then they get. Examine the sheen every two or three days commonly averaging four lambs to three ewes, 
with their mouthfuls of grain, something of for three weeks, by which time the disease may At about a month old the ram lambs, with the
use to their peculiar digestive organs. Grain, be expected to be eradicated. If there are any exception of a few reserved for breeding
however, should not In* allowed to come in con- white spots, mb on some of the following oint- poses, are eastrated, and the whole àrc weaned 
tact with the filthy tainted soil too often found ment : mercury, four ounces ; Venice turpen- early m July. I hey are not shorn, but are

I tine, three ounces ; spirits of turpentine, one thrice dipped,

now
m rket, worth in most 'Cases lia f what the 
grain brings, could then be pent in farm im- 
provemeiv s that would all the while increase 
its value and productive! e-s, thereby serve to 
inertase its annual profits. — Iowa Homtstmd.

ace >,
one

TO PREVENT GAPES.

Gapes come from drinking foul water, living 
in dirty quarters and want of good food proper
ly given.

The best cure fur this and all other diseases 
chicken tleeh is heir to, is prevention—in this 
case, an ounce of prevention being worth a 
good many pounds of cure. Give them good, 
wholesome food, healthy, clean quarters, pay 
dec nt regard to th( ir comfort, and, my word 
for it, they wi 1 make you rejoice in tile profit
able gratitude they return you ; you will be 
but little troubled with cholera and gapes, or 
any other pest, except the miserable chicken 
thief, and the best cure for him is a spring gun 
properly arranged to dose him when lie makes 
his marauding attempt Cor. Country Gent.

Young stock should be fed liberally. They 
are growing and cannot be kept healthy unlew 
they have enough nutriment to provide for their 
natural growth. A bushel of chaffed straw or 
Hta’ks, a bushel of d iver hay, half a peek of 
fine bran, and a quart of chaffed corn meal 
mixed together form a cheap and excellent 
food. Let them have all they will eat of it — 
If they Lave any, give it to the older cattle.

The production of real choice butter la 
so small in proportion to the demand that it 
always rules high. There need be no anxiety 
respecting market. When the manufacture is 
improved to the proper standard, a reputation 
will lie e-stab’ iahed, and instead of ‘ holding * or 
going to seek a market, as is often the caae 
now, the buyers for the Lest markets will come 
to us and buy our butter, and pay fancy 

and sometimes powdered also, prices.
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STEAM PLOUGHS IN EUROPE.
In a report to a Farmers’ Club in England 

the manufacturers of the Fowler plough

* We are making about 100 plows .a year for 
the English market, and about 50 or 60 for 
foreign countries. They are principally of 
the double-engine class. About two-thirds 
of those sold m England are let out on hire 
and one-third for private firms. Steam cul
tivation is very much retarded in this coun
try, because little or nothing is done to assist 
it in the shape of roads, enlargement of 
le.' ,et?' > as to make the farms more

suitable for the use of steam power. About 
50 of our steam ploughs are working in the 
district of Madgeburg, Germany, in the cul
tivation of beet-root for sugar. The best 
grown on steam-ploughed land shows a gain 
of about 2 per cent, of sugar, and about 20 

er cent gain in the weight per acre. This 
as induced all the sugar-cultivators to em

ploy steam. They usually work to a depth 
of from 12 to 15 inches, but never less than 
12 inches.

EXCELLENT WHITEWASH.

The following is said to be the very best of 
the . numerous recipes for whitewashing :— 
White chalk is the best substitute for lime as a 
wash. A very fine and brilliant whitewash 
preparation of chalk is called the “ Paris 
White.” This we buy at the paint store for 
three cents a pound, retail. For each sixteen 
pounds of Paris White we procure half a pound 
of the white transparent glue, costing twenty- 
five cents (fifty cents a pound). The sixteen 
pounds of Paris White is about as much as a 
person will use in a day. It is prepared as 
follows : —The glue is covered with cold water 
at night, and in the morning is carefully
without scorching, until dissolved. TL____
White is stirred in with hot water to 
^ive, it the proper milky consistency for apply
ing to walls, and the dissolved glue is then 
added and thoroughly mixed, 
applied with a brush like the common lime 

Except on very dark and smoky 
walls, a single coat is sufficient. It is nearly 
equal in brilliancy to “zinc white,” a far more 
expensive article.

heated, 
he Paris

It is then
whitewash.

LOCATION OF BUILDINGS.
The point which determines a man’s com 

fort or his misery may often centre in the 
position of his dwelling. Of almost equal 
importance to a farmer is the relative posi
tion of his barn and stables. Buildings gen
erally last a life time, and therefore the se
lection of their sites should be a matter of 
mature deliberation and study. The healthi
ness of a site first, then its convenience, and 
then its picturesqueness and the beauty of its 
surroundings should be considered. An ele
vated site, with ground gradually sloping in 
all directions, is the most desirable. It 
should be sufficiently distant from the road 
to afford privacy and freedom from dust and 
noise, also that room for intervening shade 
and ornamental trees may be secured, to
gether witli that most pleasing and grateful 
of all household accessaries, a green, smooth- 
shaven lawn. The outbuildings should then 
be placed so that the milk pail can easily be 
carried to the dairy, that the horse stable 
may be within hearing distance, that the 
dairy may be convenient of access, that the 
lanes separating the buildings may not be 
cut up into mud in spring or fall, or drifted 
full of snow in winter. In short, a man 
should not blindly copy his neighbor’s plan 
without considering its adaptability to his 
own surroundings, and the configuration of 
his own ground.—JV. Ir. Tribune.

We see by our American exchanges’ that 
the remnant of the Modoc Indians, who are 
now prisoners in the hands of the United 
States authorities, are all to be hanged. 
These Indians were defending their rights 
after their own manner. They had been con
tinually swindled by the Government agents, 
and at last rose in arms. They made a bold 
fight, but at last gave in to numbers, and 
now they will be hanged for it. Why cannot 
the United States authorities borrows a leaf 

We have no trouble with 
' the Indians—just because we try to keep our 
bargains with them honorably. Assuredly 
the swindling agents deserve hanging more 
than the poor Modocs, who were only fight
ing for their rights. Cannot our exchanges 
use their power in defending the poor abori- 
ginies, and not allow such a blot of dishonor 
to tarnish the pages of American history.

from our book.

'
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Council gave their united consent to this 
favorable offer.

It is rather remarkable that the whole of 
the councilmen of the Township of York 
are either Reeves or Deputy Reeves, and^ 
all sit in the County Conncil. We heard 
from the Reeve of York that no circular 
had been before their County Council re
garding the Emporium. Our clerk ad
dressed one to each Warden and County 
Clerk, and they were duly mailed. This 
is to be regretted, as perhaps other County 
Councils have not had them, or perhaps 
some may have ommitted to notice them 
in the hurry of business.

Subscribers to this paper in sections 
that might be suitable for the Emporium 
to be established in, might enquire of their 
Warden or County Clerk regarding the 
circular.

We believe that the Canadian Agricul
tural Emporium, carried on by farmers 
that have an interest in it, will be or far 
more advantage to the country than the 
Government Farm, and we feel quite sure 
that it may be made as profitable as any 
other investment in Canada. The far
mers of Canada will soon be sick enough 
of the Government Farm, and will vote it 
down as a most gigantic sink for their 
money. That institution was intended to 
entirely quelch this little enterprise, the 
Canadian Agricultural Emporium. The 
Ontario Farmer was to have superseded 
the Farmers’ Advocate, but both are 
gaining strength ; the Advocate doubled 
its circulation when the Government pa
per existed, which paper could only live 
on public money extracted from us by 
taxation.

The Agricultural Emporium we feel 
sure, will, with the support of the far
mers, gain the ascendancy of its rival, the 
Govern mint Farm.

It is in contemplation to form two com
panies, one for carrying on the paper, the 
other for the Emporium. If you desire 
to join either of them, you will do well to 
let us know immediately, as stock books 
will soon be open.

Tom Thumb Melon.
We procured a few seeds of this melon 

from B. K. Bliss & Sons, of New York.— 
We now have two hills growing ; they are 
remarkably small, but handsome. We
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expect to exhibit a few among the fruits 
at the Exhibition. If no one else has any 
there we shall not enter for a prize, but 
show it merely to let you see this little 
novelty. We do not think they will be 
much sought after by consumers, as they 
are so very small. They may be delicious 
but we have not tasted them yet.

We would call the attention of stock
men to the sales advertised in this paper. 
Col. Taylor, near this city, has a herd that 
in regard to pedigree, stands unsurpassed 
in this western section of Ontario.

Mr. Stone's stock has such a wide repu
tation, and as he is about to give up his 
farm to the Government, the sale will be 
largely attended by Canadians and Ameri
cans. --------- ***---------

Epizootic.—A correspondent of the Lire 
Stock Journal cured this disease in three days 
by giving one tablespoonfnl per day to five 
fowls of the following epizootic mixture : 1 oz. 
spirits of nitric ether, 4 drs. laudanum, 3 drs. 
nitrate potass, 1 pint wat.r ; mix well.

TREATMENT of milch cows.
Brindlo loves to be handled, but by a gen

tle hand. This touches her domesticity, of 
which she has a large share. If this is 
abused or neglected she will suffer. She will 
especially not give so much milk, the lactreai 
or maternal seeming intimately related to the 
domestic. Hence, where cows are herded, 
or neglected, or abused, they are less profit
able than those that receive the opposite 
treatment, as is usually the case where but a 
single store- is kept. Such a cow is petted 
and made, as it were, one of the family. She 
is seldom fat, though in fair flesh, giving 
milk largely in proportion to the food she 
consumes ; that is, she is disposed to give 
milk rather than to take on flesh ; and this is 
precisely 
wants all
of food he feeds. If his food is expensive, 
there is less gain, sometimes none at all, 
sometimes loss. But this need not be. To 
feed largely of grain will never realize large 
profits. Grass is the cheapest, not as pasture, 
but cut and fed, in the way of soiling. When 
we say grass we include clover. This plant 
is the cheapest growth on the farm ; it realizes 
most, getting so largely from the atmosphere, 
and ammonia at that. And clover it is found 
is the best plant for soiling ; it may be cut 
the season through, the small or medium 
kind quite early. Rye may he used a little 
earlier. Clover in all its earlier stages of 
cutting—and it should never he done later 
than full blossom—is bettei for being a little 
dried or withered ; it should never be fed 
with the dew or rain on ; whether for pas
ture or for soiling, as bloat is threatened in 
such case. We know this by experience, 
having lost several cows, and the best are 
apt to he taken, being the most gready feed- 
era . The best way is to mix clover with 
one or more of the grasses for pasture ; clover 
alone, or mostly, for soiling ; and clover, or 
clover and well cured corn stalks, for winter. 
This is the practice of some of our best dairy
men, and is a success. Soon as the com is 
glazed it is cut and put up so as to cure well 
and yet l>e protected from the rain. This is 
the cheapest feed, and affords a full amount 
of milk, dispensing with the dear grains, oil 
meal, &c. It also enriches the land at the 
same time.

To treat Briudle kindly, and give her this 
food, which she will relish if properly secur
ed, will realize the most profit. A large herd 
should be divided, aud the unruly members 
kept or disposed of. Clean stables, with 
soft (finely-littered) floors, ventilation, yet 
sufficient warmth to prevent suffering, and 
ready access to good water, are elements 
that cannot he dispensed without sacrifice. 
Dairying is much as we make it. — Utica 
Herald. -----

what the dairyman wants—he 
the milk he can get for the amount

As to wintering dairy cows the first thing 
needful is a good, warm, comfortable stable, 
well ventilated, and supplied with plenty of 
straw for bedding. The cows should be 
regularly ; let it be either twice or thrice a day, 
with good nutritious food, salted every other 
day; and, finally, good, pure water at their 
pleasure. Treat them kindly, keep them clean, 
milk fart and at a regular hour, and allow no 
talking while milking. Never wet the teats, as 
it is considered, above all things, the most 
filthy, causing them to crack. Give a few bran 
mashes before and after calving. Always take 
the chill off the water given to the cow for a 
day or so after calving.

fed

The Harvest of 1813.
We arc unable as yet to give a complete 

report of the produce of the year; hut from 
all we can learn the crops, though they can
not ho called abundant, are much heavier 
than was at one time anticipated. From 
the G.W. It. returns wc glean the followinS 
summary:—Of 67 places reported from, the 
fall wheat, in more than one-half of them, 
gives a yield of 25 bushels or over. Spring 
wheat generally a very light crop. Hay 
generally light, l'otatoes, where the rava
ges of the bug have been prevented, give a 
good return, especially the early potatoes. 
Apples not so plentiful as last year. Blums 
a failure. Cherries and strawberries have 
been abundant. From Nova Scotia and New 
Brunswick the reports are favorable. The 
hay farmers are promising themselves a 
highly remunerative season, as, from the 
light hay crops in the New England States, 
it is expected to he high. The latest reports 
from Europe arc rather favorable, though 
England will need large additional supplies.

The apple crop in Wisconsin is not likely to 
he an average one, hut the other kinds of fruit 
grown there generally promise well.
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FARMER’S
Science'and Agriculture.

FROM AN ADDRESS AT A MEETING OF THE 
ONTARIO TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION BY 

PROF. "WILSON, OF TORONTO.

* * Lastly, as regards Agriculture, it is
chiefly of importance to note that this sub
ject is not a science at all, in the strict and 
proper application of the term. Agriculture 
is what is sometimSç, though improperly, 
termed an “applied science.” It is an “art.” 
In other words, scientific agriculture consists 
in the application to husbandry of the sci
ences of chemistry, natural history, botany 
aud geology. These sciences can, as regards 
their elements, he taught with profit in 
schools, hut agriculture can only be learnt on 
the farm, and should find no place in ordin
ary school education, nor, indeed, in any 
course of study which cannot he carried out 
and enforced practically.

We are pleased to find the opinion we 
have always entertained on Collegiate Agri
cultural Education borne testimony to by so 
high an authority as Prof. Wilson. Let the 
young man preparing to pursue the profes
sion of agriculture get as good an education 
as possible. Let him, if he can attain to 
such studies, learn the subsidiary sciences, 
nor think any branch of learning unprofitable ; 
and let him study agriculture on his father’s 
farm, receiving the benefit of his experience. 
Or if from any circumstances it he deemed fit 
that he should have another instructor in the 
art of farming, let him serve an apprentice
ship to the profession to one who understands 
it thoroughly, and is successful in its prac
tice. Such a course would make a good farm
er. We would say, in addition, ,le 
want of the thorough instruction ‘-attained to 
by this system prevent others from the pur
suit of the art. Though they who are so 
trained have an advantage over others, all 
who have a willing, resolute mind may event
ually succeed. They can profit by the expe
rience of others. “Where there is a will 
there is a way. ” The writer of this advice, 
when a hoy, imbibing his first love of agri
culture from reading and translating Virgil’s 
Georgies, had Iris first lessons in practical 
farming from an illiterate farm laborer—les
sons not forgotten to this day. There is no
thing more useful in agriculture than the 
habit of observation. Indeed, to this habit 
the world is indebted for many of the most 
important discoveries of science.—Ass. Ed.

t not the

Tlic t'amuliiin Agricultural Em
porium.

As tlic farmers’ busiest season is now 
passed, the evenings are lengthening and 
money begins to return from the, results of 
the season of toil, more time eau now he 
devoted to reading and laying plans for 
future operations.

The charter for the Emporium was 
granted by the Legislature ot Ontario at 
its last icssion ; it was published in the 
June number of the Advocate. Turn 
again to that paper and read the charter 
carefully ; you will see that you may be 
benefitted very materially by being a share
holder, aud that you could not be injured 
beyond the amount you subscribe for, if 
you should invest in it.

Circulars have been sent to the County 
Clerks and to the Wardens of each county 
in Ontario, in regard to it, but very few of 
the County Councils have as yet taken 
any notice of them, or have reported to 
us in regard to them. The County Coun
cil of Wellington has left it over for fur
ther consideration, and Oxford County has 
also taken a similar step ; in Kent there 
has been a desire expressed by some to 
endeavor to secure it in that County ; 
from Brant we hear that it was thought 
the Government Farm would be sufficient, 
but glorious York Township Council has 
eclipsed all others in tendering the first 
requisite the law grants to the institution. 
We happened to be at Eglington just as 
the Council was sitting; we addressed them 
briefly regarding the Emporium. The 
Reeve at once said we could safely depend 
on having what laud was required for the 
institution free from taxation, if that 
township should he selected as the plane 
for the site, and further stated that should 
the Directors ol the Agricultural Em
porium desire to select land in that town
ship, further aid might be relied on, The
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FARMER’S ADVOCATE
»

grain crops. The root cultivation has indeed 
been the salvation of England. With as 
much truth as force has it been said that the 
power of the British empire rests upon her 
coal, her iron and her turnips. ”—Farmer»' 
Monthly.

a winter, including fall and spring. We are 
more likely to have a warm, growing fall, in 
which case it would be imprudent to 
early.

The last of September would then be the 
time, and even later has succeeded. But the 
course between must be aimed at, and that 
will pnt it about the middle of the month. — 
Where the land is not strong, and 
has been given, a little earlier sowing would 
perhaps be preferable. Where there is waste 
straw, this can be put on with profit. On 
poor, and especially exposed land, it is a de
cided advantage, protecting the grain, and 
feeding it during the season following, 
avoid putting wheat in poor land, badly pre
pared. If it is wished to seed down such 
land, do it without the grai 
crop of grass, or better, clover, 
year, instead of a light grain crop, which is 

to follow, and which will also be an im
pediment to the young grass or clover.— 
Country Gentleman.

as to time, and that, unless the ground is al
ready rich and in high condition, it is neces
sary to give the seed the benefit of an appli
cation of manure on or near the surface to 
which the seed is applied. •

6. That, ifi the selection of seed for mow
ing lots and hay, we should choose varieties 
to mix that blossom at or nearly at the same 
time, and not mix very early and very late 
varieties together.

These propositions arc clear and easily un
derstood. 1 believe their adoption and ap
plication in practice upon every farm would 
largely increase the grass and hay crop, and 
materially promote the prosperity of our ag
riculture.

CRICULTURAL. sow

EUROPE.
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fflUff nr WHEAT CULTURE.

Wheat requires, more than 
3 hsSvSfcS-Nr other grains, a good prepara- 
'JeRep/jX tion of the land. It requires 
ttf a deep soil, and will permit of
zpAf3T i* no water standing in it. This 

/ is from the nature of the grain,
which is dainty, yet hardy, standing the win
ters well ; but it wants a good lodgment in 
the soil, deeply mellow, thoroughly mellow, 
porous and breathing, letting the water down 
and the moisture up. If the soil is a clay 
soil, or one that packs close, hugging the 
plants snug, all the better ; this is the experi
ence with this grain. If, further, the fer
tility is old, this is what the plant requires. 
It requires well prepared nutriment, though 
it will feed upon coarse material, rank man
ure, but it will be at the expense of the 
quality of the crop—there will not be the 
bright straw or the plump berry. I have had 
the same experience when sown upon sod.

All this points to a" carefully prepared soil, 
and the fallow' meets this ; also a cornfield, 
or where roots have been raised, or a clover 
lea where the soil is not only enriched, but 
also made mellow by the crowd of the roots. 
The clover roots, when well decomposed, 
form a good pabulum, and available, as they 
are well distributed through the soil.

Stubble turned down, and but one plowing 
given the laud, is in general not satisfactory, 
though I have known good wheat follow bar
ley, but because the land for barley is better 
prepared than for oats and other spring 
crops.

All seem to be pointing, as a principal 
thing, to the condition of the soil. Peas 
leave the land in a friable condition, without 
abstracting much from its richness, if indeed 
any, as the stubble and debris of the plant 
as well as the root afford considerable ma
terial for plant food in this respect, and in 
others related to clover when the crop is ma
tured, as when left for seed. Some of the 
very best of wheat I have known has been 
raised on such land, a heavy crop of peas be
ing removed, and then a single plowing given, 
leaving the land in fine condition. Especi 
ally was this the case when the sprin 
was growrn on sod w hich turned up me 
and rotten, and in clay was sufficiently 
pact.

SEED FARMS.
no manure

Wo have, through the country, numerous 
seed gardens, to raise seeds of vegetables and 
flowers fertile market and family garden, and 
the parterre, but we have not many—-if any 
—seed farms devoted to raising seeds of 
grains, and grasses, and vegetables for the 
farmer. Is not there a demand for such an

But
!.<linstitution Y

in, thus getting a 
the same

Farmers are well aware that under the pre
sent system of every one saving his own seed, 
there is a constant tendency to deterioration 
in varieties, until after a few years they find 
themselves obliged to change varieties to re
store the maximum yield of their crops.— 
Now, this would be unnecessary were proper 
care exercised to keen up the quality and 
purity of the seed. Were the seed raised 
from year to year on land in the best con
dition, free from foul weeds and all impuri
ties carefully weeded out, and all defective 
shrunken grains screened out, there is no 
good reason why the crops should lint improve 
from year to year, instead of deteriorating.

There are many reasons why farmers will 
not, and perhaps cannot go to the necessary 
labor and expense of keeping their Beeds 
pure. They do not employ laborers enough. 
They have so many kinds of labor driving 
them up through the short season when these 
tilings can bo attended to, that they are ob
liged to neglect some ; and then the practice 
of employing itinerant threshers to thresh 
their gram with their machines, is a means 
of distributing impure seed. Undoubtedly 
our best farmers have done a great deal to
wards Improving their seeds by careful grow
ing, weeding and assorting, yet they have 
found it troublesome, and would gladly pay 
an honest and reliable man to raise their seed 
for them.

HIOU AND LOW FARMING.
A poor system and corresponding culture 

not only bears heavily upon those who prac
tice it, but its influence is wide-spread, pene
trating to every branch of industry. Cripple 
the agriculture of the country, and manufac
tures, trade, commerce and all business is af
fected or stagnates. High or thorough cul
ture and management of the soil and special 
branches of agriculture tend directly and 
strongly to advance the value of land in any 
special locality, benefiting not only the far
mers, but all classes of society. 1-abor cre
ates wealth, and nearly all labor is connected 
with the soil and its products. The too often 
failure of the cultivator of the soil observed 
in travelling through our country, arises from 
trying to farm too much land. More profit 
would be realized by judiciously employing 
the capital on a smaller number of acres.— 
Large farms of themselves are not objection
able, especially if they are thoroughly culti
vated. But when oidy one-half or two- 
thirds of a full crop, the capital is poorly in
vested and much of it lying idle. — Western 
Rural. >
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SHAVING THE MEADOWS.

A correspoi 
discusses the

uumry uenurman 
. the hay crop is 

growing lighter from year to year. Among 
other things he says :—Another reason has 
been whispered, which is this : That on ac
count of the great conipetition among the 
different mowing machine manufacturers, as 
to which machine will shave—yes literally 
shave—the surface of our meadows the 
closest, the roots of the grass are really and 
permanently injured in leaving them bare, 
and thus very liable to be frozen out abso
lutely. We believe a good deal of clover is 
killed out in this way, the crowns being 
sliced off to the very roots. Close mowing 
of grass, like close cropping of the human 
hair, is a very senseless p 
“velvet cut,’’ as it is called, 
men with dark brown hair look for all the 
world like monkeys, deprives the head, to all 
intents and 
tion.

CWASH.
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WHAT IS GOOD FARMING !
In an address delivered to the farmers of 

New Jersey by the Hon. James W. Wall, he1 
alluded to the enormous increase which has 
taken place of late years in the agricultural 
produce of England. Less than a century 
ago the entire production of wheat in this 
country fell short of 10,000,000 bushels. In 
1870 the yield exceeded 100,000,000, aver
aging thirty bushels from each acre devoted 
to this staple. Mr. Wall pointed out the 
direct agencies by means of which this in
crease was brought about by the English far
mers.

In the first place, he said, it is to be found 
in their systematic attention to all the re
quirements of good farming, in the skill and 
exactness with which all the operations of 
plowing, harrowing, clod-crushing, burning 
and scarrifying are performed ; in the perfect 
condition of “ tilth ” to which they being the 
land preparatory to the reception of the seed; 
in the careful selection of the best varieties 
of seed wheat ; in the extensive and prudent 
use of their barn-yard manure ; in the per
fection of all their instruments of tillage ; in 
the strength and discipline of their draught 
animals ; in the assiduity with which they 
extirpate every weed and remove every rock 
that can interfere with the cultivation of the 
land. Nothing is left to casualty or to 
chance.

No expectations are indulged that the 
bounty of Providence in an unusually favor
able season will atone for their short-comings 
and neglect. Everything which human fore
sight, scientific skill, intelligence, well 
directed labor and mechanical aid can accom
plish is done, to insure the highest jdeldfrom 
the land.

It is next to be seen in the extraordinary 
liberality with which they restore to the 
earth, by means of purchased manures, all 
those elements of fertility which are ex
hausted in the process of cultivation.

It is estimated by chemical analysis that 
wheat absorbs forty of every hundred parts 
of nutriment contained in the soil. Now, 
some idea of the enterprise of English agri
culture may be formed, added Nil8. Wall, 
when 1 state to yon that in a single year, the 
year 1837, the first year of its general use as 
a fertilizer, the foreign bones imported were 
valued at the custom house at 81,500,000, 
since whicli it is estimated that the amount 
paid for imported bones alone amounted to 
?S 150,000,000. Since 1841 upwards of 1,500,- 
000 tons of guano have been used.

Mr. Wall also spoke in high terms of the 
English system of drainage and the rotation 
of crops. “ I believe,” he remarked, “that j of mere knowledge will enable us to dispense 
nothing more perfect in rural economy can I with system, order, judicious planning, and 
be conceived than their rotation of root and * economical work,

purposes, of its natural protoc- 
So “shaving" the meadows depri 

them of their natural mulching, which is 
such a protection against the droughts of 
summer and the rigors of winter.

It is then
A seed farmer should bo a man of energy, 

intelligence, enterprise, ami integrity, with 
sufficient capital to farm high, and wait for 
remuneration until he should build up a re
putation. He should be able to purchase his 
seeds from sources where he would be assured 
of their genuineness, and thoroughly test 
their value before offering them for sale. He 

to dc imposed upon by 
humbugs, and too conscientious to impose 
upon others. He should begin by selecting 
the largest, best developed, most perfect 
heads of grain, ears of corn, or tubers of po
tatoes, and should he make the raising of the 
clovers and grasses a part of his business, ho 
should start by selecting the most perfect 
Sjiccimens of those species. Having started 
right he should keep right. Ho should senv 

out all foul weeds, ami all 
accident havo 
He should use 
others, and if 

lino for thresh-

VALUE OF ORCHARD GRASS.
Hon. Lewis F. Allen, Black Rock, N. Y., 

says
We have a field of it, on a strong, clayey 

loam, which has stood for more than thirty 
It has been cut for soiling ; it has 

been cut for hay ; it has been pastured ; it 
was first sown with red clover and timothy, 
which it long a»o run out, and although the 
white clover and blue grass venture their pre
sence to a limited extent among it, the or
chard grass retains its supremacy, and breast 
high at maturity, lords it over its diminutive 
trespassers in a bounteous crop, while its 
humbler attendants, good in their place, 
modestly fill up a great nutritious under
growth at the bottom. No grass which 
have ever grown has yielded so heavy swath 
as this, nor one from which so much cattle 
food to the acre can he grown, aside from 
Lucerne, which our American climate will 
not consecutively, year after ye nr, produce.
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should be too shrewd
Fertility comes next to a properly-prepared 

soil, anil ripe, as we have said. With the 
fallow there is of course the best chance to 
use manure ; get it well mixed with the soil 
and rotted, making, indeed, soil of it. But 
those who have no fallow may still do 
thing on other good soil. Harrow the land 
well if stubble, and give a chance for the 
seeds to sprout. Then turn down ami apply 
manure. Nothing so good as well rotted 
compost or any decomposed material. Spread 
evenly over the surface and harrow 
Here will he a comparatively clean and mel
low, as well as rich seed bed. 
will start at once, in a fair season, and start 
all and uniformly, and establish itself well.— 
The manure applied will mostly do this.— 
Even if the land is not an “ash-heap,” but 
slightly harsli or lumpy, I have known it to 
do well, get a good growth well rooted, and a 
tine crop following, 
strength, and there was depth of looseness 
below.

Unless pains be taken, there is no use in 
attempting to grow wheat ; it won’t admit of 
luck. There must bo richness, and there 
must be preparation of soil. The past win
ter was a very severe test. The fall was 
had, the winter was bad, and the spring was 
bad ; the weather following was favorable 
and gave us a fair head and a good berry. A 
few fields well put in and on good soil, fenced 
by woods on the north and west, had a good 
yield ; others, without the protection of the 
woods, did well ; but in such cases all were 
on dry or drained soil, and were put in well. 
Wheat will stand a good deal if it has all the 
advantages of a thoroughly-prepared soil, of 
the right kind, and with sufficient richness. 
Drilling in the seed is preferable ; and 
rich ground rather late sowing, say middle of 
September. This will give a good covering 
and establish well the plant without causing 
it to shoot up. And even if the fall is quite 
unfavorable, and the winter and spring to 
match, as we have just experienced, there 
will still be a good set, in a good, rich, warm, 
mellow soil, without water standing in it. 11 
is not likely we shall soon have another such

years.

some-
v

pulously weed
false seed that might by any 
become mixed with the true, 
no threshing machine used by 
he were to use the same macli 
ing different varieties, lie should clean it 
thoroughly before going from one variety to 
another.

11 in. wewc

Grain sown

After a seed farmer had taken so much 
pains to produce pure, well-developed seed, 
ho should receive a liberal compensation 
therefor. The purchaser could well afford 
to pay twico as much for such seed as grain 
for milling or feeding should lie worth, and 
such rates would probably lie a fair compen
sation.

We are aware that wc have failed to point 
out all the requirements of a successful seed 
farm, or to enumerate all the advantages to 
result from such an institution. Wc arc con
fident that the general establishment of such 
farms, in such numbers as to fully supply the 
farmers with pure seed, would do much 
wards the improvement of farming in this 
country. It indicate* a low state of farming 
when the farmer carries his grain to market 
full of foul seed, shrunken grain*, or several 
varieties mixed, and it is one of the best evi
dences of high farming when all his grains 
are put in the market clean and pure. Will 
not our readers give this subject a careful 
consideration, and sec if it docs not indicate 
a way for the improvement of farming ?

SOWING GRASS SEED ALONE.

Mr. Charles L. Mint, the well-known 
writer on grasses, advocates their seeding 
alone, and generally late in summer or fall, 
and asserts :—

1. That early fail seeding without grain 
should bo adopted in practice in preference to 
seeding in spring.

2. That, as a general rule, it is poor 
economy to take any grain croji cither with 
or immediately preceding the seeding down to 
grass. That the grass being the ultimate and 
paying croji, it is had practice to reduce the 
land by the draft which a grain crop makes 
upon it.

3. That, wherever from any local reason 
it becomes desirable to take a crop of spring 
grain, it is more economical to sow the grain 
alone in the spring, and to plow up the stub
ble and sow the seed alone in the early 
fall.

The soil had the

tO-

oll

4. That in cases where it seems desirable 
to sow grass seed in spring, it is better to 
sow it alone and let it take its chance, with
out compelling it to struggle for existence 
under the di sad vantages of a grain or any 
other crop.

5. That in seeding down in August or 
early in September, we are following nature

e no

True scientific farming consists largely of 
the exercise of common sense. No amount
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PAEMBR’8 ADVOCATE.
! ALSIKE CLOVER.

As there are numerous enquiries concern
ing A:sike clover, 1 will give my experience 
in raising this most valuable plant. It is 
only a few years since the seed was imported 
from Sweden, where it has been grown in 
the native pastures for many years. The! 
plant bears a greater re emblauce to the 
common white than to the red clover. It 
yields two mowings annually, if cut expressly 
for hay when in full bloom, which, in this 
latitude, is generally the last of June or the 
first of July. But if cut for seed it should 
stand about two weeks later, then affording 
abundance of superior pasture for all kinds 
of stock. The seed is cut from the first 

The Alsike, when left to seed, has its 
and leaves yet green when its seeds 

are ripe, and produces much better hay than 
the red clover when it is cut for that pur
pose.

The weight of seed required to be sown is 
from 3J to 4 lbs. per acre, which is an abun
dance. The seed being much smaller, a less 
quantity is required than of the red clover. 
Four pounds of Alsike will seed more laud 
than ten pounds of red clover. The seed is 
sown at the usual time of sowing common 
red clover, on wheat, oats, rye or barley. It 
generally yields from three to eight bushels 
of seed per acre. The head is formed with 
pods, like common white clover, with several 
seeds in each pod.

I have tried Alsike by the side of red 
clover four successive years, seed sown at the 
same time and in the same field, and find that 
horses, cattle and sheep will not graze on the 
red clover so long as they can get a good bite 
on the Alsike. My experience is—there is no 
other clover equal to it for the purpose of 
feeding cattle, sheep and horses, and 1 believe 
it to be equal to the red clover as a fertilizer. 
It will flourish oil both dry and moist land— 
does not suffer from the severest frosts or 
drouth as red clover does—is as free from 
fuzz or dust as timothy ; hence it will not 
cause horses to cough or heave as red clover 
hay does. It will grow from 1 to tons of 
superior hay to the acre, according to the 
season.

I think I never had a greater growth of red 
clover than I raised four years ago, growing 
from three to five feet in length. Alsike has 
many more branches, leaves and blossoms 
from the main stalk than red clover; the liay 
is therefore much finer and far superior in 
quality. In fact, it is of the same nature as 
the common white clover, (which all farmers 
will understand), except growing to much 
larger size. All farmers know, who have had 
any experience, that common white clover 
pasture is far superior to any rod clover ; 
therefore, if it would grow large enough to 
mow, it would make much better hay than 
red clover. Alsike clover blossoms furnish 
an abundance of honey for bees. They 
can work on them as well as on the com
mon white, and can gather honey much 
faster.

To sow the seed, mix the quantity of seed 
with the quantity of plaster you wish to sow 
per acre evenly, and sow as if sowing plaster, 
except on smaller lands. In so doing you 
sow your seed at the same time that you sow 
your plaster, saving the labor of going over 
the field twice, and it can be sown much 
11101*0 evenly. As the seed is so small and 
such a little quantity is required per acre, it 
is difficult to hold the quantity in the hand 
or fingers that is required if sown by the 

Blaster should be sown as a fertilizer, 
red clover —E. T. Bryan, in Country

of the surface, and nearly one-half his 
power has been saved. Attach the sub-soiler 
to his plow and the remaining six inches 
of sub-soil will be completely broken up, 
while his dynanometer will show that a 
less power has been applied than when draw
ing the surface plow twelve filches deep. 
Mercy prompts him to adopt sub-soiling.

Manure is more properly disposed of, both 
as to being speedily rotted and being kept 
near the surface. The surface plow buries 
it sufficiently deep to prevent the escape of 
the fluid parts, while the combined action of 
plow and sub-soiler, places it between two 
bodies of loose, moist, warm earth, surround
ing it with elements of moisture, heat 
and air, the combined action of wdiich is 
necessary to its speedy decomposition. Buried 
to a depth of one foot, it is depiived of heat; 
moisture and air only being present in suf
ficient quantity, it will not rot ; moisture, 
heat and air present and it speedily decom
poses.

Lying so near the surface the material is 
constantly giving out to the plant a timely 
supply of nutneius food, hastening its 
growth, and ere the drouth of summer over
takes it, the plant is fortified against its 
withering effects.

Other considerations will lie noticed in the 
future.—Farmer, in Iowa Homestead.

CAUSE OF RUST ON WHEAT.

The close, long-continued analytical re
searches of Dr. Sprengdl led to the conclusion 
that no excess of iron salts, and especially of 
the phosphate of iron, greatly favors the 
growth of red rust on the leaves and culms 
of wheat and other cereals. A soil in the 
vicinity of Brunswick that did not lack 
draining, but lime, was remarkable for grow
ing wheat and barley, always attacked and 
generally blighted by rust. A quantity of 
this soil was taken into a field generally free 
from the often ruinous parasite, to form 
artificial soil fifteen inches in depth. Wheat 
planted in this was badly rusted, while that 
grown all around it in the same field was free 
from the same malady, 
thing in the soil peculiarly favorable to the 
fungus which stains one’s clothing as red 
as bog iron ore itself. Low ground, in which 
salts of iron collect in excess, is generally 
recognized as being very subject to rust. 
Drainage is a partial remedy and no more. 
Dr. Sprengle found on analysis a fraction 
over a half per cent, of the phosqihate of iron 
in the soil under consideration, with only a 
trace of lime uncombined with silicic acid. 
As free lime will take phosphoric acid away 
from iron, and indirectly covert iron into the 
harmless peroxide, and at the same time pro
duce the valuable fertilizer, phosphate of 
lime, liming was prescribed and the cure was 
perfect. Here is a plain case where the 
analysis of a soil by a competent expert de
tected tbe source of a great permanent evil, 
and transformed, as by magic, a mineral 
loison into plant food of inestimable value. 

To decry salt analysis by skilful chemists is 
shallow quackery—a weed that finds too 
much favor with American farmers.

PLOUGHING DEEP AND SHALLOW.
Dr.The method commonly practiced inverts 

the soil to an average depth of four or five 
inches, and may properly 
“superficial method.” The results are gene
rally unsatisfactory as to the yield of crops, 
ruinous to soils, impoverishing the land, leav
ing him who practices it little, if any, bet
ter off at the end of the year. A transforma
tion of wealthy, it leaves the soil as much 
poorer as it has added in dollars and cents to 
the purse of the owner, and the tendency is 
to deplete the land. Another method prac
ticed but by few, differing from that just 
mentioned only in depth, may properly be 
called “ trench plowing.” It inverts the soil 
to the depth of from seven to twelve inches, 
carrying the surface mould down to the depth 
of the plowing, and burying whatever may 
rest upon the surface far below the reach of 
young plants. It brings to the surface the 
hitherto unused portion of the soil, and the 
least productive, for the reason that it has 
never been subjected to the complete action 
of the air and its fertilizing influences. Suffi
cient time is not given during the "growing 
season to render it fertile, and the crop lan
guishes for want of needed nutriment, and 
ere the plant roots have penetrated to a suffi
cient depth to reach the substances which 
have been buried so deeply, the season has 
so far advanced that their assistance comes 
too late. The disappointed farmer is often 
lead to the belief that deep ploughing “does 
not pay,” and the advocate of deep ploughing 
together with the system is condemned.

The objections to this system is that too more t 
much time is consumed in fertilizing these suburbs, and perhaps one-fourth of the re- 
under stratas and rendering them productive, mainder in the little villages on the different 
The use of the best portion of the soil is lost bays. These statistics are not without their 
by being buried beyond the reach of the "significance, for I believe that there is no 
plants, and is also rendered the less produc- isolated country out of Asia where the popu- 
tive by being mixed with the weak sub-soil, lation is so dense, and where the prosperity 
while it consumes so much power as to place of the people depends so entirely on the 
it out of the reach of most farmers to accom- products of the soil. There seems to be 
plish. The redeeming feature in this method almost no manufacturing of any sort, and 
is, that if the farmer has the patience very little commerce that does not depend 
and means to hold out for a few years, he finally upon the agricultural products of the 
will so completely mix the surface mould island. Nowhere are small farmers so rich 
with the sterile sub-soil that the whole mass and so comfortably qdaced, and nowhere do 
becomes tolerably productive, while he ob- the people at large seem to live in such an 
tains a depth of ploughing which slieilds him easy and economical state of comfort and 
against the withering influences of summer elegance. Owing to the very favorable 
droughts, or an opposite extreme. Similar climate, agricultural operations are carried 
results are accomplished with the “double on throughout almost the whole year, and 
plough,” the first plough cutting off the sur- early potatoes (the most profitable money- 
face mould and placing it in the bottom of the producing crop of the island) are sent to the 
furrow together with whatever may be upon London market long before even those of 
the surface. The second plough covers the the southern part of England. The farms 
furrow of the first with another portion of are generally owned by the occupiers, but 
earth, brought up from the bottom of the where rented they bring often the enormous 
trench. This, by some, is improperly called price of fifty dollars per acre per annum, and 
“ sub-soiling.” It is nothing more than that for a whole farm, usually from twenty 
“ trench-plowing. ” to fifty acres, including orchard, pasture-land,

Another method of plowing land, and by and much that must be comparatively un- 
far the best in all respects, is called “sub- profitable. General agriculture is almost 
soiling” proper. It differs from “ trench universal. Every farmer raises for market 
plowing” in this, that while it breaks up more nr less fruit, and a good field of pota- 
the sub-soil,itdoes not bring it to the surface, toes, besides large crops of grass and roots 

The reasons for its adoption are so numer- for his cattle, and often a little wheat, 
ous and varied that they cannot be condensed cows hold a prominence in their system of 
within the space of a newspaper article. A cultivation that quite justifies their notoriety 
few only will be noticed in this communica- in the rest of the world. According to the 
tion. last statistics there were over twelve thousand

Its adoption leads man to labor in liar- horned cattle, nr nearly one to every three 
mony with the natural formation of the acres of the island. Probably twenty per 

He finds upon new lauds that the sur- cent, of this number arc yearly exported to 
face is always the most fertile. He finds England and America, bringing to their 
a reason for this in the fact that it has been owners a cash return of fully one hundred 
long exposed to the action of atmospheric dollars each. The butter, which they pro- 
influences ; that there has been returned duco in plentiful quantity, and always of 
to it each year, rich deposits of decayed good quality, as the grass is green the whole 
vegetable matter and gaseous compounds year round, is mainly sent to the London 

In other words, a complete market, and to the English and French rcsi- 
system of exchange has been carried on. dents of the island.
Vegetation has been nursed to maturity, has The agriculture of the whole of Jersey is 
given back its solids to the earth, while its a good example of what we know as “high 
fluids have mingled with the air from whence farming.” A very large amount of labor 
they were drawn. The immutable law of and manure, and deep and thorough cultiva- 
exchange has never been violated and the tion constitute the secret of the success that 
soil maintains its fertility. Man’s art lead- seems to attend the operations of every farmer, 
iug him in conformity to this law, teaches Such crops are produced for au average over 
him to labor in harmony with the natural the whole island as are known here only in 
formation of liis soil, and to observe this exceptional cases. Land being high and hard 
just law of exchange. His adoption of a sys- to get, the little that a farmer can control is 
tern of “sub-soiling” proper, keeps the sur- made to do double and treble duty. I bad 
face mould on top, applies liis manures to occasion to see a good deal of the interior 
the surface, that their strength may be ap- life of the farmers, and found them gencr- 
plied to the immediate wants of the plant he ally more comfortably housed than the 
cultivates. average of the farmers of New England, and

It leads to a proper economy in the ex- they seemed to be living with more profusion 
pemliture of his power. Why should he tax of luxury and elegance than would be con- 
liis team beyond their strength to invert a sidered consistent among men of equal wealth 
solid foot of earth when better results may in our rural districts, while the great number 
be obtained and the same depth reached with of new and somewhat pretentious houses 
less power ? To invert a solid foot of earth that are being erected indicate a prosperity 
requires a given amount of power, liaise that one would hardly expect to sec among 
the surface plow to within six inches such small cultivators.— Hearth and Home.
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AGRICULTURE IN THF. ISLAND OF JERSEY, 
CHANNEL ISLANDS.

The island contains about 30,000 acres, and 
has a thepopulation of about 57,000, of whom 

han one half live in the town and its as t< 
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HANDY HAY HACK.,]

Our wagon-rack is made from good pine 
plank, two inches by ten inches, the sides are 
moi tised through three inches from the ends, 

not to split out, the ends arc tenoned to 
fit the sides and pinned with a wood or iron 
pin. (Let the ends of the tenons run through 
one inch), The b ttom is made of inch batch
ed board firmly screwed or nailed to four inch 
battens, four or five inches wide ; the two 
centre ones project two or three inches each 
end. Then to the side belts should be rivitted 
to run down through the battens with the nuts 
below, which will make a very goon, strong 
box, which will carry grain or sand, potatoes or 
manure, without leaving a track three feet 
covered with whateve r your load may be. The 
bottom should be made the full size of the sides, 
and in the centre in front cut a mortice, close to 
the end of the box two by two inches, to re
ceive the end of the standard, which should be 
two by three inches, fastened to the box. This 
can be remove 1 in one minute. Now take some 
good sound scantling, free from knots, two in
ches by three and seven feet long, four pieces 
for each side, place them in pairs across the 
box ; one pair each end ; one pair just forward 
of the hind wheels and one pair between, then 
fit the cn Js to the sides and bottom, cutting a 
mortice for the end of each stick half an inch 
deep on the sides of the box to prevent the rack 
from tipping over ; now place each stick in its 
place, and bore a half inch hole through the 
centre of the cross, and put half inch carriage 
through. Take boards five inches wide, and 
lay three on each side, making the rack as wide 

you want it, and fasten the boards on with 
carriage bolts. These never shake loose. Be 
careful to get the scantling spaced the same on 
the ends as at the bolts in cross, otherwise the 
rack will not fold up nice. Trim up the ends 
and paint it, and you will have a nice handy 
rack. When the waggon is wanted, go to one 
side and raise up the rack, throw it 
the other side, then take the b It' 'in end and 
tumble it out of the wagon and stow it away in 
the shed. When wanted, load it on just as you 
took it off. One man can handle and load it 
in three minutes ready for use, standard and 
all. - Rural Home.
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American Corn for Export.—The Pitts 
burgi) Commercial says the low price of corn in 
the United States s-ems to have created a large 
foreign demand for the staple instead of wheat. 
According to a late report of the Bureau of 
Statistics, there was exported#51,031,282 bush
els for the 15 months ended September 3>>, 72, 
against 10,441.710 bushels for the corresponding 
period to September 30, ’71; while of wheat 
there was shipped 40,001,355 bushels for the 15 
mouths ended September 30,1871, against 36,- 
872,712 bushels in the similar period to Septem
ber 30th, last year. The difference in the pre
sent rates of wheat and corn is considerably 
greater than it was during the period to which 
these statistics refer, and it is probable that the 
present summer will show a still larger increase 
in the foreign consumption of the latter impor
tant breadstuff staple.
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White Clover as a Honey Plant.—An 
English writer says i—White or Dutch clover 
is tbe queen of honey plants. It is widely cul
tivated in this country, and continues to flower 
a long time. In Scotland the farmers use more 
white clover seed in laying down the land in 
grass than the farmers in England, hence the 
clover fields are bett' r-there tlnn here. And 
the use of lime and bone dust as manures has a 
oreat influence in the production of clover. In 
travelling to Edinburgh some years ago by the 
Caledonian l'ne, whole fields white with clover- 
flowers caught my eye, and made me take a 
second look to see if the whiteness came from 
daisy-flowers. Whole districts, unsurpassed 
for excellence, met my eye during a \iait to 
my native land, many of which hardly ever 
received a complimentary visit from bees, and 
for this reason, that there were no bee-keepers 
in these districts.
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tilA farmer in the neighborhood of Prentis, 

Mich., had a valuable horse killed lattly bY 
Paris Green, which had been applied to pota
toes as a preventive of bugs. Soon after the 
application one of his horses ate off the potato 
vines, and was found dead the next morning.
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lèsFARMERS ADVOCATE
varieties giving much less than the quantity 
of starch enumerated by Johnston. It also 
contains dextrine, sugar, albumen, caseine and 
fat in small quantities.

The flour from the soft white wheats con
tains more starch and less gluten and albu
men than that made from hard wheat. The 
fancy brands are especially deficient in these 
constituents. An analysis of Michigan flour 
contained—starch G7.70, gluten and albumen 
10.00, glucose and dextrine 8.76, the balance 
being water, bran, ash, he. The chief value 
of the potato, therefore, is in the carbon or 
heat-producing substance it contains, and 
this is largely the case with tine flour ; con
sequently neither of these should be used 1 
except in connection with other food as fleeh,

be confined to one diet. Neither is he 
adapted to subsist upon such articles of food 
as, great in bulk, furnish but a modicum of 
subsistence—the food must be concentrated. 
Nevertheless, of all the vegetable substances 
consumed by the human family, we could less 
afford to lose the potato than any other ex
cept perhaps wheat. Wheat in its integrity 
probably furnishes the most perfect descrip
tion of human food of any one substance. 
While this holds good with the grain ground 
and used in its entire state, it does not by 
any means apply when divested of its bran, 
middlings and other coarser products. We 
have no doubt but that man would remain 
longer in health upon potatoes than when 
confined to bread made of the finer qualities 
of wheat flour.

The potato is the most universally used of 
any vegetable in the United States, its .in
troduction has prevented the famine which 
used to periodically occur in various coun
tries before this esculent was known. It 
possesses just the proper capabilities for dis
tending the stomach when taken in connec
tion with other food, and its annihilation as 
an article of diet would create greater distress 
among the inhabitants of the civilized world 
than' would that of any other article of hu- 

food, wheat excepted. Because it does 
not contain every requisite for human nour
ishment is no reason for its condemnation as 
being unfit for food. In conjunction with 
other food there is no one single vegetable so 
valuable to man or which will keep him in 
such good-health.

seed sheds, which can be readily done by 
using fern, heather, sods or any available 
material for the sides, and thatching the 
roof with straw, reeds, heath or any waste 
material, and putting in here and there an 
old sash for light and ventilation, of course, 
having doors at the ends also for thorough 
ventilation. One thing is a certainty—it is 
as much to our interest to look after our 
potato crop and prevent disease its it is to 
expensively house our cattle and prevent dis
ease in them, and it behoves us to be up and 
doing, and to set our brains to work onSphat 
is best to be done.

AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.THE POTATO BLIGHT IN ENGLAND.
Dr. Kidd has spoken out boldly relative to 

the potato disease, which is bidding fair to 
become a national calamity, not only in the 
destruction (to an enormous extent) of our 
supplies for next winter, but in its influence 

the crop of 1873. After pointing out the 
fallacies of the various remedies which have 
at times been prescribed, Dr. Kidd re
marks :—

“ It strikes me that there is no virus, or 
disease, or error of thunderstorms, but that 
the plant has been over-cultivated, and the
farmer who will go back to plain seedlings . ...
and plant the potato early will escape much , Another primary cause of failure is to be 
of the blight. The natural rotation of crops fo"n<1 1!> the persistency with which, in so 
—three or five or whatever the farmer knows many cases, we plant potatoes year after 
is best—is done away with in too many year m the same ground; m other cases, with 
places, and what lands turned into permanent only a short interval between the crops of 
grass have given up the potato to inferior this tuber. We go on year after year manur- 
land. Seedlings arc got from the berries, of lng for the same purpose, but never supplying 
course, of the potato blossom. They are the best of all the manures nature has given 
rather waterish at first, but by cultivation, us—a change oj good, fresh unused sod. 
as nature in her wonderful way stores up Fanners have it in their power to do tins 
starch for the germ, they become dry and an'1 probably do change their potato land 
mealy, with more vitality. This vitality is frequently There can be no question about 
what the plant wants. There is too mu* the advisability of deep digging or deepplough- 
starch in the sets now planted. The power »>!7 for this crop in dry situations as well as 
of assimilating or ripening the sap in its re- wet, but especially in the latter It is most 
turn from the leaf and forming fluid starch desirable that the potato should be relieved 
or cabium is diminished. The black ‘spot’ from a superabundance of moisture-lienee 
on the leaf is probably the effect not the the necessity of providing every available 
cause of the disaster. The general upshot of means of relieving the ground as speedily as 
what one can make out among farmers is possible from an excess of moisture. I have 
clearly towards earlier and better planting of a strong conviction that unless this is done 
the good old tuber : more science or [system the potato when just about arriving at ma- 
as to the rotation of this and other crops ; turity is unable to take up such a great 
less science of the starch-grating or beanstalk amount of moisture at the root, and that rapid 
kind, which would upset crop rotation ; and ro°f decay sets in. Does this root decay pass 
trust to no crops but more cattle, and to to the tuber, and through the cellular tissues

of the haulm to the foliage, where it manifests 
itself in the spot so familiar to us? I venture 
to think so, and that disease springs first 
from a disorganization of the roots, arising 
from too much moisture there at the period 
I speak of. I have founded this impression 
on observing for years past that the disease 
does not make headway only after much 
wet followed by close moist weather. I 
therefore regard drainage as imperative, and 
the drier the surface can be kept ami the 
more air and light that can be admitted so 
much the better.— William Dean.

The primary object of agricultural, horti
cultural and i household exhibition is not 
merely to award premiums. The great cen
tral idea, besides the social and moral develop
ment, is that by bringing to one place oc
casionally animals and articles of superior 
excellence, as modelst. so that they can be 
conveniently seen, studied and compared, 
every one may have an opportunity 
coming acquainted with the appearance at 
least of whatever is best and most profitable 
of its kind—the horse of the fittest propor
tions, cither for work or for speed, the cow 
best suited for milk or butter or as a breeder, 
the hog that promises the greatest return for 
a given amount of care and food, the sheep 
best adapted to each farmer’s circumstances, 
either for wool or the market or both, and 
so on through the whole range of stock and 
fruits, household arts and manufactured pro
ducts.

Every one by careful enquiry is enabled 
to learn much of the means by which these 
best results were secured, and may, perhaps, 
be pnt in the way of obtaining their like 
for his own use and advantage. The chance 
is offered to see and acquire the most ap
proved of everything in the way of imple
ments, machinery and various mechanical 
devices for the convenience of the farmer 
and his working force, for the saving of 
labor and the better execution of the work. 
Add to these advantages the stimulus which 

derives from the discovery of his inferi
ority in practical farming and the encour
agement another receives from his recog
nized superiority, and we have some of the 
special fruits of the industrial exhibition, 
the planning and management of which 
constitutes the chief * work of the county 
society.

But aside from these direct and special 
advantages to the farmer, there are 
other fruits which grow out of these annual 
exhibitions, the indirect benefit of which 
should not be overlooked. They give en
couragement to the mechanical and manu
facturing classes by affording them an op- 
portnuity to exhibit their inventions and 
products, and by furnishing an impartial 
though interesting umpire to pass upon their 
merits and test their relative values. The 
direct benefit of this accrues to the mechanic 
and manufacturer himself, but the farmer 
also secures advantages—first, by being aided 
in reaching proper conclusions as to the rela
tive value of things invented and manufac
tured for his use ; secondly, by afterwards 
reaping the fruits of the inventor s stimulus, 
in the form of still better machinery.

Finally, the social benefits secured by the 
intermingling of individuals at the annual 
county fairs arc of considerable importance. 
They afford temporary rest from overwork— 
extend the farmer's field of observation— 
help cure his prejudices—enlarge his views— 
quicken and strengthen his sympathies with 
his fellows, and thus better tit him for intel
ligent co-operation in whatever promises to 
improve his condition and exalt and dignify 
his calling. Western Dural.
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potatoes got out of any worthless patch at 
haphazard. The potato, rather, in a phisio- 
logical sense, requires as nice soil and man
agement as a tulip bulb. We know what a 
half-boiled bulb of a tulip would turn out ; 
so of our present screfulous potato plants or 
1 sets ”

Careful storing for seed is a subject of deep 
importance on which I wish to say a few 
words. In many districts of Yorkshire, 
Lancashire and other counties, especially 
where local flower shows exist, cottagers, as 
a rule, hold back a few seed potatoes, which 
they place in shallow boxes with one end of 
the tuber upwards, and these are exposed to 
the air or kept in some cool place, but pre
served from frost. These are allowed to 
“sprout” early in the spring, and are planted 
with short sturdy roots attached to them. 
This plan is also adopted in many private 
gardens, especially where there is accommo
dation in the form of sheds, spare shelves in 
the fruit room or under a dry stage of a 
greenhouse.

It is not so easy for farmers who plant 
extensively to adopt this plan, but it is a 
question for their consideration whether it 
would not pay them to give their earnest 
attention to this subject. The present sys
tem of storing seed potatoes in pits is a fatal 
mistake if they, are allowed to remain there 
after the end of January or early in February, 
and has been one of the chief causes of 
the fatalities attending the potato crop.

I will take as an instance the winter and 
early spring of this year, when the weather 
was very mild generally, and potatoes grew 
very early in the pits. In a great number of 
cases the potatoes had sprouted so much 
that the sprouts were torn away from the 
tubers, certainly once, and, in some instan
ces, more than once. The same thing oc
curred when large quantities of potatoes were 
stored in heaps under cover, this sweating 
and premature formation of sprouts and 
their destruction tending to weaken the 
constitution of the tuber, and causing the 
“blindness” which we often meet with in 
fields and gardens, 
when sound potatoes encountered this treat
ment, and where Some of these, sold fur seed 
to amateurs, resulting in from 25 to 40 per 
cent, of “blindness; that is, failure of the 
tuber to reproduce itself. I maintain that 
the storage of our seed potatoes is a ques
tion of very great importance, and, in my 
opinion, we may trace to the improper sto
rage of seed tubers one of the causes why the 
disease has made so much headway. This 
has been going on year after year, and is a 
mistake.

Growers on an extensive scale may ask, 
How are we to store seed for a large quan
tity of ground if w'e adopt this plan ? I think 
that difficulty is easily overcome, as several 
means for effectually storing seed tubers pre
sent themselves—such as utilizing spare space 
in out-buildings or the erection of potato-
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FARMING IN THE WESTERN STATES.

We would ask our Canadian farmers to 
compare their lot with the profit or loss of 
farming in the State of Illinois, as given in 
the statement of Mr. G. M. Smith, a fanner 
of that State :—-

“ I have given the matter very careful 
study for years, and I think I can tell just 
about how' much it costs me to raise a bushel 
of corn. You may take first the labor. I 
think an)' farmer will tell you that it takes 
a man and a team at least five days to plow, 
harrow, mark out, plant, cultivate, harvest, 
and house an acre of corn. It can’t be done 
in less time. Two dollars a day is no more 
than a fair price for the work of a man and a 
team. Then the first item of expense is $10. 
The land in this county is assessed at $33.33!

it is worth, unless the sale of the

DRAINING.
». One reason why farmers are getting such 
inadequate compensation for their labor is the 
low average yield per acre. The remedy for 
this is to a considerable extent under our 
control. We must farm better. It is a large 
area of land under cultivation and the low 
average yield per acre that is the chief 
cause of all our troubles. A favourable season 
floods the market with produce which can 
hardly be given away ; an unfavorable season 
causes light prices, but we have nothing to 
sell. A good fanner would have a fair crop 
even in an unfavorable season. If I hail been 
a good fanner I should have had 200 bushels 
of potatoes per acre ; but, as it was, I had 
not 100 bushels per acre, and many of these 
were too small to sell. For the good potatoes 
I ’got $1.06 per bushel, and, if 1 had hail 200 
bushels per acre ami ten or a dozen acres, 1 
should have no reason to complain of hard 
times. As iTis r say, "The Weath'éVWU so 

was a failure."

an acre ;
whole of it should be forced, $40 ; J refused 
$68 an acre for my farm last year, 
at 10 per cent, on $40 for one year is $4.— 
Fifty bushels of com to an acre is more than 
the average of this county. To shell a bushel 
of corn and haul it two miles to Kewanee, 
with taxes, the wear and tear on farming 
implements, he., costs at least live cents a 
bushel, or $2.50 for the crop on an acre. So 
you sec my acre of corn has cost me SI6.50.
( lorn is now worth in Kewanee 20 cents a 

My fifty bushels will, therefore, 
bring me only $10. That is, I barely get pay 
for my labor, while 1 lose the interest on the 
money invested in my farm, the wear and 
tear of machinery, and get nothing for shel
ling and carting, or with which to pay my 
taxes.

Again, the bushel of corn has cost me 33 
I suppose we can raise corn at a pro

fit for 30 cents a bushel. Our farmers don’t 
expect to get 10 per cent, interest on their 
investments, though they have as good a 
right to it as the capitalist or merchant. Then 
there is one other thing which i dvl V-nt take 
into account. The stalks have no cash value, 
but they furnish fodder for 
only thing that has saved the Illinois farmer 
from complete rain and bankruptcy has bt-en 
his stock. After our com has been husked, 
we turn our cattle into the fields, and they 
will come out in the Spring fat.

THE POTATO AS FOOD.

The Germans as a nation object to the 
potato as. food, and some of their savants 
have predicted that those nations who make 
— - of this esculent as a principal article of 
diet will deteriorate both mentally and 
physically. ThoGetman savant, Gail Voight, 
says that, “the unnourishing potato does not 
restore the wasted tissues, but makes our 
proletariat (common people) physically and 

ntally weak." The Holland physiologist, 
Mulder, gives the same judgment, and de
clares that the excessive use of potatoes 

ng the poorer classes, and coffee and tea 
ng the higher ranks, is the cause of the 

indolence of nations. Leidenfrost maintains 
that the revolutions of the last three cen
turies have been caused by the changed 
nourishment. The lowest workman in former 
times ate more liesh than now, when the 
cheap potato forms his principal subsistence, 
but gives him no muscular or nervous 
strength.

While it is true that a diet composed of 
potatoes alone would have disastrous effects 
upon the people so using them, it is as true 
that an individual confined exclusively to 
bread made from wheat flour from which the 
bran and middlings were taken would as 

elv become enfeebled and die. ’1 lie po- 
tata,"as does wheat Hour, consists largely of 
water and starch. According to Johnston 
it contains 75.52 of the former to 25.72 of the 
latter ; but it varies, some of the coarser

Interest

dry that my potato crop 
But, in point of fact, I know that this is not 
the exact truth. 1 had a bad crop liecausc I 

bad farmer. If 1 was a gooil fanner I 
should have had a good crop in spite of the 
drouth. This 1 know, because on one row 
manured for mangels but planted with po
tatoes, 1 hail a large yield of large po
tatoes. ,

“Draining is all very well," says tlm 
Deacon, “but what has it to do with making 
manure ?’’

The Deacon plays shy of the drainage ques
tion. He has a quantity of low, rich land 
that is so wet that it could not be ploughed 
until June. I wanted to tell him that if that 
land was drained it could be sown in good 
season and would produce more than double 
what it does now, and consequently enable 
the Deacon to double the amount of manure. 
Draining, better tillage and irrigation are the 
means we must look to for growing larger 
crops and making more manure. Wc have 
to.get the manure out of the soil, and, whoa 
we have got it, wc must be careful not to 
waste it. Talks of the Farm in the A merican 
Agriculturalist.
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rp* 186 FARMERS ADVOCATE.
r SWAMP MUCK. average of bam manure for com, grass, po

tatoes or almost any other crop. For com 
it is excellent; for potatoes nothing is better; 
it will ensure a good crop and a good quality, 
very little liable to the rot if placed a small 
shovelful in the hill and covered with the 
seed four inches deep. If applied to grass 
land the same addition as above can be re
commended ; but if to be applied to grass 
land with no addition and without compost
ing with manure it should be dug at least a 
year beforehand and then spread on in the 
fall to have the benefit of the winter frosts, 
snows and rains. The water from snow and 
rain always contain considerable ammonia, 
and swamp muck is one of the most powerful 
retainers of ammonia for the use of crops.

For Indian corn there is nothing be 
than barnyard manure into which dry swamp 
muck, equal in quantity to the manure itself, 
has been thrown during the fall, winter and 
spring, and there thoroughly 
posted under the feet of animals. If app 
when in a state of active fermentation all 
better, as it will then bring up the seed in a 
very short time and produce a most vigorous 
growth. In this way the contents of the 
yard are doubled, and, at the same time, the 
quality is fully sustained. We say this last 
as a result of our own experience, confirmed 
by the testimony of farmers in whose judg
ment we have entire confidence.

The best fields of corn we have ever seen 
were grown by barn manure with an equal 
quantity of well prepared muck (20 to 25 
loads of this mixture to the acre), yield
ing, in several cases within our knowledge, 
over a hundred bushels of shelled

Pea Bugs.—A Jersey man writes to the 
Country Gentleman that in his neighborhood 
the pea bug had been gotten rid of by thresh
ing peas, cleaning them, and then putting them 
in a heap on the bam floor and sprinkling them 
at the rate of a quart to five or six bushels, 
v'ith spirits of turpentine. Leave the peas a 
few days to dry, after shoveVn. the heap over 
to mix th»m well with the ttirpentine. Barrel 
them, and the bugs are never heard of again.

TOP-DRESSING WHEAT.

A correspondent of the Rural New Yorker 
writes that he has been trying the effect of 
top-dressing his wheat as a protection during 
winter, and says

“ My experience shows me that you may 
protect wheat by sowing oats with your 
wheat in September or spread straw on the 
wheat before it comes up, or spread it on late 
after the ground freezes, or in the winter when 
there is no snow on the ground ; but you will 
receive the best results from yard manure 
(if rather coarse) spread on the ground before 
it comes up. When the wheat begins to 
show itself stop. If you should have a part 
of your wheat uncovered as soon as the 
ground freezes (and some snow will do no 
hurt) spread on as before.

* ‘ I had four acres of flat land, rather heavy ; 
but being flat and wet it would heave bad in 
the spring, and the wheat would die out. 
The last crop I had on that piece I spread 
yard manure on about half of the place 
before the wheat came up. I resumed the 
spreading again as above stated, and covered 
the balance of the piece except about two 
rods wide through the centre of it. The 
result was satisfactory. If there was any 
difference in the early and late spreading it 
was in favor of the early spreading, but 
both were excellent. I threw my cradle 
on the wheat in a good many places, 
and it did not go to the ground. The strip 
through the centre that had no manure 
nothing, 
chess. ”
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If the farmer had bam, pen and yard man
ure enough no other would be needed. In 
this are all the elements of plants and all 
the properties suited to meliorate the soil 
physically. With this, and a little lime to 
quicken its action and to neutralize the acid
ity of wet, sour soils, he could improve his 
land to almost any extent, and there would 
be an end of the manure question.

If, in the lack of home manures, he resorts 
to the portable mercantile manures, this is 
well so far as mineral ingredients are con
sidered, but there is a deficiency of organic 
matter. Manures must be in large quantity 
as well as of good quality. There must be 
organic matter—animal, or vegetable, or both, 
and there must be enough to affect the

___physical condition of soils—to render heavy
soils light and open, so that roots can pene
trate easily and the air circulate freely, and 
to give light, sandy soils a loamy cast that 
will enable them to retain water.

Hence the value of swamp muck, 
rightly manipulated, and wisely applied, 
will prove itself of considerable value, n 
solely as a feeder of plants, but maiidy 
modifier of soils, making both sandy and clay 
soils easier to cultivate and more productive, 
and that, too, somewhat permanently, 
more so, at least, than is true of most fertil- 
zers.

All analysts agree that old, brack swamp 
muck contains just about the same ingredi
ents as the solid excrements of horned cattle 
when hay or grass fell, except that the solu
ble alkalies of the former—potash and soda 
and a little common salt—have been washed 
out, while they remain in the latter. This 
shows for swamp muck a considerable value, 
since the addition of a little wood ash, very 
little common salt, anil a little lime to 
tralize its acidity, all costing but a trifle, 
make it almost tlic equivalent of 
from under the stable window.

But we appeal from a scientific to a prac
tical view of the subject. Many suspect the 
deductions of science, as if true everywhere 
else but false in agriculture, while few will 
doubt the testimony of sound, practical, 
successful farmers. Thousands of such have 
used swamp muck freely, and, though cost
ing something for labor and for desirable 
additions, they have found it to pay better 
than any other fertilizers they have pur
chased. We know many who testify to this 
effect, and we believe their testimony is reli
able, as it agrees strictly with the scientific 
views on the subject.

As to the soils to which it is adapted, of 
course it need not be applied to low, swampy 
land. These already contain enough of it, 
and to add more would be like carrying coals 
to Newcastle or offering strawberries in Ham- 
monton, N. J., whence five ear loads 'are 
shipped daily for fifty days every year in 
strawberry time for New York and Philadel
phia. By-the-way, on the sandy lands of 
New Jersey strawberries are grown more by 
the aid of swamp muck wherever it can be 
had than of all other fertilizers, and arc such 
in quality

Next, o
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Weather and Crops.—The magniticeu. 
growim; weather of late is having a most bene 
ficial effect on the crops. A bountiful Provi
dence has again dispelled the fears caused by 
dry weather, and the indications now are that 
most abundant returns will reward the hus
bandman’s hopes and toils, and crown the year 
with gladness. Even the hay crop is making 
splendid progress.—Strathroy Age.tter

EXPERIMENTS IN CURING HAY WITH LIME.

Last summer I put about five tons of hay 
in one stack composed of about one-third 
each of timothy, clover and weeds. It was 
put up the same day it was cut and was 
quite green. I sprinkled it plentifully with 
lime about half air-slaked. It commenced to 
heat immediately, and got so hot that I 
thought it would bum, but in twenty-four 
hours it had cooled off. It kept remarkably 
well, moulded only where the were large 
stalks of weeds. The cattle ate it, but did 
not like the lime. I put the same amount of 
hay in a barn. This hay w'as better cured 
and drier than the other, but it did not keep 
as well as the other. The salt appeared to 
take as much dampness as the lime took up, 
which rendered it useless. In another bam 
I put hay that was well cured. I added 
lime to it also. The horses did not relish it 
so well as that which had no lime, but the 
horses appear healthier and have less cough 
than when fed on hay that was not limed.

I would not advise the use of lime only in 
a free stone country. A certain amount of 
lime is necessary to make bone for all ani
mals, but in a limestone country they often 
get too much, which causes diseases of the 
intestines and bladder—L. J. Wooley, in 
Ohio Farmer.
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r/Â Mr-6l CREDITABLE FARMING.

Many so-called model farms arc not worthy 
of the slightest notice, much less of imita
tion. Any farm which is to do credit to cul
tivation, or management, or general results, 
should be self-supporting, for if it is depend
ant on manure which is purchased, it is evi
dent this is a system which cannot be gener
al. The majority of agriculturalists are not 
in a position to be buyers of fertilizers, and 
the application of livery-stable and city ma
nure generally can only be used by those who 
are near to towns and cities, and who market 
hay, vegetables, etc., grown on their land.— 
These farmers and market gardeners can of 
course farm in rt way to deserve genuine 
credit, but to farm on a system for general 
adoption, the management must be such 
as to sell such kinds of products as will in
crease the plant food, and act in such a way 
that the more there is produced the #noro 

silver-spangled HAMBUROs. ’ there will be returned to the sod. This ex-
- f <7*™. , , *iK"r *—*”*»• o- -I...- . civilizer will

on turf Land and on land frequently The above cut represents some of the the nlaceof hoh«I fl un,ll.";heat-meal takes at least not in the United States, though in
alternated with grass, and consequently well stock of C. H. Wyckoff, of this city. He Iff S Canada the best stock farmers are approach-
supplied with organic matter, swamp muck will have a stock of poultry at the Pro bread is emphatically the “ staff of fife ” but big this salutary management. There are
cannot be expected to be as immediately use- vincial Exhibition. He has Houdans, the commercial article is the way to dyspepsia many crops which could be secured for food,
ul as on worn soils, where the organic matter [->„(}' White Cochins, Leghorns, Light and and premature death. -Science of Health. which would be more palatable and more fat-

is deficient On all uplands-sandy, loamy Dark Brahmas G’ F*i ----- tening if not allowed to seed, yet this extra
or clayey it is sure to report itself favorably 0f various kinds ® , the kohl babi. drain oh the land is suffered, while at the
in the crops, and, besides, to effect a perinan- ' ____ _ j 'There seems to be a decided tendency in same time cattle find this old straw-like food
cut improvement of soils having too much ^ , Britain to substitute kohl raid for turnips, distasteful. It is not only hay which is
sand or too much clay. is el'fmed vriîl *mW whe^™î 5 iTI’-n* I and tho aamc «ling is also observed here, treated thus, but there arc numerous parties

For gardening, farming and nursery pur- jt wjq ^ thrive where red clover will not - kohl rain, which is a sort of turnip and who manage grazing so badly as to permit
poses, to all of which it is well suited, better, that is, on moist ground. It is doubted whe- cabl>age, having a large root of exceeding, half the grass to seed and not on the ground, 
perhaps, to the nursery than to the others— ther it will resist drouth as well as red clover, sweetness, out of the sides of which grow the although it is seen year after year that the 
it iilioiud, it possible, be dug the year previous though some growers assert that it does so bet- leftyca> which are also highly nutritious and Stock reject all this old stuff, and will only 
to its use, as early as August or September, ter. Its natural habitation is a moist, cool relished by all classes of stock without hav- cat where the grass has been kept short, 
and in a dry time. If thrown into high piles climat-. Hence it is doubted if it will thrive ing that tendency to scour them like turnip In some of the older iStates it is a wel
the water will be drained out, and it will as well in the inland regions of the country, tops, is capable of producing a larger amount known fact that there arc more farms which
not again be saturated, and will be lighter to away from large bodies of water, as near our of cattle food to the acre than turnips. It would not sell for the cost of their improvc- 
remove. As much as can be used as an northern lakes. is better able to succeed ijj a comparatively ments than there are of the opposite sort.—
absorbent of the liquid ^excrements of the dry climate like ours, and the roots withstand This is evidently owing to a system of crop-
animals should be carried to tlic stalls, folds, Over-Driving Horses. Some of the most frost as well as ruta bagas, while the leaves ping which has gradually but surely sapped
yards and pens m as dry a state as possible serious losses in horse flesh to the farmer result can be gathered and stored to be fed out every particle of fertility which plows and 
to be used 1'or that purpose. The salts in the from want of care to animals after being heat during the fall and early winter. It is cultivators can set free to act on vegetation.Zk wa^'to nLkert afSdaslhctLur: cL'lm animal shtuîd be^uUnT coohtahk -me manner as- nUa This method puts one in mind of the word
muck wants to make it as good as the manure , 0r tv,e draught but where there is plenty [aJas’ requires the same culture, but is laid subdue, which some are so fond of using 
heaps, and, in this case.no addition of potash, of air . wa8,led°with ti-phl water scraped^lried >>' earlier, ,t being desirable not to break off in regard to land, for large parts of these
lnne and Balt will be required. and if a pint of good sound ale is administered , leaves after they begin to grow large. States are most relentlessly subdued, so

But if not brought to the barn and mixed it will do no harm. I ^own in drills or ridges twenty-seven inches much so that the soil is ‘4 subdued,” disabled,
With the barn manure by the feet of animals, ------ j apart and manured in the drill as is usually crushed and destroyed » And yet because
it is well to mix with it one bushel of wood To prevent glue becoming sour or mouldy,the tlou? here for turnips the producer with occasional farmer exists who exports corn,
ash, one bushel of lime and halt a bushel of addition of a quantity of carbonate of soda, good, clean culture at the early stages, should grain, pork or cheese, the whole community
some °hcap agricultural salt to each cart just sufficient to luvc a strong smell to the glue, ! re<t-ch 1,000 bushels of roots and six or eight claims credit for the champion I—Cor. Conti'
load. J-hat will make it as good as the will accomplish the desired result. i tons of leaves per acre.— Ej\ try Gentleman.
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The Toronto Nurseries. Dean, known in England as the Poor said Mr. Leslie, “ you should call the at-
Thc above illustrates part of Mr. Les- Man’s Apple. This tree is dwarfish in its tuition ,»f your readers to the profits in

V * i i , 1 • . . i .. nn.l nrlmirol^lir nnontp<l f r> mno 11 u’lnfo Loona I lin v urn nrnnr'i 1 ilo ntullie s house and grounds, situated on

of grain consumed by the hogs. If we 
farmers would put more grain into our 
stock and thus into our land, we might 
find our nugget in the sha|>e of better 
crops, 1 letter samples, better stock and 
better prices.

If any of our stockmen, manufacturers, 
farmers, or others desire to have a sketch 
of their stock, implements, machinery, re
sidences, &c., we nave engaged an English 
artist to make drawings for us, who would 
do the work. Several are now made, and 
our engraver is employed in cutting some 
that will appear in future issues of this 
journal. Should you wish an engraving 
you can let us know-.

on the nature, and admirably adapted to small white beans. They are profitable and nu- 
KingstonYoad, two and a half miles from | gardens ; it bears earlier than any other tritious, a good substitute for potatoes or 
the market square, Toronto. We took I M>ple, in fact, sonic have borne the year meat, and more profitable than wheat 
our artist to make a sketch of these pre- j after planting. The trees we saw were raising. 1 lie farmers do not ra.s,
mises. Of course all the buildings and well laden. Mr. L. says they arc the enough or use half enough of them,
grounds cannot be taken at one view, as most prolific, the surest croppers, and the Mr. Leslie has 35 varieties of new seed-
they embrace 150 acres of land and are fmit is both suitable for the table and j ling potatoes which he is trying, having

baking purposes. It is fit for and should raised them from the ball ; we think he
will have -a hard task to heat the Early 

Mr. L. called our attention to his pota- Rose, though he may raise something that

We took apple, in fact, some have borne the year meat, and more profitable than wheat
The farmers do uot raise half

the largest nurseries in Canada. i —i—t----- -
The beautiful hedges to be seen on these j be in every garden, 

grounds will repay a person’s visit. — |
Fruits, flowers and vegetables are there in i toes. On one piece of land, where he had will open the eyes of Our cousins across 
profusion ; the novelties in plants, trees raised a crop of evergreens, not a potato the lines.
and shrubs, and the view of the different j bug was to be seen, and on the potatoes Mr. L. showed us some of his crops that
kinds as they appear on these grounds is 1 that were planted in other parts the bugs were manured from the hog pen ; he says
qui*e pleasing and instructive. Should | were thick ; perhaps some of our learned j there is nothing like hog manure for giv-
any of our readers have a half day to scientific writers might favor us with the ing a rank_ growth and strength to the .
spare when in Toronto, we would recom- ! cause of this anomaly. The potatoes were land. We noticed the marked result ; j Last month we offered prizes^for essays 
mend a trip for pleasure and profit to the! all the same kind. •* , the growth was double where the hog on three different subjects. For one of
nurseries. Mr. Leslie always takes plea- i Mr. Leslie does not believe in having manure had been used. Horse and cow the prizes there has been as yet no compo
sure in showing us around his nurseries, unproductive ground on his place. If he manure were used side by side with it, hut tition, and among the essays for one of the
and will be pleased to show you also. is able to clear a piece of the land of trees, , the superior growth was most remarkable others two were unsigned. For these

When last with him he showed to us or has any small space left on his grounds, where the hog manure had lice used. reasons we defer the awarding of the pri-
the dwarf apple called the Hawthorn j he puts in white beans. “ Mr. Weld,” i This, no doubt, is caused by th amount zes until next month.

T11E TORONTO MRSERICS.

the currents of the drift-forming period to, 
and mixed with, the underlying shales, 
we learn that the soil was, chemically and 
mechanically considered,of the best of the 
lands of central New York. It had every 
advantage of exposure to the action of the 
morning’s sun, and, in fact, every advan
tage consistent with this climate belonged 
to this favored piece of land that would 
have been described in the ordinary lan
guage of farmers as a dark, clayey loam.

“ This land, with all the advantages it 
possessed, has at last failed to produce 
reasonably good crops of corn or potatoes. 
The land became dry, broke up into heavy, 
massive lumps too hard to break and pul
verize by any ordinary tools used on a 
farm. The corn would start well in the 
early part of the season and make consid
erable growth, then take a sickly appear
ance, and prematurely ripen, and produce 
but a small crop of inferior grain, and this 
was very nearly the history of the potato 
crop, till finally both had to be abandoned 
as no longer paying for the use of the land 
and labour devoted to it.

EXPERIENCE THE BEST INSTRUCTION IN 
AGRICULTURE.

Extract from a communication from the 
Hon. Geo. Geddes in the Country Gentle
man :—

“ The house for caring for the poor of 
the county of Onondaga, State of New 
York, has for some thirty-five years or 
more been connected with a garden of sev
eral acres, in which the vegetables for the 
establishment were raised. About three 
acres has especially been devoted a large 
part of this time to corn (maize) and po
tatoes. The pig pens and horse stables 
connected with the establishment furnished 
an abundant supply of manure produced 
by grain-fed hogs and horses. Certainly 
these circumstances were all favorable to 
continued production ; and, when we add 
that the soil was made from the disinte
gration of the Marcellus shales mixed with 
drift consisting of broken down lime rocks 
and the gyseous shales of the salt group 
that outcrop not far to the north of the 
locality, which had been transported by

“ The managers of this land, instead of 
consulting a chemist, resolved to try ano
ther crop, and see whether the land would 
refuse to mature it. Wheat was sown in 
the spring of 1872, and a crop of nearly 
thirty bushels to the acre was harvested, 
of a quality so good that a considerable 
portion of it was sold at $2 a bushel for 
seed. With the wheat was sown some 
red clover and timothy, and now (May,
1873) the clover is most promising.

“ How docs science account for the facts 
set forth in this statement of the failure of 
this garden to continue the production of 
paying crops of corn and potatoes and 
for its production of such a superior crop 
of wheat t

“ Professor Charles A. Goessman, Ph.
D., of the Massachusetts Agricultural 
College, in his lecture before the New " clo',e1r b« «own alone, either for ewine or 
York State Agricultural Societ, at it, Lti ™ VS&5
last annual meeting, said. The barn) ard smooth surface, and without any other crop.— 
manure is quite deservedly still the main The ground shou'd be rolled flat, when in con- 
fertilizer in ordinary farm operations, yet dition, and pastured when the cron gets suffici- 
its peculiar value rests to-day more on its e.nt*iv *ar8e- d the soil be firm. l)o not allow 

! beneficial influence on the physical condi- S^d ***

tion of the soil than in its effect on the 
chemical composition of the latter.* ”

To destroy bugs on squash and cucumber 
vines, dissolve a tablespoonful of saltpetre in 
a pailful of water; put one pint of this 
around each hill, shaping the earth that it 
will not spread much, and the thing is done. 
Use more saltpetre if you can afford it—it 
is good for vegetable, but death to animal 
life. The bugs burrow in the earth at night 
and fail to rise in the morning. It is also 
good to kill the "grub” in peach trees, only 
use twice as much, say a quart or two to each 
tree. There was not a yellow or blistered 
leaf on twelve trees to which it was applied 
last season. No danger of killing any vege
table with it. A concentrated solution ap
plied to beans makes them grow wonderfully 
well.—From Colonial Farmer.
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to remind fruit I T}>

growers about thinning out fruit. With 
young trees this matter is. especially import
ant, and perhaps with no tree more than the 
pear. The policy of allowing young trees to 
bear all they will is simply ruinous. In some 
cases a grower may get more money from 
his orchard during the current year by 
adopting this course, and yet that does not 
always follow. But, if he does, he will most 
assuredly have to pay for it in future. What 
a sagacious man wants to secure, when his 
orchard is young, is growth—not an extraor
dinary, but a healing growth. Then, when 
the tree commences bearing, they will be able 
to bear good crops at once, large enough to 
make up in a few years for not bearing when 
quite young. As a matter of fact the crops 
borne by quite young trees are always small, 
but at the same time are such great draw
backs on the strength and vitality of the trees 
as to impedetkeirdevelopementmost seriously, 
causing them to fall so far behind other trees 

that a stranger would think them several 
ears younger. The limbs, too, being tender, 

ecome distorted by the weight of fruit, 
and a habit of early bearing being also in
duced, there will be an annual tendency to 
produce fruit instead of wood and foliage, 
accompanied by an inability to perfect it, 
which will increase from year to year until 
the poor thing dies prematurely. Then the 
short-sighted grower, who was in hurry for 
fruit and profits, can place another in its place 
and mournfully tell his neighbors of his hard 
“luck.”

I am well satisfied that in planting an 
orchard, if the owner would make a vow not 
to allow a single tree to bear a solitary speci
men for the first seven or eight years after 
planting, and would give his time and atten
tion to perfecting the growth of his trees, 
and to pruning them properly, he would get 
more money from his orchard at the end of, 
say fifteen years, and have a much finer 
orchard than would otherwise be the case..
The trees would be more uniform in growth,, 
be large, better shaped, have a better devel- 
opement of roots, thus enabling them the bet
ter to withstand high winds or tempests, 
bear greater crops, and look better—in short, 
be better in every conceivable way. If the 
owner wanted to sell his place, such an 
orchard—thrifty, vigorous, well-shaped, large 
for its age, uniform in size, with clean, liealthy- 
looking bark, and limbs not twisted or de
formed by premature bearing—would consti
tute an attraction which an appreciative pur
chaser would find it hard to resist. An 
orchard of 600 such trees would have more 
charms for him than one of a thousand which 
had been suffered to bear at will ever 
since planting, with the trees more or less 
stunted, twisted, irregular in size, and ex
hibiting all the other defeats peculiar to 
premature bearing.

Some may claim that heavy application of 
manure to young bearing trees will make due 
amends, and maintain growth and vigor. I 
do not think that this is the case at all. If a 
tree is allowed to over bear this year, its 
constitutional vigor is impared ; it becomes 
sick, in a measure, and it is no more in the 
condition to appreciate the benefits of this 
exceptional manuring than a sick man is to 
appreciate extra good eating while his illness 
lasts. What is important in the orchardist 
to remember is that fruit-bearing and a regu
lar, healthy growth in young trees cannot go' 
forward at the same time ; that growth is the 
natural business of a young orchard, as it is 
of human being and animals ; and that fruit- 
bearing—which is reproduction of that 
species—cannot safely or profitably be at
tempted until there is at least some approxi
mation to a full growth and developemeut.

The wise fruit grower will then not neglect 
thinning, and now is just the season for it.
There is far more danger of leaving too much 
than too little. Every imperfect specimen, 
every one stung or marred by insects, had 
better conic off. What is left will he the 
better for it—will he larger, better perfected, 
bring more money, more credit, and cost less 
for marketing. The trees will suffer less, 
because they have less seeds to perfect. They 
will grow better, look better, sell better, and 
make their owner feel better. Be patient 
in fruit growing as well as other things.—
< 'ultirtitor.
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The soil was removed down tothe trees.
the roots, and then a piece of hard soap thor
oughly rubbed on the bared roots and trunk 
of the trees, to the heighth of 8 or 10 inches. 
This also proved effectual, excepting one or 
two trees.

Sarde», Orchard & Rarest. THIN OUT THE FRUIT.HOW TO WATER PLANTS.I From careful experiments Mr. Mechi dis- 
"" covered that plants slightly watered every 

I day often perish, and always become dwarfed; 
AND shrubs IN HOME GROUNDS. | whereas, a good soaking, given twice a week,

The question of actual profit in dollars and j almost invariably proved very beneficial. He 
cents, in planting ornamental trees and sa)"s ,
shrubbery, is not to he so exactly shown as The sum of our experience in watering 
it has been with fruit trees, yet there is a amounts to this—that thorough soaking of 
vast profit herein, not limited to the immedi- the ground two or three times a week is much 
ate advantage of the planter or purchaser of better than the same amount of water ap- 
the property so embellished. Who can have plied in driblets daily, only sufficient to wet 
failed to note that when a piece of real estate the upper surface, but not the under strata of 
is offered for sale, its ornamental trees and earth contiguous to the roots. Cold spring

water should, before applying it to a heated 
soil, be allowed to stand exposed to the sun 
and air for a few hours. The colder the wa
ter is and the warmer the soil, so is the ne
cessity of applying it in abundance ; for it is 
evident, though we cannot explain it, that the 
result produced upon plants by applying cold 
water to the soil, when at a high temperature, 
unless so copiously app
soil completely, is fatal to tender or weakly 
plants, and often more or less injurious to 
strong or healthy ones.

It is a good time nowII f
becor
gated
grow
ailapl
dural
proof
train
farm.

VALUE OF PLANTING ORNAMENTAL TREES
f

In using the tarred paper, a string should 
be tied around the tree near the upper end of 
the hardware paper, to keep it close to the 
body of the tree. The string should he 
loosened as the tree enlarges, or it will harm 
the tree. New paper will have to be used 
each year.

Thousands of dollars arc paid out yearly 
by farmers for fruit trees, which is so much 
money thrown away as far as they (the far
mers) arc concerned. They are fond of good 
fruit, and expend their money liberally for 
fruit trees, but will not give them the re
quired attention after setting them out.— 
Fruit Recorder.
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plants (if well selected and in good culture), 
always add a charm, which finds recognized 
value in the increased price paid by the 
buyer?

Is there not profit in planting and earing 
for good trees and plants for ornament ?— 
Every farm and orchard, every street and 
highway, every public square, park or ceme
tery, needs its ornamental planting, and all 
property adjacent is increased in value where 
it is done. On the farm, near the orchard, 
and near the house, and on the highway, or
namental (not less than useful) screens of de
ciduous or evergreen trees, are more or less 
necessary (if nature has_ not provided in ad
vance) as protections from wind and storm. 
Any farm, orchard or vineyard so protected 
will yield a larger annual return, and will 
come earlier into ripening, and consequently 
the value of the property will be increased. 
A dwelling embowered in trees is manifestly 
more comfortable in all seasons of the year, 
and must be more healthful in consequence of 
the equalized temperature produced thereby, 
and of course enhanced in value by this im
portant aid.

It has become a common subject of remark 
and study—the influence of trees on climate 
and crops, as evinced by the destruction of 
our native forests by the woodman’s axe.— 
On the Western prairies we now see forests 
and groves springing up and carefully culti
vated to protect farms and houses from the 
effect of storms and blighting, hot winds, and 
to furnish timber and fuel, 
the great increase of value to accrue from 
these groves and from the vast lines of beau
tiful hedges now growing up in the West, to 
take place of unsightly fences ?

Every homestead requires its arbor of vines, 
its screens of evergreen trees, and its beauti
ful hedge rows, for the seclusion they afford 
and to keep' out of view objects not proper 
to submit to the public eye. Every porch, 
and every approach to the home claims the 
grateful shade of some over-arching tree, or 
the welcoming smiles of plants of beautiful 
foliage and fragrant flowers.—Il ortie utturLst.
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J? lied as to saturate the THE PROTECTION AND PLANTING OF FOREST 

TREES.

The time has arrived when, in many parts 
of onr country, the want of forest trees for 
the purposes of building, fencing, fuel, shade, 
shelter and general effect in the landscape, is 
being keenly felt. It is, therefore, plain 
enough that in the clearing of farms great 
care should lie taken to leave belts and masses 
of trees ; for, although single trees and little 
groups, when stripped of the protection of 
larger masses, may not he able to withstand 
the elements, still those of greater extent 
serve the most desirable purposes both for 
use and ornament.

The mania in many regions of the country 
for stripping the whole face of nature of 
every tree ami shrub, is so great as to destroy 
some of the finest efleets of the most charm
ing landscapes. Would it not he well to use 
great judgment in deciding what trees should 
be cut down ?

The tree, a hundred years in growing, may 
be cut down in an hour ! Then let the noble 
and beautiful trees, save when they have to 
be removed for the purposes of profitable 
cultivation of the soil, he protected rather 
than destroyed, and let our young men plant 
young trees. They will benefit their children 
if not themselves, and serve as very expres
sive mementoes of their usefulness. The 
snow, nature’s overcoat for the soil, is drifted 
in the absence of shelter from the high 
winds, and in many instances, in the absence 
of trees, our crops are laid bare to the biting 
blasts of winter.

I; l
ThCULTIVATING FRUIT TREES.
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: Some writers tell us not to cultivate our 
fruit trees, as it produces an undue excite
ment or growing power in the tree, which 
predisposes to premature death. We don’t 
believe their theory. Our experience is on 
the other side of the question, and we go in 
for thorough cultivation at least for a time— 
until the trees get well started. .

In the fall of 1857 we set out 50 apple, T2 
pear, and (i cherry trees, on a piece of ground 
inclining to the south and west, on which a 
crop of rye had been gathered a few months 
previous. The holes were dug 18 inches 
deep and three feet in diameter ; thé top 
soil thrown by itself, and before setting the 
trees was thrown in the bottom of the holes, 
at least as much of it as would fill up to the 
right depth for setting the trees. The sub
soil was well incorporated with barnyard 
scrapings which were thoroughly rotted, and 
then thrown in around the roots of the trees, 
being careful that none of the manure came 
directly in contact with the roots—having 
saved enough surface soil to cover the roots. 
The roots were all nicely cut off with a sharp 
knife at the ends, in a slanting direction, and 
the tops thoroughly trimmed before setting, 

following spring the ground was plowed
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The
and planted to potatoes, which brought in 
market more than enough to pay all the ex
penses thus far incurred. The soil being 
rather poor the potato crop was light, only 
125 bushels. The orchard contained 1 ^ acres. 
The trees all lived, and made from 12 to 24 
inches growth the first season.

Potatoes were planted among the trees year 
after year, for 8 or 9 years, with one excep
tion ; beans were planted among them that 
year ; and they always sold for more than 
enough to pay all the expenses incurred.

During this time we manured the orchard 
twice with barnyard manure, spreading it 
over the whole surface, except directly 
around the trees, a space of G or 8 feet in 
diameter was left without any.

Manure to do the tree most good should lie 
put at the outer end of the roots, and not 
around the body ; this is our theory and we 
practice accordingly.

These trees commenced hearing the third 
year after being set, and made 18 inches 
growth on an average each year during the 
above mentioned period.

A distant neighbor bought 100 apple trees 
of the same lot as mine, and set them in a 
stiff timothy sod, and the consequence was 
at the end of three years nearly one-half of 
the trees were dead, and those alive had 
made hardly any perceptible growth during 
the three years. jS t this time but few of the 
100 trees arc loft, and those of little value, 
while those we set are furnishing apples in 
large quantities. The pear and cherry trees 
have done equally well.

The white borer gave me more trouble than 
anything else among my trees. During the 
first summer, before l was aware of their de
predations, they had gained a foothold, but 
their stay was of short duration. 1 took my 
pocket-knife and cut every one of them out.
I found as many as 8 worms each in several 
of the trees.

The following season I took hardware pa
per and cut it in strips S inches wide ; then 
thoroughly tarred one side and wrapped it 
around the collar of the trees, first scraping 
away the soil down to the roots, and after 
putting on the paper replaced the soil. This 
proved effectual. One year I tried scraping

I

TO PROTECT YOUNG TREES FROM MICE IN 

WINTER.

To protect young trees from mice during 
winter, I have found that making a little 
mound or hill around the body and keeping 
the ground clean were about as good preven- 
tatives as I ever tried. In taking care of an 
old orchard I would graft every tree that 
does not produce good, profitable fruit, unless 
the tree is on the decay ; in that ease I think 
it would be useless. A person who has not 
tried the experiment would be surprised to 
see in how short a time an old tree can lie re
newed. If you cannot do it yourself, em
ploy a reliable grafter, and he will bring 
about a great reformation in your trees in 
about three years. Many people make a 
great mistake in cutting off all the top of a 
tree the next year after being grafted ; the 
consequence is, in nine eases out of ten, the 
tree dies. You should be at least three 
years cutting off the natural limbs ; by that 
time the grafts will be grown so' they can 
take the place of the natural branches. It 
is a good plan to scrape off the rough bark 
of old trees early in the spring, and keep the 
ground well cultivated, or if kept in sod, 
well manured around the trees.

ORCHARDS IN GRASS.

If a man desires fruit for himself and 
family only, and is indifferent as to the time Tli
he gets it, and indifferent about the quality 
and quantity, then he may plant his trees in 
grass ground and keep them in that condition; 
hut if he intends to make the business of 
fruit-growing a dependence for a livelihood, 
he would hardly be satisfied to wait from 
twelve to fifteen years for results that might 
he obtained by good culture in seven or eight 
years ; nor would he be likely to lie pleased 
with the moderate returns from common or 
inferior fruit, while his neighbor was receiv-
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ing high prices for a superior article grown on 
ground where fruit was the only crop.

It is true that there are soils so rich that 
culture would give trees an excessive growth, 
and not only postpone fruitfulness, but make 
them liable to he injured by the severe win
ters.

An experienced horticulturist would not 
choose such a soil for an orchard.

One great advantage of having the ground 
under culture is that it enables the orchardist 
to give his trees a more uniform growth, 
without regard to. condition or unfavorable 
seasons.
the season unusually dry, a more frequent 
stirring of the surface will generally keep up 
the desired vigor, lmt if the trees are in grass 
and the season very dry, he is powerless to 
help the case and can only watch ami worry 
to see his trees almost cease to grow, the 
leaves turn brown and the fruit drop for 
want of sustenance, and perhaps gets very 
little consolation as lie listens to his neigh
bor’s merry whistle while following his culti
vator or harrow through his orchard, uncon
cerned about the weather and wicked enough 
perhaps to wish that everybody else believed 
in the “grass theory,” so that he will be 
able to get an extra price for his extra fruit. 
—Horticulturist.
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If his trees are loaded with fruit, or
Damaged Timber.—Although the damage 

done to crops, buildings and fences by the 4th 
of July tornado in this part of the country was 
very great, yet, the greatest damage by far was 
that done to the timber. It is not ari

tiling to lin 1 fine groves of timber of ten, 
fifteen or twenty acres, almost or entir ly strip
ped eh an of every tree on it of any size above 
six inches in diameter, and those of" a lesser size 
wlvch are left standing are so badly injured by 
the- falling ones that they will decay, 
what is worse still is that although the timber 
may be cleared away the land is left unfit for 
use for many years by reason of the huge-up
turned roots on every few yards. A hundred 
thousand dollars would not compensate for the 
loss of timber in this county alone. - Fund du 
Luc Journal.
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Ebony wood weighs 83 ibs. to the cubic foot» 
lignum vitie the same ; hickory, 52 lbs. ; birch, 
45 lbs. ; beech, 40 ; yellow pine, 38 ; white 
pine, 25 ; cork, 15 ; and water, 62.

I
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such as Paris Green water, or suds made 
from the whale oil soap, thrown upon the 
trees with a garden syringe, will also ma
terially check their depredations.

If the worms have matured and gone into 
the ground for winter quarters, plow the 
ground late in the fall, so as to expose the 
pupa? to the frost and the action of natural 
enemies. The effoiitiveness of the plowing 
will bo increased if a few handfuls of 
be plowed in under each tree, and the hogs 
be permitted to have the range of the or
chard.

HONEY LOCUST FOR HEDGES. bearing shoots were stopped without any re
gard to the number of leaves on each. All 
were kept tied in as they advanced in growth. 
The crop ripened well, and there were not many 

berries to be fount on either the Con-

TRANSPLANTING FOREST TRIES.

When a tree of any considerable size—a tree 
of a suitable size for planting for shade pur
poses, for instance is remov d from where it 
grew, there is excessive curtailment of the riots, „ 
especially if the tree be taken from the forest ; 
for the fibrous roots are iu this instance at a 
greater distance from the stem, than they 
would have b en if the same trees had 
upon open land ; and in this, the tree 
found to have a long, upright stem with the 
foliage principally near the extremity, varying 
with the density or openness of the forest.

On the other hand, trees taken from openings 
will be found to he furnished with plenty of 
fibrous roots, the real feeling surfaces, dis
tributed more equally throughout the extent 
of the root surface ; the tree will be spreading 
and the branches will make their appearance 
near the ground ; the foliage will present a 
largo surf >ce, and this again in proportion to 
the roots ; for the quantity of roots will be in 
proportion to the leaf surface, for the reason 
that this leaf surface stimulates root growth 
and rice versa ; and the more fibrous roots the 
tree contains, the less necessity will their l>e 
for close pruning.

We hold, and experience has shown the cor
rectness of our position, that the top ought not 
to be severely trimmed ; because, without leaf 
surface, the root must die ; but if plenty of 
leaf surface be present to evaporate the sap, 
and plen'y of additiinal roots will be induced, 
and the tree becomes more <prickly established 
than when cut to bare poles. In 
severe cutting of the top was originally incul
cated from the fact that trees taken from the 
thick forest had their tops already forced so 
high as to be entirely unsuited for the purposis 
of shade ; and, consequently, the trunk had to 
be shortened and then forced to form a new leaf 
surface from the dormant or secondary buds 
that always exist. The readiness with which 
this is accomplished under ordinary circum
stances has led many planters into 

Although trees excessively cut may live and 
make fait growth,they are alwai s feeble in com
parison with that of trei 8 from the nuraeiy, or 
openings, while the young sapplings have been, 
able to dcvelope themselves nominally, and in 
the end it will always be found that such trees 
although smaller at the time of transplanting 
than those from the thick forest, will soni 
catch up with their larger relatives, and at the

CURCULIO ON FRUIT TREES. briL™^ ^ ^ °ther

Washington, 1). C. We do n't advocate the planting of large 
Years ago a premium was off red for a rem- trees, sav from four to eight inches iu diameter, 

edy against the ravages of the Civ culio on ap- except when immediate effect is wanted ; and 
ricot.-, plums, nectarines and peaches. I had then only when they can be had from open 
suffered much from their depredations -never ground, and he transplanted with a large ball 
had nectarines ripen until I pastured my of earth entire. The size of the tree suitable 
orchard with bogs and sheep. Observing that f°r planting must, however, be determined by 
when property changed hands, and plum trees the variety, l'llms, maples, and other trees 
were included in the- stock-yard, they ripened having on abundance of fibrous roots, may 
their fruit untouched by the curculi \ safely be transplanted of much larger rise than

1 planted a small orchard of plum, apricot black walnut, butternut, chestnut, etc., so 
and nectarine trees adjoining my barnyard, that may these trees that will readily wow from 
and pastured it with bogs, and ewes and iambs cuttings, as cottonwood, poplar and the wil- 
- (the lambs bark the trees) - driving strong lo- lows, be transplanted when of large size. But 
cust posts around the young trees, to prevent with any trees that are intended for removal 
injury by the hogs rubbing against them. The after they are well grown, it is always a good 
result was, that the fruit ripened untouched by I'bm to trench about them a year before trans- 
the curculio. I off, red this to the Ohio Horti- p anting, filling in with good earth to induce 
cultural Society for their premium of $100. the formation of fibrous roots near the tree, and 
Their reply was through the Western 1/urticul- when moved keep the ball intact. 
tura/ist, edited by 1). Wailibr, that there was To sum up the whole subject of transplant- 
nothing new in it but the use of slierp. A ir g. we may say : -The smaller the tree, of 
lady whose mother had a tine green house, the whatever variety, the more certain are the 
plants of which had been much injured by chances of its living. The greater the top, the 
inncctH. which she could not get rid of until nh<* lHitter will the root he furnished with fibres, 
used sheep manure, which completely drove nnd a; ft ma ter of course, the more certain will 
them off. the tree he to make immediate growth. In

Such had been my experience when the buds trimming, seek to equalize the top to the root; 
of grafts were eaten up by insects. The appli- that is if there he a fair proportion of root, 
cation of sulphur, soot, snuff, Ac., had no effect, Ki,ii].ly shorten in the top, and cut away such 
but oil applying powdered sheep manure on the bunches as would carry the tree out of its pro- 

SüMMER PRUNING the GRAPE. burls and grafts when mois ened from dews, per b lance, always being sure to leave top
and coarse manure around the small trees at the enough. Generally as a matter of -economy. 

As to the value of summer pruning, some are ground, the insects disappeared immediately, planters prepare to dig the tree in the Fall ; if 
inclined to think it unnecessary and useless The oil left on the body of the trees by the this he dune, ko p the roots protected from the 
labor ; but I find it me of t.h ? m st important, jtlg against them. ' he effluvia from sun an,l “>r, and always moist. Trim the tops,
as well as profitable, items connected with grape the sheep and their manure is offensive to many and cut away torn portions of the roots. Set
culture. Summer pruning does not mean a insects, and then feeding the grass close to the the trees upright, iu trench» s. as near together 
general pruning—cutting i if large quantities ground, gives the buds a better chance to feed as possible, the ear- h from the first trench being
of wood and stripping the foliage. Such would on the ins cts and exterminate them. Their thrown at the hack of I he first line of trees, and
he disastrous to the top. What is generally manure anil that of the lings produces a health- the soil from the succeeding trenches furnish- 
termed summer pruning is what I call summer ful growth of the trees the hogs destroy in- ing material for covering the roots of the pre
dressing of the vines. And this dressing is sects in the grub—premium fur reel iming old c- eiling ones. Thus you will have the trees so
done without the knife. It is simply the re- orchards. thickly together that they will hiacc and protect
moval of asuperahundant growth of weak and If of inferior fruit, one-third of the top may each other ; this plan if for large trees, 
useless wood, which, if left on the vines, would he taken off and grafted iu the spring or fall, For sma 1er ones, or such as arc usually ob- 
greatly injure their vigor, and to a great extent with a healthy annual bearing kind, and next tained from nurserymen, the roots may he laid 
impair the full development of the fruit. Of year then another third of the top grafted, and in the trenches anil the tops inclined at an 
this I am perfectly convinced from the size of the third year the under third may he grafted angle of 45®. Cover in every case with fine 
the berries on some vines I did not summer jn this way, and .you will soon have hearing earth thoroughly packed about the roots, and 
prune fast season. trees. If the tr.es arc of fine varieties of fruit, extending well up a'ong the stems. By this

Last summer was noted as ope of our dry est shorten the old and feeble branches, and en- means the roots will he found in the*fij5I»ig
and hottest ; not only in one locality, hut al- courage young shoots. For this mode, For- perfectly calloused and sometimes indications
most through the entire south. I commenced syth.of England, received a pension from his of the new root growth will appear. In all
about the 10th of May and gave the vines a government, and from several of the Continen- trees having naturally, plenty of fibrous roots, 
thorough-cleaning of all the surplus growth, tat governments. This system of renewing olil or those making their roots near the surface,
leaving no shoots hut those that were to take orchards was termed Forsything. The ground as elms, maples, linden, etc., those from five to
the pla-e of the old wood that was, to be cut may be plowed shallow, and suhsoiled deep fifteen feet in height, will be bun t to trans
in the winter pruning. All the other growth with the coulter plow, shortening the outer plant kindly. Other trees not so well furoish- 
was disbudded orrubbei off, leaving the young roots somewhat, but not destroying the rootlets ! e,1> including the black walnut, butternut, 
and healthy shoots as near as possible to take under the tree.- Joseph L. Smith in Fruit chestnut, and white-wood or tulip tree, Lirio- 
the place of the old and week wood. The Recorder. ’ j dendron tulipi/era, should not be transplanted

The honey locust as a hedge plant is here 
becoming quite popular, being readily propa
gated, very hardy, of strong, vigorous 
growth, roots growing straight down, anil 
adapted to varied soils. It makes a cheap, 
durable, efficient fence, always in repair, 
proof against our severest winters, and, well 
trained, adds largely to the beauty of the 
farm.

green
cord or Ives, and alt brought a fine price in the 
New Orleans market

I have here stated the mode of summer 
pruning that I have always followed, and found 
it to be successful with all varieties. On this 
mode of pruning, the crop is a sure one, pro
vided it is taken in time. If the work is deferr
ed, it would be better not to do it at all, as the 
wood commences to harden, and in trying to 
luboff the shoots the vines are injured to some 
extent.

Cutting off large canes of the current season’s 
growth and stripping off the foliage that the 
sun may have fair access to the fruit, are prac
tices that are reprobated by all good cultivators. 
Superfluous growth should he checked by 
pinching when it first manifests itself, and the 
direct rays of the sun should never reach the 
fruit.—(Air. Rural Alabamian.

grown 
will becorn

The seed should lie gathered in the fall as 
soon as ripe, from trees only that hear thorns. 
When the ground will work well in spring, 
sow in drills 3J feet apart, having previously 
put boiling water on the seed and lot stand, 
well covered, for twenty-four hours. Most 
of the seed will grow the first season. All 
weeds must be kept down, and the ground 
well tilled (as the first few seasons will 
greatly determine the value of the hedges), 
using a good cultivator between the rows.— 
The plants should be set when from one to 
four years old. In the fall, where the hedge 
is to be set, plough a good back furrow wide 
enough to run a cultivator on both sides of 
the hedge.

The following spring, when the ground is 
suitable, and before their leaves appear, the 
plants should he set. Turn a straight deep 
furrow ; place a quantity of plants in a vessel 
of very muddy water, having cut the roots 
with a hatchet to six or eight inches long ; 
now one holds the plant in place in the fur
row, close to the laud side—taking care to 
select those hearing thorns, and avoid bend
ing the roots—while another shovels enough 
fine earth about it to hold it in position—the 
man who shovels can level up while the other 
prepares another quantity. We set them 
eight or ten inches apart, and the two men in 
this way can set well about fifty roils per 
day.

TRAINING GRAPE VINES.

It is a pleasant thing to note that in farm and 
garden operations attention is more freely given 
to displai ing a little taste in the arrangement 
of one’s work than formerly. No 
see convenience sacrificed entirely to beauty. 
At least no one in this part of the world, for 
believe we did once note a project that was popu
lar inBoston to make the public streetsand roads 
winding, because the curve was the line of 
beauty. But it is a good thing always to aim 
at neatness, even at some effort, for it not only 
adds a great deal to. the enjoyment of life, but 
cultivates a disposition to do things well, which 
generally ends in pecuniary profits as well as 
rn-ntal pleasure.

This idea occurs just now in view of the 
practice of one of our friends with the grape 
vines on his frame barn. In almost all 
where grapes are grown ia this way, the 
branches are tacked in anyhow or anywhere, 
wherever a place is open. The sort of random 
way which is taught soldiers in Indian fight
ing—“wherever you see a head, hit it.” In 
this case there is just a place for every shoot, 
and every shoot finds its place. The way it 
was done was thus : After the vine was a year 
or two planted—in the centre of the garden 
end of the barn the vine was pruned back and 
thus made to throw out three strong branches 

then led along, 
in each direction, about one foot from the 
ground, horizontally. The other was nailed 
straight up to about twelve feet from the other 
one, when it was headed off. The next year 
two branches were taken laterally from the top 
of this one, each branch diverging as,before, 
near the ground. When the new growth pushes, 
Thus there is a space of about twelve feet be
tween the spreading branches above anil those 
tacks are driven just under the upoer “ arms ” 
and “just above the lower arms,” about one 
foot apart, and strings are fastened on just as 
is so often do e for morning glories before the 
cottage door. The vines take hold of these 
strings and g ) straight up, and the whole

one wants to

we

THE CUCKLKRURR.
“ Farmer and Granger” inquires how he may 

kill out the cuckle burr. I have had 
perience with them, but they are not very 
plenty on my farm. If the weeds are not nu 
merous pull them up. If they are, seed in tim
othy and clover and mow in July before going 
to seed, and mow again in September, and be 
careful that not a burr ripens sufficiently to 
grow. This process may need to be continued 
two or three years, as the seed is said to retain 
its vitality in the ground, or on the ground, for 
that length of time. Some advise pasturing 
closely with sheep. The weed is a terrible 
bore. Two good crops of them 
haustive to the soil th

some ex-

fMt thiscases

arc more ex- 
an ten cro; s of corn. and 

will make the land so poor that a plowsometimes 
will not scour. The weeds need to he legisla
ted against like the Canadian thistle, for the 
burrs travel to ofast and too far, from farm to 
farm, in cows’ tails and on rabbits’ backs - 
Every farmer should, by law, lie compelled to 
prevent these burrs from coming to seed, and 
in case of neglect theproper authorities should 
hire help and exterminate them at the expense 
of the land owner. I believe nothing short of 
the vigorous execution of such a law will save 
whole sections of our estate.
Ioki Homestead.
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After setting, cut hack to two or three 
buds, and when hoed once or twice, they 
should he mulched with straw. From this 
season, good culture, protection from ani
mals, and proper cutting will insure a good 
thick hedge in five or six years. I should 
prune closely the first three or four years— 
once early in spring, and again about July 
1st. Many, impatient and unreasonable with 

, this, as with other matters of the farm, al
low the plants to grow tall and tyee-like ; 
hut such a hedge will not turn sheep and 
hogs, and is quite unattractive.
set young fruit trees two rods apart in the ... , . ,
line of our hedges, which grow up with and ' a P;°tur? .of ,°I'lcr and ‘fatness truly
do not disturb them, while they look well =’fnend is quite sure that by “Ins 

, , ,, plan, as helfonlly calls it, he really saves time ;
and pay well, but a hedge will not do well aiKj ylat it lines not take near as long as where 
near a large tree. Allants nests should be oned"es not know exactly where to nail, but

has to spend half the time in hunting fo 
opening. And we believe this the more readily 
because we know that those people who, in any 
walk of life, habituate themselves to i viler and 
method, always get through more work than 
those who have'no particular sys' ein to live up 
to.

We might add that in the fall of the year lie 
cuts away even- alternate cane to near its 
starting point. It then makes another one, 
which bears next year. The one not cut is of 
course the fruit-bearing one for the time being.

There has been miny “ system V of pruning 
and training grape vines given in books, all 
with more or less merit ; hut many of them 
require more brain and time to master than 
they i re w rtli, or least than more people have 
to give, list this is very simple and easy for 
any to understand. - Germantown Tel.

A. J. B.

We have

destroyed, or the hedge will he.—D. M. in 
Country Cattleman.
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REMEDIES FOR THE V INKER WORM.

The following remedies against this insert 
are given in the order in which they are to 
he applied, commencing with the appearance 
of the moths in the spring.

1st. Prevent the passage of moths up the 
trees. The most approved plan heretofore 
used is to put a canvass or other cloth band, 
six inches or more wide, around the trunk 
and besmear it with tar, or a mixture of tar 
and molasses, applied every other day.— 
Pooling felt besmeared with refuse printers’ 
ink lias been recently suggested s prefer
able. The method suggested in this report 
is to put a baud of rope or closely twisted 
hay around the trunk, and over this a tin 
hand about four inches wide, placed so that 
the rope shall he at the middle of the tin, 
making a closed cavity below and a free edge 
of the tin above. The time to use these ap
pliances is, mostly, in the month of March ; 
hut also at other times when tiic weather is 
sufficiently open to permit the insects to 
run.
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as other things.—

2nd. If the moths arc prevented front as
cending the tree they will deposit their eggs 
below the obstruction, and for the most part 
near to it. These eggs can he destroyed by 
a single application of kerosene oil.

3rd. If the moths are not prevented from 
ascending the tree they will deposit their eggs 
mostly upon the under side of the loose 
scales of bark on flic upper part of the trunk 
and the large branches. Many of them can 
he destroyed by scraping off and burning the 
scales.

■1th. If all precautions have been ne
glected. and the eggs have 1 seen permitted to 
hatch, then, as soon as the worms are large 
enough to he easily seen, jar them from the 
trees and sweep them a Way with a pole, as 
they hang by their threads, and burn or 
otherwise destroy them. Strong washes

!>

bs. to the cubic foot» 
ckory, 52 lbs. ; birch, 

pine, 38 ; whiteow
ater, 62.
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when of l»rge size. For this class of trees we 
should prefer those not more than six feet high 
f r ultimate effect, and in planting any class we 
should much rather discard a tree altogether, 
than plant one cut to a bare pole.— Western

PROPAGATING SHRUBS BY SEEDS.

Manÿ shrubs are best propagated by seeds, 
and some can hardly be increased in any other 
way. All shrubs that are simple species and 
not florist’s varieties can be raised in this 
way provided they bear seed, which most of 
them do. Thus, if you want a hedge of haw
thorn, yon are sure of getting one by sowing 
seed, for the common white hawthorn, being 
a natural species, will produce a seedling 
like the parent. But if you sow the seed of 
one of the colored or double hawthorns, 
which are the florist’s varieties, and hope to 
see an offspring like the parent you will pro
bably be disappointed. So with the fancy 
varieties of the Weigelia—they will not ex
actly reproduce themselves from seed, though 
the offspring will bear a certain resemblance 
to the 
the fa
seed is one of the most curious subjects in 
horticulture, and it is by means of it that 
nearly all improvements in the varieties of 
fruits, flowers and vegetables have been pro 
duced. Leaving out, then, the fancy varie
ties—unless, indeed, we wish to experiment 
with them for the production of new ones— 
we have remaining the greater number, in
cluding many of the best of our ornamental 
shrubs. Some of these caimot be raised from 
cuttings or even from layers, and at the same 
time are difficult to bud or graft, but can be 
raised very easily from seed. Such, for 
example, is the Virginian Fringe (Chiouan- 
thus. )

Now, with respect to the management of 
the seed. It should be sown as soon

parent, just as a child usually does to 
ther or mother. This variation from

as pos
sible after ripening, as it then germinates 
much more quickly and surely. It may be 
sown in a cold frame in a light soil well en
riched with leaf mould and very old pulver
ized manure. This soil should be at least 
two feet deep and well drained. If not natu
rally very light, sand should be added to it. 
When theseeds are small they may be dropped 
in rows on the surface or scattered over it 
broadcast and then pressed (not too hard) 
with the flat of a spade, after which light 
soil should be sifted over them to a depth 
not exceeding half an inch. If the scwls are 
large they should be sown in drills at a depth 
not exceeding an inch. Supposing this to be 
done in the autumn, which is the best time, 
nothing remains but to cover the frame with 
boards of shutters for the winter. Itemove 
them in the spring and the seedlings will ap
pear if it is their nature to come up the first 
season. The same processes may be 
ducted on a smaller scale in pots and boxes, 
which should he wintered in a cellar or cold 
frame.

con

The seeds of shrubs like other seeds differ 
much in the period of germination. Some— 
such as the seed of cytisns and Tartarian 
honey-suckles— germinate almost immedia
tely. Others, like the hawthorns, require a 
full year. The habits of the Virginia 
Fringe, already alluded to, arc very curious 
in this respect. Sow the seeds in the autumn 
and they do not appear above the ground be
fore the second succeeding spring, but during 

' the summer, when they are to all appearance 
dormant, they throw out a root without the 
least development of the seed-leaves. —Eng
lish Journal of Horticulture.

Mossy trei s in an orchard generally indicate 
too much moisture in the soil—that is, that the 
soil needs drainage and the trees require stimu
lating. Give the ground unde the trees a good 
top-dressing of muck and ashes, drain the 
ground thoroughly, scrape off the moss from 
the trees with a hoe, and wash the trunks and 
large branches with strong soap-suds. But 
should perhaps observe that while mossv trees 
generally indicate too much moisture, it is not 
always the case ; for trees on sandy soils 
often mossy, and sandy soils are covered with 
the same species of moss. Moss, therefore, 
often indicates poverty of soil, cr uncongenial 
conditions in some way ; it may be a want of 
moisture as well as too much. Stimulate the 
growth at any rate, as we have above

we

are

sug
gested, whether the soil is dry or wet. — New 
York Fanner.

W. II., near Madison, Wis,, has for years 
used with very good success as a wash for fruit 
trees a compound of clay, cow manure and 
ashes ; mixed with snap suds an 1 applied with 
a b usli to the trunk and branches as high as 
can be reached, lie finds it drives away bark 
lice, and cleans the tree of moss, &c.

FARMER’S ADVOCATE.
Fruit Crops. or thinly covered spots,’ and will not only 

enrich the meadow, encouraging an earlier 
and more luxuriant growth of grass, but will 
protect the crowns of the clover plants and 
more delicate grasses.

Keep up the condition of your live stock, 
i'or profitable and economical feeding in the 
winter it is necessary that cattle lie in good 
condition when they are housed. It is much 
easier and cheaper to keep up good condition 
than to regain it if lost; and by this means 
you can finish off your fat stock early for 
the butcher, thus saving some weeks, or per
haps even months, feeding.—Ass. Ed.

— The prospects for fruit | 
rowers this year are very discouraging.-- 
Grapes are very generally killed in Ohio, and 
blackberries in the Eastern States. The straw
berries here were dried up by the drought, and 
prices hardly averaged ten to twelve cents per 
quart. Pears were badly cut by late frosts.— 
Mr. Batcham writes from Ohio Our apples 
will be a very shott crop, as well as the smaller 
fruits generally. I have never seen so poor 
prospects f r fruit growers."—Horticulturist.

i

ARDEN AND FARM. A ^

HINTS TOR THE MONTH.

'jcSy-fiftMj The Garden does not call for 
VftT so much labor in September as 

in the preceding months, and 
now in the abundance of its fruits and vege
tables, it amply repays us for the care and 
labor of the spring and summer. Strawberry 
plants may lie set this month with reasonable 
expectation of success. The soil for them 
should have been well-prepared, and, if neces
sary, must be watered at planting. May is 
considered a better season for planting straw
berries, but by planting them in September 
you may succeed equally well if the season 
be favorable, and you may have some fruit 
from them the next season. We speak from 
experience. Last September we planted a 
strawberry bed in well-prepared ground. As 
the winter drew nigh we mulched them with 
leaves from the forest. In spring we raked 
aside the covering and dug between the lines, 
the partially rotted leaves serving as manure, 
and in due time we had the pleasure of 
gathering some fruit of excellent quality, 
though not an abundant crop ; and they gave 
excellent promise.

We repeat the old lesson, keep down the 
weeds.

^ One of the principal operations on the 
Farm in September is the sowing of Fall 
Wheat. The uncertainty of the crop from 
the severity of our Canadian winters has pre
vented fall wheat being sowed so extensively 
as it would otherwise have been ; but this 
year it has done much better than the wheat 

in spring, and it is probable many will, 
in consequence, be encouraged to sow this 
fall. In many instances, hitherto, the failure 
may in part be attributed to the land not 
being well prepared. The ground should be 
well ploughed to a good depth, and the seed
bed rich and mellow, so that the young plant 
may send forth good roots, catch "a good hold, 
and strike deep into the soil. N 
should be allowed tif lie stagnant on the 
ground. The l>cst seed should be procured ; 
this is all important. It should be of the 
variety best suited to the climate, the soil, 
and the season of sowing, 
tirely free from seeds of weeds, and, as far as 
possible, from inferior grains. There is an 
increasing attention given to the selection of 
seed, but still greater attention is needed. 
An additional outlay in procuring the 
best seed is sure to be well repaid, The 
lUctionarji of the Farm says:—“If the 
farmer selects the best seeds, chooses the 
proper time for sowing them, and has them 
carefully distributed and properly covered 
with earth, as their nature requires for 
the most perfect germination, and thus also 
protects them from the voracity of the birds 
and insects, lie will have a much greater pros
pect of success than if he were careless and 
negligent. ”

In this country the old mode of sowing 
grain broadcast is that generally practised. 
To this mode there is the great objection— 
the uncertainty of having all the seed covered 
the same depth—some of it is buried deep in 
the soil, and some lying near the surface. By- 
using the drill all the seed is deposited at 
required depth. Another advantage of using 
the drill is the saving in the quantity of seed” 
this is, of itself, no inconsiderable item. To 
these may be added the felicity afforded by 
by drill-culture for a free circulation of ' 
between the rows, and for the extirpation of 
weeds.

Preparing Sups for Planting.—The Ga
zette des Campaç/nes recommends to dip the ex
tremities of the slip in collodion, containing 
twice as much cotton as the ordinary material 
used in photography. Lt t the first coat dry
and then dip again After planting the slip, 
the developement of the roots will take place 
very promptly. This method is said to be par
ticularly efficacious in woody slips, and to 
ceed well in scions of the geranium, fuschia, 
and smaller plants.

binary,
RUC HERS ON A SMALL SCALE.

I hcre are m»ny householders whose mean8 
will not enable them to buy a cow or to provide 
keeping for her were they in po.-sesrion of one- 
But they may be equal to the purchase of a 
colony of bees and to provide hives fur the 
swarms resulting theicfrom. Bees, like other 
stock, require pasturage, but, unlike horses,cat
tle and sheep, they are free commoners, ranging 
at will in search of stores, nor can they be ar
rested and punished for their intrusion upon 
premises alien to their owners. A single colony 
of bees, in goo t condition in the spring, maybe 
counted upon to double or triple their numbers 
m a single season, securing ample stores for 
winter consumption, while supplying a gratify
ing surplus each autumn for household uses.— 
This accumulation will prove most acceptable 
in families especially, w hile the price of butter 
rules so high a-, to place it beyond the reach of 
those not blessed with elongated and plethoric 
purses. Try a colony of bees as an experi
ment.—Farmers' Union.
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Let those who wish to make willow hedges 

procure large cuttings, none less than an inch 
in diameter, and fifteen inches in length. Plow 
a deep furrow on the line for your hedge ; set 
your cuttings in the furrow four inches apart, 
and anglin" lengthwise of your row ; drive 
them into the ground so that when you plow a 
furrow on each side th< y will be nearly covered, 
cultivate well for two years, the third spring 
cut off three feet from the ground, and two 
years thereafter cut off fiSnr and one-half feet 
high, and it will do to “ turn out.”.—Home
stead.

MMany of the largest elms in Milford, Mass., 
have not a single green leaf upon them, so 
thorough has been the wrork of the canker 
worm.
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Bee-keeping used to be a very crude affair.— 
It was carried on with gums or straw hives, in
side of which everything was lastly fixed and 
all a realm of mystery. The bees were left 
pretty much to themselves, until the close of 
the honey season, when they -were brutally 
srnothr red with brimstone fumes ; and the col
ony being thus exterminated its stores wire 
appropriated to the use and luxury of the 
owner.

Now we have the movable frame hive, which 
gives the bee-keeper access to the interior of 
the colony, perfect control over it, and liberty 
to take the surplus honey without killing the 
bees. With this form of I ive the loss of 
swarms by their going off to tile woods can be 
prevented, queens ran be given to stocks that 
become destitute of ttum, and weak colonies 
can be strengthened by giving them comb, bees 
or houev. >

The invention of the honey ext-actor, or as 
some American apiarians prefer to call it, the 
melipult, is another great step in advance. By 
the use of this c n'rivanee the yield of honey 
in a single season can be doub ed, and even 
trebled. By the application of centrifugal 
force the honey is thrown out of the combi, al
most to the last drop, and on replacing the 
empty combs in the hive, the bees, as in duty 
bound, at once proceed to refill them. Often 
when" they suspend work ami wid not put a 
drop of honey imo a surplus box, though thire 
is plenty of it in the fiel I, t ey will replace tile 
honey of which the extractor or melipult has 
deprived them. The reason of this is obvious. 
Instinct teaches them to till the body of a hive 
i ith a store of sweet ; but when that is done 
their task is accomplished, and they are not 
covetous, like man, who goes on laboriously ac
cumulating even after he has enough. They 
have not only a craven initinct, but, an instinct 
of satisfaction. The * ell-filled hive appeals to 
this latter instinct. They know how to rest 
and be thankful. Take away a portion of their 
stores and the cr iving instinct comes into play 
again, and drives them forth as busy w rkets 
to he fields for fre-h supplies.

Another modern improvement in apiculture 
is the importation and breeding of superior 
bees. Bees, like larger stock, deteriorate by 
in-and-in breeding, and may be improved by 
cros es. There are inft rior and superior breeds 
of bees, just as there are of poultry, swine, 
sheep, cattle a’d horses. For a few years past 
Italian bees have been largely imported, and 
though it may seem an extravagant thing to 
give five or ten dollars for a queen bee—a little 
insect only about an inrh long, it is no more 
so than to give a hundred dollars f r a superior 
bull calf or ram lamb. The I tali in cross lias 
greatly improved common black bees, by giving 
them a dash of fresh blood, as st ck-breeders 
would express it, and by imparting to them de
sirable qualities. The Italians are a hardier 
race ; “ busier than the little bus-- bee” we* 
have known from childhood ; more prolific, 
more beautiful in appearance, and less inclined 
to sting. - American Bee Journal.

sown
SPAVIN AND CURB.

A writer in the Sportsman makes some prac 
tical remarks on these ills to which horse flesh 
is heir, that some of our readers may peiuse 
with interest :—

The hock of a horse is a most complex and 
important joint, and whenever this part is 
affected, or shows any predisposition to even 
the mildest of the many disorders to which it is 
subject, it is never good policy on the part of 
turf writers to recommend such animals as be
ing likely to win great races. The hock-joint 
consists of six bones, and these are so closely 
united as to appear but one. This, of cour e, 
allows of but little motion between the bones 
yet i hi- little is useful in preventing jar and 
concu-B on, and by having such numerous 
points of cent -et the joint is rendered stronger. 
Almost every bone has peculiar bands of fibres, 
stretching !mm r ne to the other in every di
rection. One of the strongest of these liga
ments passes around the back part of the hock, 
and it is the inflammation of tli s, in 
ticular part, that is the cause ■ f curb,
“ net-work,” so to speak, of the fibres that 
pass over the irner s de of the hock, is equally 
liable to sprain, and consequent inflammation, 
as the ligament which passes over the posterior 
part of the joint.

When portions o' these ligaments become in
flamed, either from sudden strain or hereditary 
causes, the effect is generally a case of bone- 
spavin, gradually hardening from a tender, 
gristly substance, into hone, which interferes 
with the natural action of the joint—always 
from stiffness of the part—and frequently 
lameness, for which there is 
spavin is an enlargement of the large vein, 
which any person of ordinary intelligence can 
perceive — particularly when the animal is 
heated from exertion- running down the inner 
side of the thigh to the hock. This enlarge
ment consists of a small soft swelling in a dif
ferent part of the inside of ti e hock to the 
seat of bone spavin, aud is not marly so injuri
ous in its effects.
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Fall ploughing must be attended to. The 
provident farmer labors not merely for the 
present; he looks forward and makes prepara
tions for coming seasons and for future years. 
By doing in the fall as much as he can of the 
work that would add so greatly to his spring 
work, lie “takes time by the forelock,” and 
when the busy seeding time comes he is

LOSS 01-’ HORSES IN NEW YORK.
The wear an 1 tear of horse-flesh in New 

city is vtry great. In one year, from 
May 1, 1872, to May 1,1873, there were re
ceived at the New York 1 tendering Company 
7,753 dead and condemned horse-. Of these 
720 were farcied and 917 glandercd ; 5,130 ho 
ses were gathered from the s rtets, where they 
fell dea l. We do not, as a general thing, take 
the best care of our horses. It, is safe to say 
that the 7,753 animals received in a single year 
by the New York llendering Company lepre- 
sented a money value of more than one million
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Now, is this the only benefit to he derived 
from fall ploughing ? The soil turned up 
deep and rough before the winter sets in 
receives the full benefit of the frost and snow 

Horses M y he Too Large.- In an article and is sure to lie in better tilth, cleaner’ 
strongly commending the increased attention richer and mellower in spring. 
l>ai«J in tliv West to breeding larger horses, the .v *. 4. 1 ,Prairie Farmer says :-It is well enough, lu,w- 1,l,aW,n!t coa,Ilost heal’s «V 
ever, to bear in mind that if the form and tem- you , VG ™ spare on your meadows. Spread 
per are all ri_ lit, 1,250 to 1,500 pounds is quite e\ only, and, if necessary, harrow lightly and 
weight enough in the mature animal for any r°U after spreading the manure. This top- 
purpose. Above this weight there is rarely ; dressing will afford you an opportunity for 
sufficient action or fine form, 1 sowing a little fresh grass seeds on any bare

of dollars.

manure ■

The muck heap is the farmer's bank, and ev
erything should be added to it that will enlarge 
it, and increase at the same time its fertilizing 
properties.
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CREAT CENTRAL FAIR I
AND

AGRICULTURAL & HORTICULTURAL EXHIB’N
W ill be held on the

CRYSTAL PALACE «ROl'NDS
In the CITY of HAMILTON

on the
30th 8KPT., AND 1st AND 2nd OCT.,

When tKH.ow w ill be offered in Vremiumi for 8took, 
Agricultural end Horticulture! Products. Im

plements, Manufactures, Fine Arts, Ladles' 
Work, Ac., Ac.

Competition Open to the World ! !

Print Lists and Entry Forint can bo Ual on ap
plication t> the .Secretary.

JU1IN WEIR, Jr 
West

, Secretary.
KlumboiV P. 

W. II HURD, President.
It

3

EXCELLENT
Farm and Stock for Sale.

140 u»or°*
miles from a thriving Tillage and a Q. W.R. Sta
tion, in Caaada. Frame Barn, Hones, Sheds, and 
Young Orchard. Well watered; on on# of the 
main lending ronde of Canada. Prise, $40 per 
acre. tSL

Also, another farm, half a mile from the above 
mentioned lot This farm contains 175 notes good 
land, well adapted for grain or dairy. Priée, «35
per tore.

Also, 1 Durham Bull, took first prise at Provin
cial Exhibition ; 7 Durham Cows; 2 Yearling Hei
fers ; 7 Calves ; pedigrees furnished. This let mar 
be had with either or both the farms. Prie# or 
Durham#, #2000.

These farms we have personally inspected, and 
can safely say that they are offered at a bargain.— 
They must rapidly increase in value ; we Believe 
they will be worth double the price asked in 8 yrs 

from this date.
Applicants must send 25 cts. for further particu

lars. Address Fashrrs’ Advocatr Offloe.

T

lave.

Aicliison, Topeka & Santa Fe
JXJXILROAU.

Til It Ell .n I M.fO.r .ICItES

LANDS.
LIBERAL TERMS TO IMPROVERS.

II Yearn Credit, ‘7 Per Cent. Interest.

NO PART OF THE PRINCIPAL PAYABLE FOR 4 YEARS

/■’/.vu ana ix - aim ivisa reoiok.
Tracts of one and two thousand acres available for 

Neighborhood Colonies, or for Stock Farms.
EXCELLENT CLIMATE, WITH TUItE FLOW 

ISO WAT EH.

“ I would say. that in the course of many years, 
“ and through extensive travel. I have not seen a 
“ more inviting country, nor one which offers greater 
“ inducement*, with fewer objection» to settlement, 
"than those land* of the A. T. & S. F U K.”— 
Extract lirpart "/ tlenrg Stnmrt, Agricultural Edi
tor Aiuericun Agriculturist.

For full particulars enquire of
A. K. TOI Z4LIX, 

Land Commissioner, Topeka, Kan3t

CTsyforaaraasssBStook, 21 Millions. Cash Income about #10,1100 
Pff "«k- Sums assured over $11.10). 100. t ver 
*900.000 have been paid to the representative# of 
deceased policy holders since the formation of the 
Company* The following are among the advan
tages offered Low rates of Premium; Canadian 
Management and Canadian Investments ; IJn- 
doubted Security : Policies absolutely secured to 
\\ ldows and Children ; Policies non-forfeitahle ; 
Policies indisputable after 5 years in force ; Policies 
issued on with profit system receive three-fourths 
of the profits of the Company ; Policies purchased 
or exchanged or loans granted thereon. Preminms 
may be paid yearly, half-yearly or quarterly, and 
30 days ol grace allowed for payments of nil pre
miums. Tables of rates for the various systems of 
assurance may be obtained at any of the Company's 
offices or agencies. A. G Rams y, Manager and 
beoretary. R. Hills, Assistant Secretary.

Hamilton, July 8, 1873. iy
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So now, Lizzie, that I have found you out 
come and help ; I want a letter from you 
mouth. Here are some of your puzzles :

. 1 I* TVliich of the reptiles is a mathema
tician ?

125. Why is a man in Lincolnshire, with a 
ham in his hand, like a town in that county ?

kept thus for more than six months—so fresh 
that expert judges supposed they were fresh. 
The eggs being so much colder than the melt
ed tallow, a thin covering of cold tallow will 
be forthed almost instantly, which will vender 
the shell impervious to the air.

Breakfast.—Epps's Cocoa—Grateful and 
Comporting.—" By a thorough knowledge of the 
natural laws, which govern the operations of diges
tion and nutrition, and by a careful application of 
the lino properties of well selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps 
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately 
flavored beverage which may save us many heavy 
doctor’s bills.”— Civil Service Gaiette. Made 
simply with Boiling Water of milk. Each packetle 
labelled—‘‘Jaiues Epps «& Co., Homoeopathic Chem
ists, London.” Also, makers of Epps’s Milky 
cocoa (Cocoa and Condensed Milk.)

every

ANSWERS TO AUGUST PUZZLES.
1J3. I o-day. 104. —To kerp his head warm. 

105.—A ma», a p'ough and a pair of horses 
100. — \ 11 be. ins wi h an A. 107.—It was never 
seen before. It8 - Cat. 1 9.—A thorn. 110. 
—Om lxa and Washington. 111. New Led
ford. 112.—Perth. 113.—Nosegav. 114 — 
Poor, two of them make a leaf. 115. —Insati
ate. 11G — Wholesome. 117.—S-train ’at an 
’at and swallow a carnet

72-1-v

MARKETS.
London, Aug. 25th, 1873.

GRAIN.
White Wheat, new, 81.10 to 1.15; White 

Wheat, old, 81.00 to 1.10 ; Red Fall Wheat, 
81.00 to 1.05 ; Spring, 81.16 to 1.21 ; Barley, 
50cts to 59ets ; Peas, 55cts to GOcts ; Oats, 
43cts to 45cts ; Corn, 65cts ; Buckwheat, 
55c ts.

118.—When I was a young Man I proposed to 
my brother William that we should go Duck- 
hunting, so he said he was ready to go at once, 
but we would be very Hungary if we did not 
shoot anything Nice to eat, so I told sis er 
Charlotte to Kertch a Goose and Cook it, and 
to make some Ham Sandwiches ; al-o to boil a 
sufficient quantity of Bice. My brother taid 
this would be sufficient along with the Cold- 
water which we would find on the way. We 
hi l sister Farewell. She sa d she had Good 
Hope that we would have Fairweatht r.

The only game of any kind we saw the first 
two days was a Black Bear, which, with great 
trouble, we killed. The next day being llainy, 
we did nothing. The day after was Clear and 
v e proceeded on our way. The road

PROVISIONS.
Eggs, fresh, per dozen, loots to 16cts 

Keg Butter, 15cts to 18ets ; Roll Butter, per 
lb., 20cts to 25cts ; Crock Butter, 14-cta ; 
Cheese, factory, 9Lcts to 10£cts ; laird, Sets 
to 9cts ; Honey, 15ctsto 20cts ; Tallow, 
dered, (ijets to 7cts ; Tallow, rough, 4J.

HIDES.
Sheep skins, 25cts to 50cts ; Lamb skins, 

50ets to 05cts ; Pelts, 25cts to 50cts ; Hides, 
Gets to 7cts ; Calf skins, green, 10cts to 11 cts ; 
Calf skins, dry, 20cts.

;

was very
Rocky. After hunting a few days more I 
thought we were staying away Toulon from 
home, and as the weather 
Chili, we made a Start for home.
Storm arose, and a flash of lightning Split a 
large Tree into a Thousand pieces Without 
any further adventures we returned home.

ren-

was getting very 
A vio'ent

PRODUCE.
Hay, per ton, 812.09 to 16.00; Potatoes, 

per bushel, 70cts to SOcts ; Wool, 36cts to 
37cts.

INNIE MAY’S New York Markets.
New York, Aug. 22nd.

Flour—receipts, 10,000 barrels ; sales, 12,- 
000 barrels ; Superfine State and Western 
85.50 to 5. GO ; common to good extra State 
86.20 to 7.25 ; common to choice extra State 
and W es tern 8i>-10 to 7.15.

Wheat, receipts 56,000 bush ; sales 78,000 ; 
No. 2 Milwaukee 81.51 ; No 2 Chicago quiet, 
at 81.44 to 1.47 ; white western 81.55.

Rye at 92c to 93c.
Corn, receipts 157,000 bush ; sales 83,000 

bush ; New mixed Western 64c to 57c ; Old 
do. 68c ; Old store Western 46c.

Butter, 25c to 32c.
Cheese, ISJe to 13c.

DEPARTMENT.

This month I will 
give a few season
able receipts. 1 do 
not hear from so 
many of you its I 
should like. Why 
cannot many of you

_ who are such good
housekeepers write to me, and help in the 
good work. Of course 1 know you are all 
very busy, but so am I, but what 1 want is 
to lighten all our labors by an interchange of 
ideas.

Buffalo Live Stork Market.
Buffalo, Aug. 21st.

Cattle—The receipts of cattle to-day in
cluding 39 cars reported to arrive, have been 
850 head. The market is dull at 12Jc oil' on 

Spread bread and butter, put a layer in a good cattle, witli common entirely neglected, 
pudding dish, then a layer of apples, pared About 1,300 head were disposed of. Sales of 
and cored, then another layer of bread, and 215 Illinois steers, ranging from 1,064 to 
so on till the dish is filled, having bread on 1,253 lbs, at 85-50 to 86 ; 221 Ohio steers, 
the top. Prepare a custard witii four eggs ranging from 999 to 1,365 lbs, at 85.12j to 
to a quart of milk and season to taste. Pour 5.80 ; 10 Michigan steers, ranging from 933 
into your dish and bake. Beat the whites of to 1,069 lbs, at 83.50 to 4. 40.

Sheep and Lambs—The receipt of sheep 
and lambs to-day have been 3,200 head, mak
ing the total supply for the week thus far 
20,000 head. The market is slow and weak 
at yesterday's prices. Sales of 1,242 Canada 

r, , . ■ , , . , , . . , . , lambs, ranging from 55 to 70 lbs, at 86 to
Cut stops of pasteboard about an inch w„le 6.62'. ; 148 Canada sheep, ranging from 117 

the desired length, clip the ends to a point, to 141 lbs. at $5.50 to 5 60 
and cover with any nice black cloth, like Hogs-The receipts of hogs for tu-dav 
broadcloth or fine cassimcre. Lap the ends were 4,900 head, making the total supply for 
at the corners of the frames, and fasten with the week thus far I 7,900 head The market 
a white or gilt button Bind your, picture reacted this morning, ami prices declined 
and glass together with strips of gummed L'Oc per cwt. Sales of 750 head of Ohio In
paper aud .due on the frame. Hang against ,liana, Missouri and Michigan hogs, ranging 
a white wall. Bronzed paper, which can be fr„m ISO to 250 lbs. at 81.85 to 5.25. 
bought for eight cents a sheet, may be used 
instead of cloth, in which ease a short strip 
across the corners of the frame is a great ad 
dition to its comeliness.

MINNE MAY.

BREAD AND BUTTER PUDDING.

two or three eggs to a stiff broth, sweaten 
and spread on the top before taking to the 
table.

now TO MAKE CHEAP FRAMES.

Valuable Farms for Sale.
I AO ACRES CHOICE LAaND within half a 
I ” "O mile of the Village of Aylmer, an important 

1 he most convenient and satisfactory way station on the G. W (Air Line) K. H. Co.fc 50 acres 
to keep eges fresh is to take an old tin nail i c*e^re/l. th«f balance heavily timbered with Beech and punch numerous holes in its bottom !and |

sides, and, alter filling it with fresh eggs, ■ water. A choice Dairy Farm. Prise *4,500, Cash, 
lower it into a kettle of melted tallow as hot *2000 ; Mortgage for balance, 
as can be without burning one’s finger when Also, TOO aero» choice I ini witinh If mile» of 
thrust into it ; then lift the pail out Aylmer, 60 acre» cleared; woods—Beech. Maple
quickly, and the tallow will flow out, leaving bêr^U^iuiïmafl cïüîuiuu"166 $40<XI' Ter"" 
a thin coating on every egg. Remove the , 
eggs from the pail, and pack them oil their ; Apply to— 
ends in a keg or barrel. Place in a cool DANIEL STEWART,
cellar until wanted for use. Eggs have been Aylmkk P. 0., Elgin Co., Ontario.

KEEPING EGGS FRESH.

will not only 
png an earlier 
grass, but will 

iver plants and

four live stock, 
feeding in the 

'tie Ire in good 
;d. It is much 
good condition 
1 by this means 
stock early for 
weeks, or pier- 

\ss. Ed.

2TCLE TOM’S
«L COLUMN.

Which of my nieces 
was it who iv ote to me 
fr. in Paris, a id did not 
sign any name"' Here 
is or e of he puzzles 
she sent ;

118 Why is a spider 
a good correspondent? 

lo a Miller sends an-

$

3 A LE.
■s whose mean8 
>w or to provide 
-session of one- 
purchase of a 
hives for the 

dees, like other 
dike horses, cat- 
moners, ranging 
:an they be ar- 
intrusion upon 
A single colony 

bspring, maybe 
e their numbers 
nple stores for 
dying a gratify- 
usehold uses.— 
nost rcceptable 
price of butter 

nd the reach of 
1 and plethoric 
s as an experi-

swers to puzzles and s une new o.es.
When is a man’s nose not a nose ?119.

Louisa and Amelia Bobier send some very 
good puzzles. Amelia asks :

120. When does the blacksmith kick up a 
row in the alphabet ?

Willie A. Rutherford is again on hand with 
answers to puzzles, and has done very welL I 
like Hattie Havilaud ; she takes great pains 
with her writing, aud sends very correct an
swer». I want you, Hattie, to send me a new 
puzzle next time, so remember. F. K. Chit
tenden sent in answer» too late for last month. 
He sends the following puzzle :

121. My 1st is in lean, but not in fat,
My 2nd is in hand, but not in foot,
My 3rd is in gun, but not in cannon, 
My 4th is iu leg, but not in beg.
My 5th is in salt, but not in brine,
My 6th is in tun, but not in star,
My 7th is in dog, but not iu cat.
My whole is an island of very great 

fame.
James Peters sends answers and puzzles, but 

I have had all his puzzles in the paper before. 
William S. Playter also sends answers.

Here is a very nice letter I have received :

r crude affair.— 
straw hivts, in- 
astly fixed and 
bees were left 
il the close of 
were brutally 

8 ; and the col- 
its stores wire 
luxury of the

une hive, which 
the interior of 
it, and liberty 
lout killing the 
ive the loss of 
; woods can be 
to stocks that 
weak colonies 

hem comb, bt es

xt-actor, or as 
■ to call it, the 
u advance. By 
yield of honey 

ub ed, and even 
of centrifugal 

f the comb*, al- 
l replacing the 
;es, as in duty 
them, 
will not put a 

x, though thi re 
will replace tile 
or nielipult has 
this is obvious.

3 body of a hive 
ten that is done 
d they are not 
i laboriously ac- 
iimugh. They 
but. an instinct 
hive appeals to 

)w how to rest 
portion of their 
times into play 
s busy w rkeis

f in apiculture 
ng of superior 
deteriorate by 

be improved by 
superior breeds 
poultry, swine, 
a few years past 
y imported, and 
ragant thing to 
en bee—a little 

it is no more 
rs fra superior 
talion cross has 
; bees, by giving 
t st ck-breeders 
ting to them de- 
i are a hardier 
; bus- bee” we- 
; more prolific, 
and less inclined

Riverview Farm, August 14th, 1873.
Dear Uncle Tom,—I always love to read 

your column, because it almost seems as if you 
were talking right to me. I am quite sure that 
you would be a jolly uncle to have around when 
a lot of young folks are together. Wouldn’t 
you show them lots of games to play at, and I 
shouldn’t wonder a bit if you would join in and 
play yourself.

We had a picnic last Wednesday, and it was 
splendid. Our Sunday School has one every 
year, and we have great times. I semi s .me 
pressed pansies in this letter ; I think they are 
so nice, and I know you would like to see what 
kind of flowers your nieces grow. I only wish 
I could s nd you one of the big squashes I 
raised all by myself. Father gave me some 
seed and told me where 1 could put it, and 1 
took lots of care of it, and no w there 
squashes on the vines so large that I can hardly 
lift them Never mind, if father will only 
take me to the Exhibition this year, I will have 
one of them along and leave it for you with 
Mr. Weld, but dear me, I’m making 
iully long letter ; so. good bye, Uucle T 

Your loving niece,
Claba Thomas.

are some

an sw
um.

Often

Now, that is what I call a r- al pleasant letter 
I am very much obliged to Clara for her good 
opinion of me, anil she may well say that 1 
would join in and play with the little ones, for 
I always • o when J get. a < hauee. What’s the 
use of being cross a d grumpy, even if you are 
old ? Why, dear me, 1 can play “ Sally Sally 
Waters,” or “ Oranges ami Lemons,” or any 
of the other old games just as well now as 
when I was young. Clara's pansies are very 
large and beau tv ul. I am sure she must have 
a good garden, and I am very much pleased 
that she should t. ike such pleasure iu it. Next 
Bpring I will send Clara a very choice pansy 
plant to take care of.

122. Which is easiest to spe’l, Fidd'e de dee 
or F «Idle de dam ? Jas. Wallace.

123. Spell blind pig with two letters.
Here is another letter :

Dear Uncle Torn,—
I know not whether my puzzles which I have 

sent are acceptable or not, as I have not seen 
one of them inserted yet ; however, I will ven
ture to send you a few again this time.

Lizzie Elkinoton.
Paris, Ont.
Thank you Lizzie ; your puzzles are accep

table, but among so many nieces and nephews 
I may at times fail to iioti e some of the most 
deserving ones. 1 am as bad as the Dutchman 
they tell a story about.

He had a wife and children and a lot of par
cels, taking them off the steamboat, and when 
he suppi S' d he had them all eut counted them 
up aud found 13 parcels. " Why, how is dish,” 
said he, * due vas vourteen dings I know ven 
I vent on pool t ; v t is it I ish got vot ish lost ? 
Dere ish de sassages, dey’s all richt ; dere ish 
de pretzels, und dere ish mine frow, und dere 
Lh mine bipe, und vat can it pc ? Uh tear, 
it ish te papy ; I hat forgot.”

-i/l.
-

's bank, and ev- 
tliat will enlarge 
ue its fertilizing I

I
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RESTORE YOUR SIGHT.Provincial, Agricultural and 
Industrial

EXHIBITION

PUBLIC SALEYORKSHIRE

CATTLE FEEDER OF

SHORTHORNSFOR FATTENING AND BRINGING 
INTO CONDITION HORSES, COWS, 

CALVES, SHEEP AND PIGS.
FOR 1873.INCLUDING

“82nd DUKE OF AIRDRIE,”
Bred by MR. ALEXANDER of KENTUCKY,and 

20 FEMALES, many of them of

a

to the world, will be held in the (31ÎY OF MON
DAYAand°FRIUAY,Me l|th’and ltUh

September next, on the GROUND^, MOUNT 
ROYAL AVENUE.

Prizes offered, #12,000 to #15,000.
For Prize Lists and Blank Forms of Entries in 

all the Departments, apply to Georges Lkclkrr. 
Esq.. Secretary < f the Council of Agriculture, h3 
St. Gabriel Street. Montreal : or to the Secretaries 
of County Agricultural Societies.

Entries for Stock will not be received after the 
30th August, and in the Industrial Department not 
after the tith September.

The principal Lines of Railway and Steamboats 
will carry stock and articles for exhibition at re
duced rates.

For further information apply to the undersigned

THE YORKSHIRE CATTLE FEEDER
IS RECOMMENDED AND USED BY

KARST-CLASS BREEDERS.

Stock fed with it have always taken FIRST 
PRIZES. Miik Catte produce more mille 
and butter. It fattens in one-fourth the usual 
time, and eaves food.

PURE BATES* BLOUD; 
also Young Bulls,

IF

BEING THE ENTIRE HERD OF Lt.-t'nlonel 
J. It. TAYLOR. Will be sold without reserve

Price 25c-, and $1 per Box on o

FRIDAY, 12th SEPT,,A Dollar Box contains 209 feeds. Spectacles Rendered Useless.

OLD EYES MADE HEW.
HUGH MILLER & CO., 

Agricultural Chemists, 
107 King St., East, Toronto.

Also at

AT 2 P. M.. PUNCTUALLY.

All diseases of the Eye successfully treatedThe Sale will take Place at the 
Farm, One and a half Miles 

South of the Great Western 
R. K. Depot, LONDON.

For sale by Druggists everywhere, 
the Agricultural Emporium, London. 1-4Î GEORGES LECLERE,

Sec.of the Council of Agriculture.
Aug A Sept.

Ball’s New Patent Ivory Eye Citps.
Read for yourself and restore your sight. 
Spectacles and Surgical operations rendered 

useless. The inestimable blessing of Sight is 
de perpetual bv the use of the new PATENT 

IMPROVED IVORY EYE CUPS.
Many of our most eminent physicians, ocu

lists, students and divines have had their sight 
permanently restored for life, and cured of the 
following diseases :

1. Impaired Vision ; 2. Presbyopia, or Far 
Sigliteduess, or Dimness of Vision, commonly 
called Blurring ; 3. Asthenopia, or Weak
Eyes ; 4. Epiphora. Running or Watery Eyes;
5. Sore Eyes—specially treated with the Eye 
Cups -cure guaranteed ; G. Weakness of the 
Retina, or Optic Nerve ; 7. Ophthalmia, or 
Inflammation of the Eye and its appendages, 
or imperfect vision from the effects of Inflam
mation ; 8. Photophobia, or Intolerance of 
Light ; 9. Over-worked Eyes ; 10. Mydesopia 
—moving specks or floating bodies before, the 
eyes ; 11. Amaurosis, or Obscurity of Vision ; 
12. Cataracts, Partial Blindness ; the loss of 
sight.

Any one can use the Ivory Eye Cups with
out the aid of Doctor or Medicine, so as to re
ceive immediate beneficial results and never 
wear spectacles ; or, if using now, to lay them 
aside forever. We guarantee a cure in every 
ease where the directions are followed, or we 
will refund the money.

2309 Certificates of Cure,
From honest Farmers, Mechanics, and Mer
chants, some of them the most eminent leading 
professional and business men and women of 
education and refinement, in our country, may 
be seen at our office.

Under date of March 29, lion. Horace Greeley, 
of the New York Tribune, writes : “ J. Ball, of our 
city is a conscientious and responsible man, who is 
incapable of intentional deception or imposition.

Prof. W. Merrick, of Lexington, Ky., wrote April 
21th, 18fi9 : “ Without my Spectacles I pen you this 
note, after usine the Patent Ivory Eye Cups thir
teen days, and this morning perused the entire con
tents of a. Daily Newspaper, and all with the unas
sisted Eye. , .

Truly ara I grateful to your noble invention ; may 
Heaven bless and preserve you. I have keen using 
Spectacles twenty years ; I am seventy -one year a 
old. Truly Yours, PROF. W. MERRICK.

Rev, Joseph Smith. Malden, Mass., cured of par
tial Blindness, of 18 years’ standing, in one minute, 
by the Patent Ivory Eye Cups.

E. C. Ellis, late Mayor of Dayton, Ohio, wrote ufl 
Nov. 15th, 1869 : MI have tested the Patent Ivory 
Eye Cups, and T am satisfied they are good. I am 
pleased with them ; they are the Greatest Invention 
of the age-” . .

All persons wishing for full particulars, certifi
cates of cures, prices, tfcc , will please send your 
address to us, and we will send our Treatise on me 
Eye, of 44 pages, free of charge, by return mail- 

Write to
DR. J. BALL & CO., P. 0 Box. 957. No. 91, Lib 

erty Street, NEW YORK.
For the worst cases of Myopia, or 

ness, use our New Patent Myopic Attachments 
which applied to the Ivory Eye Cups, has proved 
a certain cure for this disease. WttatA

Send tor pamphlets and certificates free, was 
no more money by adjusting huge glasses on yo 
nose and disfiguring your face. ,

Employment for all. Agents wanted for the n© 
Patent Improved Ivor* Eye Cups, just 11nkr?-u-Cv„ 
in the market. The success is unparalleled by any 
other article. All persons out of employment, or 
those wishing to improve their circumstances, whe
ther gentlemen or ladies, can make a respectable
dreTofVt,^
To live agents $20 a week will be guaranteed. In
formation furnished free of charge. Send for pam
phlet, circulars, and price list. Address
DR. J. BALL & GO., Oculists,
P. O. Box 957, No. 91 Liberty St., New York.

3 Mam Ball Calves for Sale ! July n.

, ma
T1BDIQREE GIVEN. Color. RED and WHITE. 
1 Address—JUS. H MARSHALL, London P.0.

AGRICULTURAL

INVESTMENT SOCIETY AND 
SAVINGS BANK.

OFFICE. DUNDAS STREET WEST.
(Late Huron & Erie Office.)

The conditions of the Act amalgamating ‘ Free
hold and Union ” with the above Society have been 
complied with, and the following officers elected 
President—Alexander Anderson. Esq.. M. D. 

Vice-President—Win Glass. Esq. . (Sheriff Co. 
Middlesex) ; Inspecting Director—Richard Bay- 
ly. Esq. ; Solicitor—David Glass, Esq Board of 
Directors-Riohard Tooley.Esq., M P. P. ; Lieut. 
Col. James Moffatt; George Birrell, Esq. ; A. T. 
Chipman. Esq. ; John Wright, Esq. (of W right ,<fc 
Durand; Adam Murray, Esq. ; John Mills, Esq ; 
D. Regan, Esq. ; James Owrey, Esq.

BORROWERS
Will be dealt with liberally, and money advanced 
with the least expense and delay possible.

TERMS.—Six Month»’ Credit on Approred 
Endorsed Note». Interest S per cent.

#E$r CATALOGUES NOW READY.
Apply to—

QAYRSHIRE CATTLE.
•o-

BY ANNUAL AUCTION SALE OF ATR- 
M SHIRE CATTLE will take place on the

EXHIBITION GROUNDS
During the

JOHN B. TAYLOR,
LONDON, ONT. i

Aur <f- Sept
,Ut

PROVINCIAL EXHIBITION IN LONDON. PUBLIC SALE
The following Pure-bred Ayrshires will be posi

tively sold by Publie Auction, without reserve, 
namely :—

3 Cows in Milk, over 4 yrs. old,
3 Cows, 3 years old,

3 Heifers, 8 yrs. old,
3 Heifer Calves,

3 Bulls, aged 3 yrs.,
3 Bulls, aged 8 yrs.,

3 Bulls, aged 1 yr.,
3 Bull Calves.

OF THK

NEW YORK MILLS HERD
OP

THE SAVINGS BANK 
Is now open, and money will be received on deposit, 
n large and small sums, and interest allowed at 
ho rate of 5 to 6 per cent., as arranged for.

JNO. A ROE.
See. A Treas. 

ti-tf

SHORT - IIO It NS.

In pursuance of a determination reached with 
great reluctance, but forced upon me by the de 
mands upon my time of other interests and pur
suits, which it is impossible to ntgleet or curtail, I 
will offer at Public Auction, on

London, April 30,1873.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER I0TH, I873; W. BELL & GO. i
AT 1 O’CLOCK, P. M.,

Without Reserve, my Entire Herd 
of Thorough-bred

GUELPH, ONT.

jaMBas
total#—m

Terms of Sale Cash, or approved notes 
at 7 per cent, interest.

prit- EXAMINE THE STOCK. It will be on 
the Exhibition Grounds. Procure handbills on the 
Grounds for further particulars.

at 4 mos

SHORT-HORNED ' CATTLE,
Including representatives of many of the

GEOBGE MORTON, SHiji
PHIZE 3VEB3DAIa

BEST KNOWN AND MOST VALU
ABLE FAMILIES, and numbering

Over One Hundred Animals.

KINGSTON, ONT.It

GREAT SALE
Cabinet Organs !OFPURE - BRED STOCK ! ! C ATA LOGEES AND MELODEONS.

Mav be obtained of the Auctioneer, MR. JOHN 
R. PAGE. Sennett, Cayuga Co., N. Y., or of the 
undersigned.

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of
The MORETON LODGE

HERDS AND FLOCKS.
“THE ORGAN ETTE,”

Containing Scribner’s Patent Qualifying Tubes.SAMUEL CAMPBELL,
Awarded the Only Medal !New York Mills, Oneida Co., N. Y,SHORT HORN & HEREFORD CATTLE 

COTSWOLD & SOUTH DOWN SHEEP 

BERKSHIRE AND YORKSHIRE PICS 

To be sold by

Ever given to makers of Reed Instruments at Pro
vincial Exhibitions, besides Diplomas and First 
Prizes at other Exhibitions too numerous to specifyGreat Sale at GlisloMGo’s. CAUTION ! i

As we have purchased the sole right of manue 
factoring Scribner’s Patent Qualifying Tubes, for 
the Dominion of Canada, we hereby caution all 
parties from purchasing them elsewhere, as they 
will be liable to prosecution. We have copyrighted 
the name of the

WHOLE WINTER STOCK REDUCED.PUBLIC AUCTION, WITHOUT RESERVE, 
At Moreton Lodge farm,

GIELV1I, ONT., CANADA,

llun-Xow lor BARGAINS
AT TilE “ ORGAN TTE,"

For our instruments containing this wonderful im
provement. Any m anutaetarer infringing on this 
copyright will be prosecuted.

Illustrated Catalogues furnished by addressing

STRIKING CLOCK
2London, Feb., 1*73,ON

W. BELL &. CO., Gueii>li.
A. S. Wheaton, Agent, 107 Dundas Street 

London.

ABBOTT BROS.,Weiteflay, 15tl Oct,, 1873 CARRIAGE BUILDERS Dundas Street, East o 
Wellington Street,

XCOTTON YARN.
LONDON, ONTARIO.COMMENCING AT 1 O’CLOCK, P.M. 

Catalogues will be sent on application.

9 WHITE, BLUE. RED and ORANGE. War- 
W ranted It, every be^^qaahty.^None^enmne

WM. PARKS & CO-.
Now Brunswick Cotton Milu.

St. John, N. B

CABLE SCREW WIRE BOOTS & SHOES
the best in the World. CHEAP at

Ckessall’s Penitentiary Store, 
Dundas St., Cor. New At cad

rnUE FARMER’S STORE, Corner of Dundas and 
1 Talbot Streets, opposite the City Hotel. LON
DON. Dry Goods. Groceries, Hardware, Boots A 
Shoos. II. CHISHOLM (Formerly Lawrason Jc 
Chisholm). ti-ly ■ 11-y

without our label. 
Woollen Mills.FREDERICK WM. STONE.

4 tfSept <fc Oct
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WILSON <fc HASKETT,
PRMEROH AA118 A^D COMMISSION 
1 MERCHANTS. Orne*,—Corner of King and 
Oxford Streets, INGERSOLL, Ont
JAS. M. WILSON. | JNO. HASKETT. 3-tf

Tie Lutin Paten J.H. WILSON,
VETERINARY SURGEON,

THE

igricaltnral Humai A

Graduate of the Toronto Veterinaiy College.
Office—New Arcade, between Dundas street and 

Market Square. Residence—Richmond street, 
opposite the old Nunnery.J. BEATTIE & Co.,

TS the cheapest Dry Goods, Millinery
1 and Mantle Store in the City of London.

ASSURANCE ASSOCIATION ‘1tv
JOHN MILLS, OF CANADA.3-V

Wholesale and Retail Bookseller, Stationer and 
News-dealer, Kic.hmond-st., London. America 
papers received twice a-day from New York. En
glish magazines leceived weekly from London. 

London, Uut., Oct, 28, 1872. 12-tf

HEAD OFFICE, - LONDON, ONT.COSSITT’S
Licensed by the Dominion Government.

Capital 1st Jan., 1871.
TYTLER & ROSE,

Family Grocers & Seedsmen.
GUELPH ONT. $ 231, 242 25.Manufactures all kinds of Agricultural Impie- 

merits —o
Cash aud Cash Items, $72,289 55., CANADIAN SIFI'ER FANNING MILLS 

PARIS STRAW GUTTERS 
LITTLE GIANT STRAW GUTTERS, 

One Horse Seed Drills, Hand Seed Drills, 
One Horse Ploughs, Torn ip Cutters, 

&c., &c.
The attention of farmers and others is ealled to 

his superior HORSE TURNIP SEED DRILL, all 
of iron, sows two rows, and runs the cannister with 
an endless chain instead of friction wheels, there- 
fore is not liable to slip and miss sowing ; and by 
raising a lever the sowing can be stopped at any 
time, thus preventing the waste of seed when turn- 
mg at the end of drills. Orders from a distance 
carefully attended to and satisfaction guaranteed.

LEVI COSSITT, 
Nelson Crescent, Guelph.

T'Œ .«fflœvAPra
TÏTLEK & ROSE,

WINE MERCHANTS AND SEEDSMEN,
DUNDAS-8TRKKT-

nred Useless. ^HIS^COMPANY continues to grow in the publie
34,5«8 POLICIES, ‘

teotl^lteYe,18701 iMUed th‘ iDmeMe
Intending insurers will note—
1st—That this is the only Fire Mutual In Canada 

thathas shown it* ability to comply with the law of 
the Dominion, and deposit a portion of it* surplus 
funds tor the seoun^ of its members,—$25,000hav-

11 and Rachluc. Price §25.NEW.
sfully treated
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London, April, 1872. 2
K1 H. MITCHELL, M. D.. C. M., Graduate of 
1 . McGill University, Montreal,
Physician, Surgeon,

Office : Gothic Hall, Dundas Stree

\

«fcc.
t, London, 
71-12-y

ease of proprietary eompaiiies.
3rd—That nothing more hasardons than farm pro

perty and isolated dwelling houses are insurou by 
this Company, and that it has no branch "fat the in
surance of mote dangerous property, nor has it any 
connection with any other company whatsoever.

4th—That all honest losses are settled and paid 
for without any unnecessary delay,

6th—The rates of this Company are at low as 
those of any well established Company, and lower 
than those of a great many.

6th—That nearly four hundred thousand dollars 
have been distributed by tbit Company in satisfac
tion of losses to the farmers of Canada during the 
last ten years.

7th— That the “Agricultural ’’ has never made a 
second call on their members for payments oa their 
premium notes

Farmers, patronize your own Canadian 
Company that has done good servira amongst you.

Address the Secretary, London, Ont., or apply to 
any of the Agents. m-y

Q Ont.4 tf

QBORGE VAIR,

LANDSCAPE GARD NER.
Plans given, selecting, arranging and planting 
fruit and ornamental trees. Address—

TORONTO and BARRIE

GETTING UP CLUBS.
Great Saving to Consumers.

DARTIES inquire how to get up CLUBS. Our 
1 answer is—You should send for Price List, and 
a Club Frrm will accompany it, with full direc
tions, making a large saving to consumers and 
remunerating to Club organizers. Send for it at 
once, to

8-tf

c>. MOORHEAD,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

MILLER’S GREAT TEA WAREHOUSE, Manufacturer of Furniture,
UPHOLSTERER, &c.52 and 54, Front Street East, Toronto, Ontario

A. Local Agents Wanted. 1-tf King Street, London.Toronto, April 26, 1872. 5-tfnmn
HILTON’S NEW

l«3 Patent Washing; Maim.innv OUTT
H. S. MURRAY,

/No. 1. Plain Top. Price §32. DZALEl in
WHAT IS CLAIMED FOR IT :

1st—It is the best ever offered to the public for 
the following reasons, viz: It will do its work 
quicker, easier, and better than any other machine, 
cleansing effectually and perfectly, no hand rub
bing being necessary, and without the slightest In
jury to any article submitted to its operation, nei
ther breaking nor misplacing buttons or other fast
enings.

2nd-—Its range or scope of action is greater, act
ing singly upon a lace or linen collar, and accom
modates itself to the heaviest article of bedding 
withoutchange or adjustment of the machine.

3rd —It is durable, not likely to get out ol order, 
and when so, easily repaired, being constructed in 
such a manner that any of its parts can be supplied 
by the manufacturer without the presence of the 
machine, and adjusted to its place by any imrsun, 
which is evident at lirst sight of the machine.

In witness of the above read the following :
We, the undersigned, having used Mr, Hilton’s Pa

tent Wash'ng Machine one year.oanfully endorse 
the above claims :—Wui. Ranloy, 6. A Eakins, 
Jos. Benjamin. W. W. Hull, Ja*. tyuuaqUi Isaac 
M«ore, G. Nireet, and others. Strath roy, Ont., 
February, 1872.

WATCHES, CLOCKS AHD JEWELLERY. i

OILVER A SILVER PLATED Ware In Great 
k) Variety. Sole Agent for Lazarus. Morris A Co’s 
Celebrated Perfected Spectacles. Watches, Clocks 
and Jewellery carefully repaired and Warranted. 
Sign of the Golden Spectacles, Palmer's Block, 
Richmond St, London, Out. 0-ly

HOWARD'S IMPROVED
IRON HARROW. MOLSONS BANK.

1’aid-up Capital
Rest-.......... ....
Contingent Fund

$1,000,000
60,000
13,000

'UHIS Harrow is superior to all others, because it 
JL is the most complete. It covers 14 feet of land. 
It leaves the groqad liner, works freer, and adapts 
itself to uneven I am*. It does not bond, and choke 
less thiyt-any other Harrow. It is so constructed as 
to draWermor end- lac teeth being so set as to 
tear the ground HP to # good depth, or to pass light 
I)’ over the surface, as the teeth are beveled on one 
side. It can be worked wilh aspan or three horses, 
or it may be unjointed and worked with one or two 
horses, in one, two or three sections.

They are giving entire satisfaction.
Price of Harrow complete, with three 

lions, treble-tree, and two coupling-trees, $35. 
Price of two sections and one coupling tree, $22 

Address— THOMAS HOWARD,
Adelaide Street, London, Ontario 

Samples may be seen and orders taken at the 
Emporium. 71.4e

Emporium Price List for Sept.
Carter’s Improved Ditcher, $1G0.
Howard's Improved Harrows, $22, $35.
Stump Extractors, $50, $75, $100.
White’s Cultivator, Iron, $35.
One-Horse Cultivator, $ , $10 
Day’s Sulkey Horse Rake, $35.
One-horse Ploughs, $5, $7.
Lamb’s Knitting Machines, $53 and upwards. 
Taylor’s Barglar Proof Safes. $00, $078. 
Combined It aper and Mower, $100.
Amalgam Bells, $8, $100.

Address W. Weld, London.

/ XCEAN PASS AGE.— Persons intending to take a 
V trip to tne Old Country, will find it to their ad
vantage to go by the Steamers of the National 
Line—large, sate and comfortable vessels. Fare 
low. Apply to F. S CLAKKÉ. next door to the 
Advertiser Office, London.
mHE SUBSCRIBER IS PREPARED TO 
JL fit up Public Buildings, Churches, and Pri
vate Residences with Velvet, Tapestry, Brus
sels, 3-ply Kidderminster Carpets, Flmir Oil 
Cloths and matting at short notice and very 
moderate prices. R.S. Murray. July

THE LONDON BRANCH OF MOLSONS BANK, 
1 Dundas Street, one dour w stui the New Ar

cade,
ISSUES DRAFTS ON LONDON, 

ENG. ; NEW YORK, U. S. : ST. 
JOHN, N. k,

And all the principal Cities and Towns In Ontario 
and Quebec.

Offers unus"al facilities to those engaged In the 
produce business.

Deals libeially with merchants and manufac
turers.

Discounts for tho Fanning community.
Buys and Sells Sterling Exchange, New York 

Exchange, Greenbacks. Ac , ar very close rates-
Makes Advances on United States Currency and 

Securities on reasonable terms.

Town and County Rights for sale. Price of Ma
chines, 314. Ail orders addressed to the under
signed will be promptly filled 

lt-y

aec-

ALEX. HILTON, Strathroy, Ont.

357. No. 91, Lib 
ORK.
or Near-Sighted 

,pic Attachments 
Cups, has proved
a tea—free. Waste 
i glasses on your
ranted for the new 
i, just introduced 
^paralleled by any 
of employment, or 
rcumstances, who
le ke a respectable 
iployment. llun- 
45 TO $20 A DAY. 
i guaranteed. In
to. Send for pam- 
Address

Oculists,
St., New York.

Agriculture

Jg| SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT
3. w Affords opportunity for §afo ami remunerative in

vestments of accumulative savings.
: saggjgv. a

• iy JOSE I’ll JEFFERY,
Manager.

lOeb
SCSIVM.BAISHON

London. Sept. 14 187(1.

PROVINCIAL EXHIBITION of the AGRI- 
IT CULTURAL and ARTS ASSOCIATION OF 
ONTARIO, to be h«ld at LONDON on the 22nd to 
26th September, 1873. Persons Intending to exhi
bit will please take notice that the Entries of arti
cles in the respective classes must be made with the 
Secretary, at Toronto, on or before I he under
mentioned dates, viz. :—Horses, Cattle, Sheep, 
Swine, Poultry, Agricultuial Implements, on or 
before Saturday August 2trd. Grain, F’eld 
Roots, and other Farm Products, Machinery and 
Manufactures generally, on or before Saturday, 
August Seth. Horticultural Products, Ladies’ 
Work, the Fine Arts. Ac , on or before Saturday, 
September 14th. Prize Lists and Blank Forms for 
making the entries upon, can be obtained of the 
Secretaries ot all Agricultural Societies and Me
chanics’ institu tes throughout the Province. Hugh 
C. Thomson, Sec’y Agricultural and Arts Ass’n.

Toronto, July 23, 1873.

MARKHAM BELL FOUNDRY
manufacturing machine

Price, §55.

No. 1 Bell, 15 inches dihmeter—yoke A crank...» 8 
No. 2 “ 16 “ “ “ ... li)
No. 3 “ 18} “
No. 4 “ 10 “
No. 5 “ 26 “
No. 6 “ 30 “
No. 7 “ 36 “

Bells Warranted for one Year.
There are about 1800 of the above bells now in 

use and giving the best of satisfaction, costing only 
one-third the amount of ordinary bells, and are all 
warranted one year. Encourage home manufacture 
and purchase a warranted article. Farmers 1 
throw aside those dinner horns, which cause the 
ladies to get swelled necks by blowing. JONES A 
CO„ Markham P. 0,,Ont. W. Wild, Agent,Lon 
don.

“ “ . . 16 
“ — loke A Wheel.'. 28
“ “ ... 50

... 70

..120

WILSON LOGKMAN k GO.,XARN.
■ORANGE. War

ty. None genuine 
li AM WARPS for 
ARKS & CO . 
rick Cotton Mills, 

St. John, N. B

MANUFACTURERS

i HAMILTON ONT n
Aug A Sept
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FARMER’S ADVOCATE.144
M. A A. A. Mo ARTHUR, Lobo, Breeders of Lei 

^eater Sheet,._______________ _’_____________________
f?OR SALE—Imported and Thoroughbred1 AYRSHIRE STOCK

Catalogues furnished on application.
S N. WHITNEY, Montreal. P.Q.. Canada. J 

QHORT HORNS, Ayrshires and Berkshire Pigs 
ij The subscriber offers a few choice animals o 
the BEST BREEDS, male and female, from IM
PORTED STOCK of the most approved strains' 
Catalogues on application. M. H. COCHRANE 
Compton, P.Q. Canada.

TREES,
BLASTS & Bulbous ROOTO •
1 tor U TI MN of 18itt. U

rpHREE YEAR OLD AYRSHIRE BULL FOR 
1 SALE. Apply at this office.

JOHN EEDY, Granton P.O., Biddulph Township 
Breeder of Lincoln, Leicester and Cotswold Sheep

^5®,Carde inserted in this lût for one dollar a 
line per year if paid in advance; $1.50 if inarreare

BREEDERS DIRECTORY.
WILLIAM LAOKNER, Oakgrove. Hawksville 

Breeder of Short Horn Cattle and Lincoln and 
Leicester Sheep. f-3in-w

EDW. JEFFS, Bond Head. Breeder of Short 
Homs, Leicester Sheep, Berkshire and Chester 
White Pigs. 72-3-y

UllwaiiKer it Harry offer to Planter* anti Drillers 
the largest ami most complets sto ik in the e Mutry o 

Stamlaril and il wo iT Fruit Trees,
Urnpe Vines. Small l-'ruIts,
Oriiitmnnlnl Trees, Shrubs, Ev ergreens, 
'-ew Rare I rniiand ornamental trees. 
New Rare firent and Hot House Plants, 
ttulboiis Flowerlnc Roots.

Small paresis forwarded by mail when tletired.- — 
Prompt attention to all inquiries.
Descriptive and Illustrated Priced Cataloguée sent 

■prepaid on receipt of stamps, as follows :
No. S—Fruits, 10c. No. 2—Ornement»! Trees, 

li*e. No. ti—Greenhouse, 10c. ho. 4—Wholesale 
| (Just Published), Free. No. 5—Bulbs, Free. 

Address,
HdnbVddShO.

TUOS. GUY, Syikuham Farm, Osh aw a, Breeder 
of Ayrshire aud Devon Cattle. 72-3-yWILLIAM TASTER. Breeder of Durham Cat

tle and Cotswold and Leicester Sheep. 5-y
8

R. S. O’NEIL, breeder of L'ncoln and Leicester 
Sheep and Short Horn Cattle. Birr P. 0„ London 
Township. *y > PARKJ. S. SMITH, MoQillivray, Breeder of Leicester 
Sheep and Durham Cattle, Ailsa Craig.__________

JOHN EEDY, Granton P. 0.. London Tow 
p, Breeder of Leicester and Cotswold Sheep. ■
G. WELDRICK, Thornhill, Breeder of Cotswold 

Sheep._______________________________________ U~u
GEO. JARDINE Hamilton, Importer and 

Breeder of Ayrshire Cattle and Leicester Sheep. 11

9LONDON, ONT. <3^ELLWANGER & BARRY,
2t Mount IIy arse ries, ROFIlKSTElt, X. V

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES, 
SHRUBS, ROSES, See.,

For Planting in the Spring of 1873.

■. » TtS" The Farm cits’ Aovocatr, edited.in London 
<3# Ont., D C. Terms, 1 per annum, if in advance ; 
© $1.25, if in arrears; postage prepaid. Advertise-
<2i meets 10c. per line, agate space. Communications 

and advertisements should be in the office by the 
■ T 15th of the month to ensure iusertion in the follow- 

ing number Postage and all other expenses 
ti charged on collection of accounts, if in arrears.

Hill. Ont., dealer 
st prices given for 

Horses for sale.

J. BILLINGER, Riohm 
n Canadian Bred Stallions 
good Horses, and some ttrst-olass

01
<£L>

8-tf bO
H. E. IRVING, Hamilton, Breeder of Galloway 

Cattle. Southdown and Leicester Sheep and Berk- 
ihire Pigs. 8

©

&N. BBTHELL, Thorold, Ont., Breeder of Short 
Horns, Berkshire and Yorkshire Pigs, Southdown 
and Leicester Sheep. 8 FARM FOR SALE.ti VOIStandard and Dwarf Apples,

Standard and Dwarf Pears,
Standard and Dwarf Plums,

Standard and Dwarf Cherries,

ci
+>

j TtUNWICH TOWNSHIP, Lot No. 8, on the Tal- 
t . | JLr hot Roa d, 50 acres good soil. Frame house; 
P barn and drive house ; good orchard grafted fruit ; 
. „ ! spring water runs all the year round : well fenced, 
STI in good cultivation Within one mile of Wallace- 
1 1 town.

DAWS A CO, Laehine, P.Q, Importers and ti 
Breeders of Ayrshire Cattle. 8-ly to

&J. PINKHAM, Westminster, Breeder of Devon 
attic. 9 <6

ti O
R. D. FOLEY,Bowmanville.Importer & Breeder r. 
f Devon Cattle, Berkshire Pigs and Merino Sheep

WALTER RAIKES, Barrie, P. 0., Breeder of 
hortHoms and Berkshire Pigs. 72-1-y

ti E DITORI A
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ficial Koii 
145 ; Seei 
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Advertise

OIE3 E .A OH ZEi S,
u Iiao tiGrape Vines, English an<l American Gooseberries,

CURRANTS,
Ornamental, Deciduous and Evergreen Trees,

Ornamental Flowering Shrubs,
HYBRID PERPETUAL MOSS AND PROVINCE ROSES,

Hardy, Herbaceous Flowering Plants, Mam
moth Rhubarb, Giant Asparagus, 

etc., etc., etc.
Senti Two Cent Stamp for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN CRAWFORD, Malvern P.0 , Breeder ol <M 
Heavy Draught Horses and Cotswold Sheep. 1-y H

CONSISTING OF 10 ACRES OF LAND within 
V 15 minutes walk of the Market Square, situated 
on two gravel roads. Soil of excellent quality.— 
This lotis well adapted for a Market Garden, gen
tleman’s residence < r dwelling, into small lots. A 
good frame house is now on the premises, with 
barn, sheds, stabling, Ao. Information can be 
furnished on application at the office of this p 

N. B.—Applicants must enclose 20 cts. in fi 
to ensure a reply, to pay for stationery, <fco.

O
STtS

JOSEPH GARDNER, Brittania P. 0., Breeder wj-t 
of Short Horn Cattle, imported Berkshire pigs. 72 qj

RICHARD RUNELSON, Galt, Breeder of Cots- O 
wold, Leicester, and Southdown Sheep.

O

O
►5 aper.

utureto oW. LANG, St. Mary’s, Breeder of Short Horns 
and Berkshire Pigs. V»iy ti

ti S Six Acres of Land for Sale.A. PARK, Ingersoll, breeder of Ayrshire cattle.
JOHN CURRIE, Verschoyle, breeder of Berk- $> 

shire Pigs. 12 u YVITHIN (i mile of the Court House. London ; 
acres bush. 3 acres clear. In a good state of 
vation. Brick cottage containing 5 rooms — 
3 $2,200. Apply at this Office. 6-li

3
O
tiJ. FEATHERST0NE, Credit, breeder of Essex, «3 

Suffolk, and Yorkshire Pigs, and Cotswold Shoep. 41 ti3 1 Of) ACRE FARM FOR SALE — One of the 
-LVU best farms in London Township, on a gravel 
road, within 10 miles of this city. Good barn, 
stable and residence. 125 trees in Orchard. 15 
acres wood. Creek runs through it. Price $6200. 
A rare bargain ; apply at once. Address WM. 
WELD, Agricultural Emporium, London, Ont.

JOHN JACKSON, Grahamsville, importer and 
breeder of English Cart Horses, Berkshire swine, 
and Leicester sheep,_______________________ 12 

J. MAIN, Boyne, importer and breeder of Cots
wold Sheep and Suffolk Swine, 12

MP* ©02 PONTEY & TAYLOR, tipi vq<6GEORGE MILLER, Importer and Breeder of 
\JT Short Horn Cattle, Cotswold A Leicester Sheep, 

^nd Berkshire Swine, Markham P. O. 12

JAMES LAWRIE, Malvern P. 0., importer and 
breeder of Ayrshire Cattle, Clydesdale Horses, 
Berkshire Pigs, and Leicester Sheep. 11-ly

©Fi UÏST. .TAMES’ PARK P. 0., ONT. CO ACRES IN GORE OF ONDON, two miles 
\Jci from city. Price $90 pe acre. Stone house, 
frame barn, well fenced, well watered, in a good 
Ftato of cultivation. Terms—one-third down, the 
balance on time at 6 per cent, Apply at this 
Office.

4 in A & M, Aug, & Sept.

GEORGE G. MANN, Bowmanville, Importer 
and breeder of Thorough-bred Devon Cattle. 11-ly. cf) ACRES FOR SALE IN DORCHESTER 

UU Township. 10 miles from London, 3$ miles 
x from D irehester Station Price, £30u0. Six acres 

Frame House, 6 years old, painted and
JOHN SCOTT, Coldtsream, Breeder of Leices

ter £-heç|> and Short-Horn battle. 11-ly W' od
papered throughout. Good stone cellar. 4 acres 
«•rebard; grafted fruit, best kinds. Outbuildings 

Barn about *5 feet long, with 
A good creek runs through

MontrealTUOS IRVIN HI, Logans Farm,
Breeder of Ayrshire Cattle, Clydesdale Horses 
Yorkshire and Berkshire Pigs, and Leicester fcheep

11-ly
good and large, 
good granary attached-
the farm. Corners on two gravel roads, 
fenced.

Apply at Farmers’Advocate Office. If by mail, 
post paid, and enclose stamp for hnswer.

Well
BRODIE.SON A CON V ERSE, Breeders of York

shire Pigs and Ayrshire Cattle. Address Jas. Bro- 
die, Rural Hill. Jeff Co., N. Y. ; J. F. Converse, 
Wood ville, Jeff. Co., N. Y. ; Hugh Brudic, Belle
ville, Ont.

W. HOOD, Guelph, Breeder of Galloway Cattle
ll-y.

;

11-ly
ACRES IN THREE LOTS, on upper 

------ Street. >raine house, 1£ stories, 9 roon
dén. PHee^S!’ ïiEP'Hi °TUPPERd Ti
12 cel-

otuxuwaniTU. H SPENCER, Breeder and Importer of 
Devon Cattle, Clydesdale Hoi ses. Southdown and 
Hampshiredown Sheep, and Berkshire Pigs 
Brooklin P. 0.% near Whitby. Ontario. 11-ly THE PATENT IMPROVED POTATO DIGGER D. HOLMES. BARRISTER,&c„ Dund as St 

London, Ont. m~°:c.

J. MILLER, Thistle-‘‘ha,’’ Brougham P. 0 
Breeder of Short-llorna, Cotswold Shoep, improvec 
Berkshire PigsandClydesdale Horses. 11-ly.

R. LEAN, Coldsprings, Breeder of Leicostoi 
Sheep and Berkshire Pigs. 11-ly

TS REALLY A GOOD. EFFICIENT IMPLEMENT, AND WILL DIG FOUR ACRES OF PO 
1 TA TO ES IN ONE DAY, and do the work well. This implement has been vastly improved, and 
will pay for itself in one season, where many potatoes are raised. It will pay to purchase one if only 
one acre is raised, as it will far more than save the interest of money, wear and tear and carriage ex
penses to any part of Ontario. Any quantity of references can now be given from those who are per
fectly satisfied with them Price of Digger, $18—placed on board the cars. Address R. DENNIS, the 
Manufacturer, London, or W. WELD, Canadian Emporium, London.

T 20 w/r&eÆ 'eitW
sex, young or old. make more money a.t work for 
ns in their spare moments, or all the time, than at 
anything else. Particulars free* Address G. 
STINSON .V CO , Portland, Maine. 5-ly,

G. MORTON, Morton P. 0., Breeder of Ayrshire
Cattle. 11-ly.

illBiiaiBlJOHN SNELL <fc SONS, Edmonton, Breeders 
of Short-Horn Cattle, Leicester and Cotswold 
Sheep, and improved Berkshire Pigs. Winner of 
the Prince of Wales prize for the best Bull and five 
of his Calves at Provincial Exhibition, Kingston 
1871. 11-tf.

vt- 'ur f.

F. W. STONE, Morton Lodge Guelph, Importer 
and Breeder of Short-Horn and Hereford Cattle, 
Cotswold and Southdown Sheep, and Berkshire 
Pigs. 11-tf.

O? ZEÏ IE3 SCOTT W SI EAT
TS A BALD, WHITE-CIIAFFED RED WHEAT. IT STANDS THE WINTER WELL. IS STIFF IN THE STRAW, IS OF GOOD QUALITY 

and yields a bettor average crop than any other variety. We find this the most profitable. It answers well in nil parts of Canada, and on all soil»; 
best crops an- from the stri ng clay soils. This is the only kind we purpose sending out this year. We have tried it against the Diehl, Treadwell, Weeks, 
Kapahauoc, Mediterranean, Miegc Proof. Ac. Ac., and pronounce it the best we know of. The other varieties may now he procured in any section by those 
preferring them. The present price el the Scott Wheat will bo for 1 oz. sample packages, sent per mail, post-paid, 20 cts ; 50 cts. per peck; $1.75 per bushel.

1 In lots of 10 bushels and over, $1.55 per bushel. Peck bags, I2i cts. ; cotton bags, 45 cts The above prices may vary if the general market value of wheat 
alters from the present prices. The wheat will be shipped from the station most convenient to where raised Address W WELD London.

JAMES COWAN Clockmohr, Galt P- 0. 
Breeder of Short-Horns Leiceste Sheep and 
Essex Pigs. 11-lu

J. R. HUS TEK, Alma, Breeder and Importer 
•f Shert Horn Cattle. 11-71
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